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• Regional board members want review 
 =before North Kalum timber licence sold 
Kitimat director 
blocks motion 
by Tod Straehan 
An attempt o request, that the Ministry of Forests do a 
complete review of the proposal to transfer a major forest 
licence in the North Kalum was frustrated by a procedural 
block at the Sept. 15 meeting of the Kitimat-Stikine 
Regional District board of directors. Two of the board's 
directors are worried about possible adverse effects on the 
regional economy that may come to pass if Tay-M 
Logging's timber licence is sold to West Fraser. 
Ray Jones, chairman of the Muke-Kum-OI Housing Society, was one of the 
dancers who honored and blessed the opening of the society's new project on 
Pear St. Saturday. Story on page A15. . 
I. 
Stewart director Andy Burton 
started the ball rolling with a 
motion to immediately contact 
Minister of Forests Claude Rich- 
mond and find out if a review of 
wood flow and volumes in the 
North Kalum area is being done 
prior to any change in existing 
licences. But the ball didn't roll 
very far. Using a section of the 
bylaw regulating t~ proceedings 
of the regional board, Kitimat 
director John LeSage brought 
everything to an abrupt halt. 
The bylaws state that "all busi- 
ness" to be placed on the agenda 
"must be delivered to the Secretary 
no later than 24 hours~, prior to the 
deadline for circulation of agendas. 
That would have been Thursday 
afternoon. And in another section, 
"If the Chairman or any Director 
determines the matter requires 
investigation, the matter shall be 
tabled to a subsequent meeting 
unless the Board directs otherwise 
by unanimous consent. I.,e£~ge 
used the first, effectively halting 
any further discussion until their 
next meeting, Oct. 27. 
Thomhill director Lee Watmough 
then made a stronger motion; that 
- -  Continued on page A2 
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" . . . . . . . . .  ably be. too.late, But it is possible the Minis*~ o f  Forests '~ revoke con~oany wasn't large enough to to  deal with what's happening assurances from the ministry that  
Tay-M's licence and put the timber support a sawmill or pulp mill. today." ~ey have determined that the sale they might get some answers 
up for competitive bid. This would And the sale of the Tay-M tim- For both Burton and Watmongh,. is good for the entire region, before then anyway. 
effectively halt the private sale bar to West Fraser is likely to there's much more to the issue "We're not trying to stop any-  The  Economic Development 
now being processed. According to reduce the chances of anything than the sale of the Tay-M wood body from doing anything," he Commissl0n met after the reglonal 
Watmough, there are other logging happening in the future. West to West Fraser or.a reduction in explains. "But we're losing it here. district meeting was adjourned. 
companies interested in the timber. Fraser will probably add that in- the AAC. There are pdi~iples. Let's hold it. Let's take a look at Kitimet and Terrace both dropped 
But John LeSage brought this ventory to the current supply of involved and questions to be it. Let's get a perspective on the out of this commission a couple of 
motion to a halt as well. "Once their Terrace mill. This, then, answered that reflect on the forest whole issue and go from there, years ago because they believed 
again I agree with everything effectively reduces the inventory industry~as a whole. That's all I want." they could best take care of their 
that's been. said," LeSage noted, available for any development in Watmough doesn't 'necessarily Watmough agrees. He doesn't personal economic development 
"But once again I will invoke the Stewart by a third, blame the companies involved, but want to halt the sale. It's just that concerns on their own. 
24 hour rule." But that's only a part of the asks, "In the first place, what he believes that a public process of Dan Pakula volunteered to intro- 
This -brought last weekend's problem. Burton says that when business does a ministry of forests competitive bidding rather than a duce Watmough's motion '~  as 
regional district meeting to an the harvesting licences were first have in issuing a 20 year liquids- private sale is more appropriate chairman Watmough couldn't do it 
abrupt end. The chair didn't even granted five years ago, the ministry tion licence when they are by when the assets in question belong himself and in theabsence of
extend the usual courtesy of believed the best way to deal with policy committed to sustained to the Crown. • directors from Terrace and Kitimat 
accepting questions from the press, the abundance of decadent timber yield?" This, both directors 
And LeSage left the building, their-was to clear cut the entire believe, was where the problem "Let's get a perspective it received unanimous approval. The ommission, then, will be 
A number of board members, I block in the 20-year period of the began, on the whole issue and go asking the Ministry of Forests to 
however, supported Watmough and lleences. Under a licence which basically from there, That's all I 'm revoke Tay-M's licence and put 
Burton in a subsequent interview Now, however, the ministry has permit~d the clearing of an entire asking for." the timber up for competitive bid. 
in which the two explained again changed its mind. Burton says the region, Tay-M, at the point of their --- Andy Burton There are others who want .• and 
their respective positions on the clear-cut philosophy is a thing of first five-year eview, is overcut need the timber and they should all 
pending sale of the Tay-M timber the past. The ministry now and three years behind in referee- "The only difference," he says, have a fair shot, Burton explained 
harvesting Ucence. believes the area is capable of tation. This information, says "is that if it goes up for bid the at that meeting. 
Burton explained that it wasn't sustainable yield, meaning the Burton, was offered to Stewart whole priee structure is going to And this commission has also 
his motive to stop the sale of the AAC will be reduced, possibly by council by a West Fraser manage- change." West Fraser, being the asked their chairman to go one 
Tay-M licence, ali he wanted was as much as 30 percent, ment official, largest of the potential bidders, step further. Watmough will be 
assurance that the stability of the The net effect of these changes And this raises the second ques- would probably still end up with talking to Terrace mayor Jack 
regional economy had been could be devastating for Stewart as tion. If, in fact, Tay-M has overcut the tender, says Watmongh, but the Talstra to see if a tour being 
addressed by the Ministry of well as the rest of the region, and is behind in reforestation, why price would probably be different, planned to fly the minister 'of 
Forests prior to any change taking Originally, an AAC of one million do they still have a forest licence If on the other hand, Orenda were forests over the Sustut-Talda rea 
place. He then further explained cubic metres of wood was avail- at all, and the right to sell it? to be the highest bidder, it would might ake a small detour and fly 
the" possible consequences of the able, and that promised something And this brings Watmongh .and almost give them enough timber to him over the North Kalum on their 
Tay-M sale. the area north of Terrace has been Burton back to the original ques- consider establishing a mill in return. 
First, a little history offered by seeking for years: a second indus- tion. All three North Kalum Stewart. 
Burton. The annual allowable cut try to help them through mining licences are up for their five-year And there's one other aspect to A _ . . _ . : . . . .  
in the North Kaium District is one industry slumps, review, but is this review taking a Watmough's motion. If a forest 
million cubic metres plus an addi- But change that AAC from a hard look at the Tay-M site due to company has a licence to cut 
tional 250,000 cubic metres under, dear-cut p!dlosophy to sustai~ble the pending sale, and are all three Crown owned trees, should they be 
the Small Business Program. The yield and '• the one" million cubic •licence'~ reviews being ~nsidered permitted.toe ell =thatlieence; poe'-' 
one million cubic metre AAC is metres per year might drop to as a unit as they affect regional sibly for.financial gain? or should 
split between three forest corn- something more like 067,000 cubic economy? "What happens in the that timber revert to the Crown, Open channel reader, 
panics; Tay-M with an AAC of metres per year. That may or may region, affects the region," Wat- who would then accept offers from books, tapes, crystals, 
280,000 cubic metres, grands with not be enough to support a m0ugh says. And with this, he others wanting access to that same • oils and more. 
360,000 cubic metres and Buffalo Stewart-basedindustry, butaddthe registered disappointment in the timber? Opening October I at 
Head with.320,000 cubic metres, second factor and it's definitely reaction of the. board to both A motion addressing these ques- 3611 Cottonwood 
These are 20-year licew, es, renew- not. Subtract something like motions, lions won't be considered by the Crescent, Terrace B.C. 
able every five years. 168,000 cubic metres, " the Burton explains that all he was regional district for more than a 635-7776 
The entire North Kalum block of sustainable Tay-M AAC that is looking for was assurance that the month, and according to Wat- 
timber was initially offered five probably going to be trucked out review process was in fact taking mouth and Burton, that will prob- 
years ago as a single unit. Orenda of the area, and Stewart is left only place, that it was addressing 
applied for the entire block but 499,000cubic metres per year. regional concerns, and that an FALL  SERVICE SPECIALS 
because two other companies had And this is the basis of Burton's official request Ix: honoured to ENGINE TUNE-UP SPECIAL 
applied for smaller portions it was argument. Ifa single company had send the results of. the review to Enjoy the smoothness and fuel efficiency of a well 
divided in three, been given the entire block - -  as .the regional district board. "With. tuned engine. Our tune-up special includes: 
All tlLme companies included was the ministries original inten- these things in the wind we had ~, Install=/tl~n of abtorcraft spark plugs- ~, Clean/Adjust hrottle body or carburetor 
proposals for some form of pro- tion ~ even with the reduced better get a handle on what's going ~. Check/Adjust timing 
~, Service battery 
ceasing facility in Stewart on their AAC, the timber available for a on," he said. In addition we will check: 
original application. But according Stewart wood industry would still And contrary to comments made ,, Distributor cap ,,, Air filter 
to Burton, nothing ever happened, be something close to 700,000 during the meeting by LeSage, ,, Ignition rotor ,~ Fuel filter , i  Spark plug wires v, Non.electronic ~ 
Possibly because the third of the cubic metres a year. "But that's Burton says he doesn't want to _ ,, PCV valve , Ignitions extra 
oflginal block owned by each hindsight," says Burton. "We have halt the Tay-M sale, only receive 4CYL eCYL  eCYLNeAEROSTAR 
69.95 79.95 89.95 
J 4635 Greig Avenue; Terrace,. B.C. VSG IM7 . • " • WINTERIZE SPECIAL For most domestic cars and light trucks i; . . .. special Includes: 
,,, Adjust coolant to manufacturer's peclficatl0ns 
Subscription Order Form j,- Service battery • ,,, Inspect: belts, hoses, heater operation, wiper blades 
,,, Adjust windshield washer fluid 
Includes up to 4 liters of antifreeze and 4 liters of 
I-] 1 year- $39.00 washer f, 
I-1Cheque I-IaoneyOrder ,, I-IMasterCard I-lVis! I iidifrequlrod', 32"95  I 
Please send a subscription to:, Card No. RECALLS .  Does your F0rdhave'any recalls' 
yet to be completed? Just bring In your serial , 
Name ~ number and we'll cheek on our computer. 
Address Expiry Date 
Postal Code Mail orbring this form to: TERRACE ' DL #5548 SAL_E FRO._M __SEPTEMBER 20 
. ~ . . . . . . . .  TO OCTOBER §, 1990. 
Phone " TerraceRevlew /'TOTEM FORD/  1 Seniors in Terrace and District $30.00 4535 Grelg Av nu , 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 Seniors outside. • of Terrace. and District $33.00 I 
Out of Canada $100.00 ,... " ' ,  
i~l l errace and Thornhill residents only: Subscribe no w and receive a free copy of Close up '~e3i 'KE=TH A'VE'NUE,' iERRACE, s.c.eas4ea4 
! ,=CAEL TOLV FREE • 1-800-772;1128 Magazine with your subscription. ...~,, '.-..,'~ , .  .,;,'" ' . ; " ' -  .... ... . ~.,. ~. . 
' '  L . ' - , "  ~.i . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  : . . .~  ~. . ,  . . . . . . . .  ,~  . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Schools could be short $250,000 in budflet 
School District 88 may have to 
trim its expenditures this year by 
as much as $250,000 or find an 
equivalent amount in revenue. The 
board was told at its first meeting 
of the school year Sept. 11 that 
entolment is the equivalent of 100 
students less than the number 
estimated last spring when the 
budget was drawn up. 
Under the Ministry of Educa- 
lion's block funding system intro- 
duced early this year, that means 
the province will reduce its contri- 
butions.to the district's operating 
costs by a fixed amount for each 
student below the spring estimate. 
The district estimated an enrolment 
of 5,227 (full-time equivalent 
students) to base their operating 
budget on; when school opened the 
count came in at:5,103.5. 
Assistant superintendent Skip 
Bergsma, who has become legen- 
dary for the accuracy of his enrol- 
ment estimates, was at a 10ss to 
explain the situation to the board. 
"They (.the missing students) were 
on the books in June. I don't know 
wherethey are., Bergsma said he 
and other administrative staff are 
continuing to hunt for pupils who 
Terrace Review "Wednesday, September 19,:i 1~990 A~'3 ~ 
It used to be light blue. Police are looking for whoever stole this 1987 Ford crew cab between 11 p.m. Sept. 10 and 6 a.m. Sept. 
11. It was found Sept. 12 on Ferry Island, the thieves having apparently doused it with gasoline and set fire to it. John Bourgoin, 
who had the use of the truck owned by Uly Pad Contracting, was not impressed. Anyone having information on the incident is asked 
to contact Cst. Swanson at the Terrace RCMP detachment. 
may be on extended holidays or 
who for some Other reason have" 
failed to appear-in school. 
Bergsma noted that every year 
there are a number of students who 
enml late, but.indicated it would 
be unrealistic to expect as many as 
100 to return, In response to super- 
intcndent Frank Hamilton's ques- 
tion of what it would cost the 
district ifanrolment ultimately falls 
50 students short of the estimate, 
secretary-t~asurer Bany Piersdoiff 
sa/d a rough guess would be 
$250,000. 
, There. is .very little room to 
manoeuvrein the district's budget. 
Hamilton said, "There are no 
reserves, it's a very basic budget." 
When it submitted the final 
budget to~the ministry in the 
spring, the board had already" 
trimmed about $250,000 off the 
draft budget by reducing the scope 
of  several  programs, ,with learning 
assistant and classroom aide time 
laking the brunt of the cuts. The 
reductions were made to keep the 
district within the ministry's fund- 
ing block, allowing the board to 
avoid calling a referendum. 
Plersdorff explained in an inter- 
view that the reduction in student 
numbers will not result in any 
significant savings. Although the 
shortfall is the equivalent of four 
or five classes, the drop is spread 
evenly throughout schools inthe 
district. Bergsma said there will be 
no. teaching staff, reductions ..... ........ 
I t appears certain that .the district 
won't get as much operating 
money from the province as its 
budget called for, but the exact 
scope of the reduction won't be 
known for several weeks. The final 
enrolment figures don't have to be 
filed with the ministry until Oct. 
15, and in the meantime the dis- 
trtct will have to wait and see how 
many students return late to 
school. In a situation that Piers- 
dorff termed "a double-whammy", 
the ministry won't know the total 
enrolment for the province for 
several weeks, and with that figure 
they will have to calculate the 
amount per student that goes with 
the district funding block. If the 
total provincial enrolment is up, 
then the amount allocated per • 
Two trustees say 
student through the block will go this point. "There are too many 
down; if the reverse happens, then unknowns," he said. 
the amount will go up. The enrolment is not only lower 
Plersdorff cautioned that .any thunthe spring estimates, however;, 
conclusions Would be premature at it's also about 100 students lower 
TERRACE--- Two members of the School District 88 board Of  
trust~w,s last week declared their intention to seek office again in the ~ 
election Nov; 17. 
than the actual enmlment at this 
time last year. It's the first time in 
several years the district has ex- 
perienced a net drop in student: 
numbers. 
n fr0m the Hon.  iWflliam N,  VanderZalm • • An  
: , @ 
et's 1(. 
My Cabinet colleagues and I will be in • your community to 
. . . . .  hear your views on; 
* Jobs, * Housing, * Education, 
*Health Care, * Taxation, * The Environment,• 
or other issues and concerns you want to talk about. 
• • Please join us for these Town Hall meetings. 
' • .. 
Tuesday, •September 25th 
7:00 p.m. 
Veritas Elementary School, 
Wednesday, September 26th 
7:00 p.m. 
Mt. Elizabeth Sr. Secondary 
[ Terrace School, 
thvIl_ e.' _ run aQaing#___ Kitimat 
: ' : In addition cabinet ministers Will be available 
for meetings on specific issues. 
-in Terrace contact 638,3207 In Kitimat contact: 632-6188 
Wewant to hear 
, ? 
':i ;. ' , . :  
. '  . "•  
I I 
from you. 
Board chairman Edna Cooper and Stewart. rustee K/nten Clmpman; 
who Is head of the negotiatiorm torero/tree, bothsay they'll be run~ • 
again. "I've been thinking about running - -  as fast as I can:in the 
Opposite direction," Cooperj0ked at theboard's first Public meeting of 
the school year.- . , , 
- Terrace trestee".Eva Dan/els aid retirement, and thetemptation f . .  
. spendin 8 the winter "down south" have pe~uaded her to forego seeking ' 
office again. ~ - " 
The other.trmtees~present at the meetlng - -  Terrace Imstees Wayne 
Bmkl, Jolm Pomette and Lavem Hislop end Hazelton Irustee Duncan 
Btel~' - -  gave no indication of their intentions. 
l-kzelton trustee Val Napoleon and K/twanga trustee Delbert Morgan . 
did not attend the meeting. 
Under civic election referees enacted by the provincial government 
two years ago, all nine seats on the board will be up for el~tlon this 
year, and trmtees who elected will serve three.year terms.. . i . 
The ~ appointed Elaine Jo!mson es returning omcer. . . ,  .: ~, , ~:,, 
• . • . ' , 
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Vic t im p icked  
up  in  Ter race  . ' : . . . . .  
. . . . . .  GET : . . . . . . . .  RCMP aro asking for the assis- tance of the general public in ... "' ' .. 
1 ON THE MAGIC! 
tracking down two men sus I~ted J ar~.~.t...-.....,.:" 
' . . . ) ' ,  of beating and raping a Prince ~..-.~. .- .,., 
• Rupert woman Sept. 9. i ". : 
P°li°~ say the w°man walking I ! ?"" : :~'~ "i~' i ( ~ " ~ ~ p ~ S  
along Highway 16 in Tenilce in ,.,:.: ":.i i CLASSIC 
the early morning hours o f  Sunday, :~~ ~ ~ ~  
s p,. 9, wh .  sho w.  p okod up 
by two men in what they describe ; ~ - ,  ,..~! ~.  
as a dark blue, older model import 
car, a two-door vehicle with bucket "I ~" : ' 
seats. The two men drove to a . ,. i', 
point 90 kilomctros west of Ter- !~ i . . . . , . :~  .-,~ :~, , / 
race, in the vicinity of Tyeo, and ~ "/'~ ~ i~- - 
• ,~ .:.. ~ . 
thpn beat and sexually assaulted ~ ,".~"~.~..  .. 
t!lo woman. ~ "  ' : ! / " " :  ~mm The "35-year-old woman was ~ i ,  6 ,  " "~' : 
treated and released from Prince ~ .' ' ' 
• Rul~rt hospital. ~.;~.~ " ~  : 
The first suspect in the case is ~'... ';'~"" ./:" ~ 
doscrihed, by polico asa  white '',. : .,, /< GL~{  
.male, 20-30 years of ages with ..,, ......... ~ i(~l~ 
short b rown hak cropped at the (., . ::~ 
back (composite drawing at top). .~ . .~~. .  ' 
• The second is a white male, 20-30 
,years .of age  with shoulder-length 
, curly b rown hair. ' 
Anyone  having information on  ,. . , 
. the cr ime is ask~l  to contact Cpl. .,," , _ j 
Ross  at the PdnceRupor t  RCIV IP  , ~ ... 
.(627-7867), or_..Cpl. Don  Wood-  ." • 
• houso  at. the Terraco detachment : ;.: 
, • ., - i7!';' ..' ... . . . . .  - ,  "~,' 
, ,..,. 
,,'. : . .'..~,~ 
• ...... ' '  .......... " 
.. . .~ • ~ ~ '; ~ i  "~ 
,t!:~.-'. .:..- .;~ ' 
, .., q] |/ I\ •MODERN: I < : . . . .  ' -. " • ~~; . : .  • . .  . . 
"I;/'~V M ETAP" vales ! '"::"< ':. ,.* t i NOW ON VIDEO! ' , I  
• Course 's"  Introduction to Mete- ' . • . . " ~ ~  
| phys ics ,  P rogress ive  Metaphys -  ' , :" 
ics ,  Advanced Med i ta t ion  1 and  " o ~ ~ Disney Compm W
2, S t ress  and  Re laxat ion  Med i ta -  • '~-'~ .: 
t /on ,  P rogress ive  Med i ta t ion ;  ~.  ~ 'i~ "AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 21st" 
Young Adults Courses, Healing .. - 
• Group,  Sp i r i tua l  Growth  Course .  ~ .. ::,- . Ter race  Thornh i l l ,  
E ight  week  courses  s tar t  Octo -  \ 635-6121 635-4841 
bar 1. Registration bySeptember ~" ~_ .~.~. .~ ~ t' 6324825Kitimat-a 624-2221Prince Rupert 24.  P re - reg is t ra t lon  fo r  each  set .  \ " 
Space  l im i ted .  For  ca lendar  and  
In fo rmat ion  ca l l  Laure l  a t  ,~ 'c{~)" 
635.7776.  ~,~ , 
i '  
......... .i ~ ~ / / ~  LUNCH BUFFET _ SANDWICHES 
• OUR BUFFET InclUdes Salad Bar, Soup Bar Cheese, tud(ey, salami, ham, lettuce, LASAGNA 
{ "~)~.~, \ F INE  D IN INO and Hot Food Bar. The Selection Is Great... tomato and your.choice of mustard or Regular .................................................. $8.95 
Loads to choose from... Mix or Match, any- mayonnaise .......................................... $ 5.75 Half Order ............................................. $ 4.55 
way you like It... EnJoyl CLUBHOUSE (Tdple Decker) SPAGHETrl 
Turkey, bacon, lettuce Regular .................................................. $ 8.75 \ o/~ I LOADS OF FOOD!  LOTS OF FUN! SPECIAL DISHES andtomato ........................................... $ 5.75 HalfOrder ............................................. $ 4 75~ 
SHRIMP CLUBHOUSE (Triple Decker) \¢\~ ) / ]  4529 Craig Avenue, Terrace, B.C. REGULAR DONAIR Shrimp, bacon, lettuce 
• Spiced Beef, Special Sauce, Lettuce, and tomato ........................................... $ 5.95 
/ PIZZA Our qual i ty  pizza dough is made. f resh  dai ly  on thepremises .  
\ ~ i  Please a l low 15 to 30 minutes  cook ing  r . . 
All of the above plus Cheese toasted to perfection .......................... $ 5.50 
Mini 8mall Medium Large • Family and Peperoni ........................................ $ 5.25 BARON OF BEEF 
CREATE +OUR OWN 638"8218 e" 9" 12" 15" 15" STEAK SANDWICH Juicy slices of roast beef 
8querl  Juicy Prime Cut served with served with our own zesty dip $ 5.95 
PIZZA WITH ONE OR Basic Sauce and cheese 3.00 5.65 8.35 11.75 14.25 French Fries ......................................... $ 6.95 ............ 
ALL OF THESE FISH AND CHIPS PIZZA SUB 
GREAT TOPPINGS: Each a00itional item .75 .95 1.30 1.75 1.95 Served with Vegetables of the Day ... $ 6.75 Fresh sub bun smothered with 
. Salem HOUSE SPECIAL CALZONE sauce and cheese topped with your .,.~ . . ~,, 
. Pepperonl Pepperonl, Mushrooms, Three kinds of Cheeses, your choice choice of any 2 pizza toppings ........... $ 5.50 
, Mushrooms Green Peppers, Olives 9.45 13.55 18.75 22.05 of TWO Pizza Toppings served Each additional item (max. 2) ............. $ .95 
with Meat Sauce, REUBEN 
• Bacon VEGETARIAN Large $ 5.50 Corned beef, sauerkraut , Ham Onions ,  Green  Peppers ,  ' ................................................ 
, Ground Beef Mushrooms, Olives 9,45 13.55 18.75 22.05 Small ................................................. $ 4.50 and our own cheese ............................ $ 5.75 
, Shrimp BABY BACK RIBS MONTE CRISTO 
, Caplcolli HAWAIIAN Tender and Delicious baked with Turkey, ham and our own cheese Lo&Ds OF FOOD[ 
. Anchovies Bacon, Pineapple, Green Peppers 8.50 12,25 18.75 20.10 our own Special Barbeque Sauce ..... $i2.05 grilled the way you like It .................... $ 6,75 
, Smoked Oysters SATAN'S DELIGHT VEAL CORDON BLEU LOTS oF FUN! 
• Green Peppers cap,¢o,ti. Hot Peppers. Baby Veal gently stuffed with Black 
• Hot Peppers Onions. Pepperonl 9.45 13,55 18.75 22.05 $11:95 " Forest Ham, Cheese and Breaded .... 
, Onion SUPER"S" HOMEMADE BURGERS 638,8218 
. Olives The First 8 Toppings of Topping Charbroiled on a Fresh Bun with Lettuce, " 
, Pineapple List or 8 Toppings o! your choice . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  13.25 18.75 25.75 29.85 PRIME RIB Tomato, Onion and Our Own Special Sauce. FREE DELIVERY 
• , Tomatoes EVERYTHING CUT -- Includes Our Fabulous Salad Bar DELUXE BURGER $ 8.25 with minimum order, not including Thornhlli ; ,  Extra Sauce All toppings but one el ................................ 
• Extra Cheese your choice Regular 16.00 21.50 28,50 32.60 SlOWly roasted and superbly seasoned. DELUXE CHEESE ................................ $ B.60 OPEN: 
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Served with Baked Potato or Rice, DELUXE MUSHROOM CHEESE ........ $ 5.75 Monday & Tuesday, 9 a.m. - 11 p.m, 
Vegetables or Pasta of the Day DELUXE BACON Wedne-~day & Thursday, 9 a.m. - 12 p.m. 
l~,.~ CHICKEN D ISHES and Garlic Toast. MUSHROOM CHEESE ........................ $ 5 95 Friday & Saturday, 9 a.m. • 1:30 a.m, 
BARBECUED CHICKENBREAST. Boneless Chicken Breast done in $14.05 CHICKEN'BURGER ............................. $1f.75 'Sunday 11' e.m. -10 p.m., 
:.;i .Tl ingpBarbequesauce ................................... ; ............................................. ; .................. $10.95 LARGE CUT .......................................... LUNCHEON SPECIALS: 
.TERIYAKI CHICKEN BREAST. Boneless Chicken Breast marinated n MEDIUM CUT ....................................... $11,96 • 
• "TedytklSauce.Charbrol ledor Flamed $10.95 NEPTUNIzE ANY oF  THE ABOVE .... $. 4.05 I ALLSANDWICHES'AND BURGERS | Monday- Thursday, 11 a.m.. 2p.m. 
i INCLUDE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING I 4529 Cra ig  Avenue,  ~~ ~C.~JI;IN CHICKEN • Chicken Pan Fried Cajun Style, 
:~', '! '  Thlll one gives hot Ilpsl ........... ;....................... ' ............................... ; ................................ :  $10.98 THIS IS ONLY AVAILABLE 1 i - French Fries, OnlonRIngs, I 
,w : CJHIcKEN COROONLBLEU • Boneless Chicken Breast, filled with Black Forest~Ham , FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS " Caesar Baled, Tossed Salad "I Terraces B.C. 
"-~ ' and ChasSis: Breaded with a Special Spice ....... ' .......... ;,..; ............. L,.;.,,~;,.;..'.';.";;;"';""" $10.96 . . , 
"'",i~7 . . . . . . . .  i' " • " - , 
.:~" . , . . .  . .  , : , .  
• .  , . .  , ,  .; , ,  . . , . 
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!Hiea lth  Care board goes reglion:al 
by Ted Strachan 
| ,= 
The Terrace Regional Health 
Care Society (that's f ight -  
Reg/onaZ) has a:'- coup!e,, of  n~w. 
faces on its beard of trustees. 
There were four hopefuls to fill 
tl~e vacant seats at the society's 
annual general meeting last Thurs- 
day nigi~t. Olga Power had her 
mandate renewed and Betty 
Stewart and Robert Wood were 
added to the roster. Incumbent 
Fred I-lislop was the odd man out, 
and a~r  many years of serving on 
the beard will be taking a well- 
earned rest. 
A quick election following the 
official meeting returned David 
Lane and Alex Houiden to their 
positions of chairman and vice- 
chairman and handed over I-lislop's 
responsibilities a finance chairman 
to Dave KcKeown. 
The  biggest change that took 
place, however, wasn't in the 
names of those serving on the 
board of trustees but in the name 
of the society itself. The word 
"Regional" was added to the offi- 
cial title to more accurately reflect 
the regional nature of health care 
services in Terrace. As was 
explained by Olga Power prior to 
the vote on the. name change, 
Terrace is a regional centre serving 
communities like the Nass Valley, 
Stewart, Hazelton, Kitimat and 
Prince Rupert, 
"This will help us go forward to 
serve the entire north coast," 
Power told society membership. 
"This is part and parcel of our 
goals and objectives at this time." 
To this, David Lane added, "For 
the last 10 ye~rs Terrace has 
served as the centre for the Pacific 
Northwest in everything but name, 
and I believe it's time we stood up 
and told people what we have in 
our. commtmity and pursue the 
regional concept." 
Two other motions were passed 
at the meeting and another was 
introduced for a decision in 1991. 
The first, made some minor pro. 
cedutal changes to the election of 
trustees and the second requires,, a 
secret ballot on any decision if any 
one member makes uch a request. 
To be considered, next year is a 
motion that a small in~ be 
made in the annual dues to cover 
the cost of preparing and mailing a
monthly newsletter. It was pointed 
I : . .  
• ... .~.: ...::.'..:..~:, : :: " ' : . , :~. ,. ~.. ,~.'.'::!.:~.::z~,~:~.~:::::..:..::':,i"?:~.~-~ ? ..,:::.~:::. ~,..~..!~ . . : .  - .- . ~:-::.:'.? ...~:..~..... i'.:i!::'~.!,::~..::~!~:.'~:..;?:i..~.::~'~"~:;:" ................ 
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7 :~,  : 
The 1990-91 board of trustees for the Terrace "Regional' Health Care Society, elected at the society's annual general meeting Sept. 
13: (Rear, from left) Audrey Green (Hospital Auxiliany representative), elected members Robert Wood, Betty Stewart and Norma 
King, Walter McConnell (B.C. Old Age Pensioners representative), Dr. Sharon Lee (president of the Mills Memorial medical staff), 
Me Takhar (city representative), and Marlaine Webber (provincial govemment representative). (Front, from le~) Finance chairman 
Dave McKeown, Wilma Costain, chalrm~ D~avid Lane, Olga Power and vice, chairman Alex Houlden. 
" " ~,~ i" . . . . .  
o=w,onoomotion.oodo, Del.gatty" put in chargo of . . . .  
special health care projects 
however, that society meetings are 
held on the fourth Thursday of 
every month and the public are 
welcome to attend. 
But even without attending the 
monthly meetings, society mem- 
bers already have an idea of the 
type of changes to expect in the 
coming year. These are outlined in 
the "Strategic Plan Outline 
1990/91" which wasprepared at 
the beard retreat last June. 
The  Strategic Plan calls for 
greater communication a d aware° 
ness of the society's work with 
both the community and 
employees, participation fsociety 
trustees on the boards of related 
agencies, emphasis on the recruit- 
ment, development and retention 
- -  Continued on page AIO 
The REM Lee Foundation got a big boost last Thursday night 
during the annual meeting of the Terrace Health Cam Society. On 
behalf of the Royal Bank of Canada, Terrace Royal Bank 
manager Bill Edmonds (left) ~ handed over a $5,000 cheque to 
foundation chairman Marlaine Webber. The donation will add to 
the .foundatign's. fundralsing efforts for a C.T. scanner, 
by Ted 8trachan 
l l~  , , , ~ , , r 
Kathleen Delgatty is .back. You 
may already have noted that fact, 
she may have sold you an R.E.M. 
Leo Foundation "Cash Calendar". 
What you may not know is just 
exactly what Kathleen Delgatty Is 
. doing in town. The  former acting 
administrator of Termcevtew 
Lodge took a brief leave of 
absence for a well-deserved holi- 
day over the summer and has now 
been re-appointed as the special 
project coordinator for the Terrace 
Health Care Society. 
The Terrace Health Care Society 
~xplains just what a special project 
coordinator does. For the first 
month or so, Delgatty will be 
working alongside volunteers from 
the R.E.M. Lee Foundation on 
three of their projects: The RCMP 
Concert Band benefit performance, 
which took place at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre monday; the R.E.M. 
Lee Foundation "Cash Calendar" 
which is currently on sale and 
offers a different cash prize for 
every day of 1991, and Roy  Vick- 
ers' paintings on sale right now at 
Northern Lights Studio. 
With this work out of the way, 
Delgatty will be spending a little 
more time in her Mills Memorial 
Hospital office working on a num- 
ber of different projects for Mills 
Memorial and Termceview Lodge. 
For example, she will be revamp- 
ing and improving on the society's 
orientation program for new staff 
members so there is coordination 
between the hospital and the lodge. 
And she will be updeting- an 
out-of-date information package 
that'~i so old it's hardly ever used. 
According to Mills Memorial 
administrator Michael Leisinger 
this is an important item for re- 
cruiting new staff, public relations 
and staff orientation. 
• In other words, says Leisinger, 
Delgatty will be doing the 10 
percent of the work that never 
seems to get done in any organi. 
zation but is important to a smooth 
operation. And, he says, I~Igatty's 
skills are ideal for the job. 
CALLING 
Al l  Mothers -To -Be!  
I f  there is a Baby on the way, 




~~-- )  starting at 1 p.m. 
at the Inn of the West 
For further information contact: 
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Make th i s  a - - - 
ean in  u l  exerc i se  
L conclude that the Northwest forest industry is in a H~D'~0 ~0g~ $0~A~0g 
somewhat sorry state of affairs. The recently AHI) A f " "  - -  
1 _. ,.,, I 1 
announced appointment Of an independent investigator ~ k~ ~ 
,ho o,o. .o o, i Kitwanga sawmill conveys the appearance of concern on 
• the part of the government,-but it'will accomplish little, k. " 
The Kitwanga shut down reflects regional problems in < 
both planning and wood supply. When Westar gained :--'----'~" ~ "~ I 
approval from the ministry tO build the high-tech, log- i 
hungry Camaby mill in Hazelton, simple addition should 
h~ive alerted everyone involved that the Ki~'anga 
• •operation's days were numbered unless some new timber 
:!became available. In fairness, there were Some prospects 
on the horizon, but the decision on the Sustut-Takla 
licence and the continuing reen export policy on North 
In examining Kitwanga there will be little an ..... -. 
investigator can conclude except to verify what Waster ~_~----L_>~_~ : ..... 
already knows: the mill can't keep operating in its - :  ~ . . . . . . . .  ~ " 
historical form. A new product line with associated 
markets using a different timber profile is the only 
answer.  
There is virtually no unallocated timber in the region, a 
fact that brings attention to focus on the transfer of Tay- The iew from 
• M's licence in the North Kalum to West Fraser. From a V 
local perspective it would appear logical that West Fraser Victoria 
would use the North Kalum wood to feed its closest - -  
operation, Skeena Sawmills in Terrace. The company, by John Plfer 
however, has carefully avoided public commitment o any 
specific use for the cut. Which bring up the question of 
whether this particular deal is going to represent he , 
/optimum use of the resource. . . . . .  ...... VICTORIA --- Som~'~deslt-cl car" So; ombtidsmar~Sieph~fi': "'" are up'for negotiation and/or '~ 
Both Skeena and Kitwanga need the wood, and the ing thoughts for mid-September: Owen says the public can main- renewal. " r ' 
280,000 cubic metre licence could make Orenda's pulp Word from within the Premter's lain confidence in the B.C. justice From government workers to 
mill proposal a viable project instead of just an idea. office is that they are expecting system. Gosh, aren't you woodworkers, the cries will ring 
"trouble" at the series of "town relieved?l across the province for more 
Which" brings up the next question: how is it that a hall meetings" in Greater In his interim report on the Bill wages and better working condi- 
private company is able to sell u presumably at a profit Vancouver this week. Reid Affair, Mr. Owen says the tions, to be matched by the cries 
an interest in a crown resource? Should the North Those are the deadly boring decision not to prosecute the from the government and the 
Kaium licence be put up for open bids? sessions in which Bill Vender former Cabinet minister and close employers for restraint and tea- 
The Kitwanga investigation is a welcome xercise, but Zalm plays Phil Donahue and friend of the Premier "was made son. 
examining Kitwanga in isolation won't lead us to what fields questions from the without any political or improper Smely it is not coincidental that 
assembled, less.than-ad0dng influence." waming signals are already being 
we need to know. It can only be meaningful as part of a throng, while he is perched upon One can only hope that in his flashed ab0uta coming recession, 
regional inquiry. ~ ~  c ~  a revolving high stool clutching a final report, Mr. Owen will or slowdown, in the economy, in 
microphone, inform that same public, for the an effort to temper the demands 
' ~ ~  " -  ~ Anyway, I am told security is first time, why the RCMP somewhat. 
~ ~ ~)  "* being beefed up for the four believed charges he, aM be laid The regular itual of "Us" ver- 
• ~.~~/  w i t~ ,~ headline-seeking meetings in New - -  a recommendation verruled sus nThem" will also take on 
................ ~,,:,,~: ................ ~::~<~,~,~~,~'~*~, Westminster, Vancouver, Surrey by senior A-G ministry lawyers added importin an election year, 
~~:',,'~:~':~'~,~":~ '~<"'~',:~,~:'~'~ .............. ,, ' -:'~"%i ' and Bumaby... and Io and behold, in a split decision, if you accept he high probability 
: . ~ ( ~ A  also being beefed up is-the TV We would welcome the Infer- that the election is not goingto 
Second-class mall coverage of the events, marion on which the police based happen this fall after all. 
Established May 1, 1985 registration No. 6896. In fact, rather than the normal 7 that recommendation. Once again, labour strife could 
The Terrace Review is published A, material ppearing in the Terrace Review is p.m. start, these forums have You must remember that most be the cornerstone on which the 
" each Wednesday by protected under Canadian copyright Regletra- been moved to 6:30 p;m. One provinces rely on the police to Socreds pin their m-election 
• Close-Up Business Services Ltd. tlon No. 362775 and cannot legally be repro- . 
duced for any reason without permission of the 8SSUI]Qes that is to have them determine whether a case pro- hopes. Stay tuned. 
publisher. Elm, end omiss ions .  Adver t i s ing  le accepted coincide with the evening news- seeds to charges and court, etc. • Senior Socred party officials 
• on the condition that In the event of 
typographical error, that portion of the edvertle- P..JEISts, no? But here in beautiful B.C. any and MLA's axe hoping the Pre- 
Publisher: Ing space occupied by the erroneous item will ~ Mark Twyford not be charged for, but the balance of the adver. NOW, it would be cynical in the such decision has to pass one mier will take his finger off the 
Editor: tlsement will be paid for at the applicable rate. 
Adver t i sers  must assume r sponsibility forer. extreme to suggest hat any pro- other hurdle and get the blessing election trigger for a few months 
Michael Kelly rors in any classified ad which Is supplied to the Terrace Review in handwritten form. lasts or demonstrations would of the bureaucrats, so that the Ontario election 
• Staff Reporters: In compl iance  with the B.C. Human Rights Act. mainly because of an The Reid matter did not clear results can work in their favour. 
Ted Strachan, Betty Barton no advertisement will be published which OCCUr 
" Advertising Manager: discriminates against a person due to age. race. increased media presence, that hurdle, and we still do not They reason that new Premier 
religion, color, sex, nationality, ancestry or place , MarJ Twyford of or ig in .  But it certainly is unusual for fully know why. Nor do we know Bob Rae won't take long to 
Typesetting: why the former A-G, Bud Smith, shoot himself in the foot in trying i Carrie Olson 4535 Greig Avenue, the times and locations to be 
Terrace, B.C. ,made so widely known so far in chose to withhold for a month the to live up to his election promises 
~ Production Manager: V8G 1M7 information that the police of higher corporate taxes, a. ~. Jim Hall advance, especially from an 
/~ Production: Phone: 635-7840 ~ Charles Costello, Gurbax Gill, Fax: 635-7269 administration which zealously wanted to prosecute, higher minimum wage, and 
Linda Mercer, Ranjit Nizar ,, , guards such schedules. Fib successor, acting Attorney- higher welfare rates. 
Office: O,e yu, .,be©,|~So,,: A little 'IV hit of placard-waY- General Russ Fraser, said in the Such an Ontario example of 
In Canada $39.00 Carrie Olson Out of Canada $100.00 ing professional protesters giving wake of Owen's comments that what the "sodalists" do once in 
Accounting: seniors In Terrace and District $30,00 he would "make sure that Justice power would then be used to 
~: MarJ Twyford, Harminder K. Dosanjh Seniors out of Terrace and District $33.00  the Premier and Ida Cabinet a 
• . , , ,,,, rough welcome could go a long in B.C. is both served and seen to bash B.C. NDP leader Mlke 
way to boosting sympathy and/or be sewed." Harcourt and his gang, the So. 
Letters to the~Klltor,,wlll be o~tsl(~/d for publlelttlOIt only when MOlted. support for them, and likely Great, Russ, all we ask is for creds say. ' 
Please Include your telepltmW... 0 Umbtr.. . . . . . . . .  =-  "~'nlons would prompt stem cries for a the truth.., the whole truth. And that fear factor will tans .  
TM adit r relerv/le the right to .¢onoenw arm era[ mmmL v~ . . . . . . . .  o need to restore law and order, In 1991, most of the major late into votes for Vender Zalm, 
exprHsed are not necesurlly thou of the T ,  rm~ R~I~.  . " • ~ , , Ion contracts in the.province ' Continuation page A7 
couldn't it? ' --" 
I 
n the last few weeks we have 
discussed the major forms of 
forest tenure. Tree Farm 
Licences are by far the largest, but 
Pulpwood Agreements are growing 
in number. Also discussed were 
Forest Licences, which aren't 
confined to any specific area, and 
Woodlot Liccnces, which resemble 
Tree Farm Licences but are far too 
small to be considered viable oper- 
ations. 
There are a number of other 
forms of tenure, though, that figure 
prominently in  the province's 
forest policy. The primary dif- 
ference in the forms of tenure we 
are going to discuss this week is 
that the Mini.~try, of Forests is 
responsible for silviculture prac- 
tices, not the company holding the 
lieence. 
These include Timber Sale 
Lieences which, according to the 
ministry, "allow for the orderly 
harvest of relatively small volumes 
Pifer - -  
Cont inued from page A6 
they say, especially ~m among 
the 15-to.20 percent who remain 
undecided. 
No wonder they think it will be 
worth the waitl 
• Are you eligible to vote.., and 
can you prove it? Whenever the 
electio n does arrive, recent legis- 
lation means that you will not be 
able to register on Election Day, 
as has been O.K. in the past. 
Sol as a public service, this 
comer advises you to phone 
Elections B.C. at 660-8676 to 
make sure. You're welcome. 
• " Ter race  Rev iew - -  Wednesday, 
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This' week:  : : : ' ' 
Tenure: many 
forms, same i sights 
problems " 
of timber". Tenure through a Tim- 
ber Sale Licence is sold by com- 
petitive bid and is intended to 
serve the needs of operators with 
small allowable annual cuts, those 
registered under the Small Busi- 
ness Forest Enterprise Program 
(Small Business Program), holders 
of Pulpwood Agreements, and 
others with temporary cutting 
rights. 
Timber Licences are an old form 
of tenure. No licences have been 
issued under this proyisions ince 
1913, but a number of these 
licences till exist. Timber llcences 
were devised in the days when we 
believed it was impossible to run 
out of trees ~ the devastation 
caused under this form of tenure is 
still visible today. 
Timber Licences designated a
specific piece of real estate and 
gave the holder of tlg licence 
permission to cut all timber that 
was mature at the time of the 
award anytime he liked. This is the 
form of tenure MacMillan Bloedul 
held in the Kitimat Valley that 
allowed them to clear cut almost 
the. entire valley. MacMillan 
Bloedel has since sold these 
llcences, omething that is allowed 
with government permission, and 
the land will revert back to the 
Crown only after every tree that 
was mature at the time of the 
award has been cut. 
Then there are a number of 
minor forms of tenure. A Free Use 
Permit allows the cutting of fire- 
wood and fence posts and rails for 
personal use •and makes it possible 
for prospectors t0ficut the timber 
they need to devel6p their mineral 
claims. A Licence to (~ut 
Ll gf..gg_lhf,.E t r t di* 
Is this the ri0ht 
place for a retailer? 
Open letter to Terrace 
mayor and dry courier: 
It has been brought o my atten- 
tion that the city plans to amend or 
change the zoning on Keith and 
next to the overpass to accommo. 
date a company which plans to 
open a video rental store in this 
area, now zoned only for ware- 
house or light industrial. 
I find this very disturbing 
because in this area we already 
have one of the most congested 
traffic problems in the city, a 
situation that has already claimed 
one life of a young lady. Now, I 
find tlds city plans to let a com- 
party operate a video store 
which generates a tremendous 
amount of Wa~c, approximately 
50 percent of which is children. 
Children crossing the highway, 
dashing between logging and 
freight rucks plus all the other 
traffic with no crosswalks or safety 
b 
• zones.l find unacceptable. 
I also have been informed that 
the company involved is. txying to 
convince council that their store is 
going to be warehousing videos for 
the purpose of obtaining a business 
licence~ ff a video store resembles 
any other type of business I would 
say that would be a library, not a 
warehouse. Would this city con- 
sider this as being a good spot for 
a library expansion site? 
If this company is to proceed 
with this without a permit, I think 
it will only show their irrespon- 
sible feelings for our children in 
this city. I don't feel this should be 
permitted for the cost is far too 
high. Anyone using this highway 
or people concerned with our 
children should let their feelings be 
heard now before anything hap- 
pens.• . . . . .  
• ~ .... ' . . . .  ' J ames  Wold, 
Terrace. 
by Tod Strachan, in consultation with Rod Arnold and Doug Davies 
authorizes private property owners 
and the holders of an agricultural 
lease to cut timber on their land 
and sell it on the open market. 
And Cash Timber Sales allow the 
ministcy to sell minor volumes of 
timber without advertising or 
accepting applicatiom from other 
persons. This form of tenure 
generally relates to areas of 
blow-down or beetle kill and 
covers a volume of up to $2,000 in 
stampage. 
There are also Special Use Per- 
mils, which cover the cutting of 
timber for land development such 
as log sorting areas, the construc- 
tion of an industrial camp or the 
development of a gravel pit, Road 
Permits, which authorize holders to 
harvest timber for the construction 
or maintenance of a Ministry Of 
Forests approved road, and C'hdst- 
mas Tree Permits, which give 
holders the right to plant, grow 
and harvest Christmas trees on 
Crown land., . ~ .... ~ 
cost. The others fall under funding 
sources such as the Forest 
Resource Development Agreement, 
(FRDA) and money for replanting 
trees has traditionally been either a 
feast or famine situation-- usually 
the latter ~ and consequently the 
rate of reforestation has fallen well 
behind the rate of harvest. 
Them are, of course, other com- 
pounding problems. Nursery capa- 
city at the present lime, for 
example, wouldn't be able to keep 
up with the demand even if suffi- 
cient funding was available. 
Still, this is rather ironic con- 
sidering the fact that the financial 
structure of the Small Business 
Program offers omething closer to 
the concept of sustainable yield 
than any other form of tenure in 
the province. It is a form of tenure 
that can bedescr ibed  as 
self.funded. Money from the sale 
of timber under the Small Business 
W 
'ith all but one of these 
forms of tenure, how- 
ever, there are two 
common problems: reforestation 
and roads. The Ministry of Forests 
is responsible for all reforestation 
and road construction under all 
these timber sales, but only the 
Small Business Program has a 
• built-in structure which covers the 
September • 19,1990 A7 
harvested, we might address at 
least one of the problems facing 
the industry today, a fact of life 
commonly called the Falldown 
Effect. 
Although we have suggested 20 
percent as an arbitrary figure that 
might cover the cost of reforesta- 
tion, it wouldn't take any great 
business mind to figure out exactly 
what a realistic figure might be. 
Businessmen, i dustry leaders and 
farmers do it every day. You sim- 
ply have to look at the facts and 
decide how much of  your profits 
you have to re-invest in your busi- 
ness in order to assure its con- 
tinued operation. 
And as far as government 
management practices as they 
relate to our forests, there's a 
simple question that needs to be 
answered. If a business takes 
everything it earns and spends it 
on something else, how is anything 
Program goes into a "pot" that put back? The answer is rather 
• obvious. It isn't. And as .any good covers the necessary cost of ......... . _  . r • ~ . . . .  : . . . .  
replanting and mad construction, busin~man knows, i f  you. put 
It could easily be argued that his nothing back in you lose what 
is the way the whole industry 
should operate, regardless of the 
form of tenure. If the government 
were to retain a portion - -  let's 
say 20 percent for the sake of 
argument ~ of all taxes and stum- 
page fees coming from the indus- 
try, then take on the responsibility 
of replanting all areas that are 
you've got. 
Next week, we will take a part- 
ing look at forest tenure and, 
according to the interim report of 
the B.C. Forest Resources Com- 
mission, some changes that might 
be made. Following that, we'll 
begin a new segment of Forestry 
Insights when we begin to examine 
the appraisal system in B.C. 
APPOINTM.ENT 
The Terrace Review/Close.up Business Services 
welcomes Todd Vogt, our new sales representative. 







For creative solutions 
to your advertising 
concerns, 
call Todd today 
at 635-7840. 
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Do you think a three-year 
term of office for civic 
officials is too long? 
Jose Pits 
Actually, no. They can do 
more. They get to know the 
system and can do a better 
lob. 
Unda Wiznlewekl 
Yes, I do. Other than that, 
I think we need new blood 
with new ideas. 
Dave Smith 
Yeah, I do. I think a review 
every two years gives the 
electorate a chance to 
change politicians if they 
don't like them. Unfortu- 
nately, we have no recall 
system in Canada. 
Eric Brorup 
Definitely. They get too 
complacent. A one-year term 
would be much betted 
Negotiating climate looks stormy 
TERRACE - -  With the fall 
comes resumption of contract 
negotiations between the Terrace 
District Teachers' Association and 
the School District 88 beard of 
trustees. Progress in the opening 
rounds of talks, which broke off 
for the summer break, was mini- 
mal and bargaining may be com- 
plicated by new factors that arose 
over the past month. 
Major changes brought into the 
school system by the Royal Com- 
mission on Education will have 
~rcnss lons on contracls, par- 
tl~iilarly on contract language 
affected by the new School Act. 
Entire sections of the previous 
contract will have to be re-written 
to conform with the changes. 
The provincial government 
whipped out a surprise in the 
closing days of the most recent 
sesston of the legislature, an act 
the Minister of Finance calls "the 
apply to cont rac t  negotiations 
between teachers and school 
boards. 
Robert Yanow, a ~lired military 
officer and president of the B.C. 
Press Council, is the registrar. He 
said the information on barBaining 
positions will not be disclosed to 
Sunsldnc Bill". On paper it's the public except in the event of a 
called the Public Bargaining Dis- strike or lockout, but the TDTA 
closure Act, and its stated aim is to and School District 88 will have to 
give the public accurate reforms- file their current potdtiom with his 
tion on labour negotiations in office. 
which tax money backs the TDTApresldentrRObBrownasid 
payroll. A registrar to administer the filing requirement will place an 
the act wnsl a~inted last week, additional buJrden on the union's 
and he says the rcBulatlons will resources. - 
DAY 
Men's or Ladies' cotton blend 
dress or business shirts expertly 
laundered. 
~, Only drive.thru In town 
,~ Best, most reliable and cleanest service 
,,, Drop off point at Thornhill Public Market 
I 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. -- Monday to  Fdday 
8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. -- Saturday 
KIODIE CORNER FROM THE POST OFFICE 
ln Li 
N.E.W,S 
by Robed Q. Smith 
General Manager 
WHAT TIME IS IT? 
We are excited about the new sign on the roof of our 
hotel. Besides lighting up the sky with our new name 
and logo, it also gives you the time of day and 
temperature in Celcius and Fahrenheit. Keep "in the 
know" by keeping an eye on the Terrace Inn. 
WEDDING RECEPTIONS 
The perfect place to hold a wedding reception is in 
our redecorated Skeena ballroom. You'll like the new 
decor and the price is right! We can Seat up to 200 peo- 
ple for a dinner and can assist you with all the planning 
to make your special day a real success. Drop in to the 
Terrace Inn and let us show you the Skeena ballroom. 
OUT-OF-TOWN VISITORS 
Whether on business or pleasure, we would like to 
welcome your out-of-town friends. The Terrace Inn 
features a Bed & Breakfast plan with our rates starting 
at $49 per room. This includes modern room accom- 
modation, a full breakfast, plus a complimentary pass 
to the Terrace Aquatic Centre and a Bonus Discount 
Coupon Book. We have recently remodeled and 
redecorated much of the hotel an~l would be very 
pleased to look after your visitors. By the way, our toll 
free number from anywhere in B.C. is 1.800.663.8156, to 
make reservations. 
SUNDAY BUFFET BRUNCH 
Join us Sundays between 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m. for 
Terra©e's only Sunday buffet brunch. It's a super feast. 
Adults $10.95, seniors $7.95, and children $5.95. 
4551 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C.. 
Phone: 63S.6630 Fax. 635 2780 
. . . .  f 
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Living in a risky place: the North 
would have to be a reasonable 
compromise. "I think there would 
be a tremendous outcry if we 
closed the bars and hoarded up the 
liquor stores," She admitted. 
A presentation by Dr. David 
Bowering, medical health officer 
Part H 
by TOd Straehun 
The Royal Commission on 
Health Care and Costs visited 
Terrace on Sept. 5 and from that 
came a regio i co ,t or pos, 
sine health care changes in our 
part of the province. It will likely 
be some time, however, before we 
see any changes.., if changes are 
made at all. 
The Royal Commission on 
Health Care and Costs was estab- 
• llshed by theprovincial govern- 
ment last March as an independent 
investigative body free to make 
recommendations forthe improve- 
ment of our health care system 
with no interference from the 
province. Under itsmandate, the 
commission is to study the present 
health care system and its struc- 
ture, management, funding and 
underlying policy. 
In addition, they are to look at 
• requirements for professional per- 
and David Sinclair, a recently 
retired senior parmer of a major 
national accounting firm. 
But what m'e the primary health 
care concerns in the northwest? 
The commission heard 17 oral 
presentations ~ Smtthers on Sept. 
4 and tlies~ covered everything 
from the election of hospital 
trustees to capital funding prob, 
lems and difficulties in finding 
staff. Also coveted were medica-. 
tion and costs, the cost of travel to 
Vancouver specialists, quality 
versus quantity of care and the 
need. for extra billing services for 
he mentally handicapped. 
There were around the same 
number of presentations in Prince 
Rupert and the concerns were 
similar. Manpower recruitment and 
retention, the current funding sys- 
tem (particularly the way in which 
it penalizes rehabilitation prog- 
rams), the cost of visiting special- 
ists in the south, the need for 
public health programs and prom- 
otion, and something a little dif- 
for the Skeens Health Unit, 
expressed the problem of substance 
abuse in the north in a slightly 
different way. Life in the north is 
different. Rather than large urban 
ccntres, there are widely dis- 
trlbuted, small, one-indmtrytowns.. 
which in general have .a much 
younger population than is found 
in the south. 
The net result of these dif-. 
ferences: A frontier attitude where 
people take greater isks than in 
other parts of the province. There- 
fore, there is a greater risk of 
dying if you live in the north, 
regardless of your age. Infant 
mortality, for example, is higher 
than in any other part of the pro- 
vince. 
The problem is compounded by 
the fact there are twice as many 
teenage mothers on a per capita 
basis and in general they have 
greater difficulty raising their 
young than older women do. This 
provides a .unique pattem that 
tends to keep our frontier attitude 
been told in Smithers aday earlier 
that perhaps our present System for 
remuneration - -  fee for service - -  
is not appropriate innorthern com- 
munities. 
Other presentations came from 
Made Hildebraudt, regional re- 
" habilitation officer for the Cans- 
dian Paraplegic Association, who 
.told the commission more atten- 
dants are needed in the north and 
a second wheelchair should be 
covered by MsP. And Lou Galr 
who emphasized the need for 
supportive homing in Terrace and 
a fair solution to the cost of travel 
for medical reasons. In both cases, 
or people to help or educate them. 
We need fully trained Native 
health care workers, she said; 
people have died because they are 
not aware of preventative measures 
or don't know how to deal with 
diseases such as diabetes. She 
added that there are a lot of young 
people interested in medical 
careers in the Native community 
but they don't have the educational. 
prerequisites. 
"Bfldging" programs, she sug- 
gested, would help but they don't 
exist. 
A presentation from Northwest 
Community College was offered 
Galr sngaested, there is a very by nursing coordinator Joanne 
simple solution. "I understand Thomson. Thomson offered sug- 
Lotto B.C. is giving out gestions on how basic nursing 
$10,000,000 in prize money next 
month," he stated in a written 
submission. "A better use of this 
money could be made for Medical 
Care for the Citizens of B.C." 
Thage was input from the Native 
Community. The Nisga'a Valley 
Health Centre shares the same 
concerns as everyone in the north; 
a lack of funding, physicians, and 
manpower in general, And Ker- 
mode Friendship Centre executive 
director Sadie Pro'nell told the 
education can be adapted to 
address the special needs of the 
north, talked about he aceessibility 
of health education in the north, 
described the lack of transcdtural 
care, and discussed the problem of 
the retention of nurses during their 
education. 
A presentation made on behalf of 
the District of IQtimat added to the 
list of staffing complaints. Kitlmat 
still doesn't have an orthopaedic 
surgeon, they are in need of a 
commission that here is a need for psychiatric social worker, and " 
health care workers in Native there is a shortage of nurses. And 
sonnel, prescription drug prngrams, fcrent - -  elected versm appointed alive.And lnaddition, theproblem communities and a need in Native one of the biggest complaints in 
the use of advanced teclmolosy hospital boards, of conflicting value systems communities to make health care the north; travel to the south. 
and the promotion of good health. And there were few differences between Native and white corn- decisions on behalf of Native 
Bot their duties don't stop therc - -  in Terrace. Ruth Hallock repre- munities is much more pro-people. 
they have also been asked to take sented the City of Terrace and nounced. Particularly frustrating, said 
thek investiption one step further talked about he regional nature of Asolution, says Bowering, isfar ~ Parnell, is watching people who 
and look at factors beyond the healtltcare s rvices offered here as from s 'imple. We need more medi- have fallen through the cracks of 
present health care system; for wall as the impact of drug and all specialists and more general society and not having the funding 
example, the promotion of good alcohol abuse on northern corn- practitioners. Often, medical per- 
health es a method of reducing munities and the need for a detox sonnel who chose to work in the 
health cam costs, centre in Terrace. Hallock referred north find the demand for medical 
Sitting on the commission are the to alcohol and drug abuse as our treatment far exceeds the scope of 
chairman, JmticePeterSeatonwho number one health concern and thekmedical training..No.tbecausc 
has been a trial judga with the said the cost of abme-  debllitat-they are improperly trained, but ' I ' h  I ' ~ I ' ~ e ~  h I 
Supreme Court of B.C. and since ing accidents, beatings and fetal because the distribution of exper- 
1977 a judge on the B.C. Court of alcohol syndrome ~couid be seen tise doesn't necessarily_, match the 
Appeal; Marguerite Ford, a dlrec- in the faces of our children. And ~ceds of individual communities. 
tor of the Vancouver Board of how all of this is preventable with We need training institutions in 
Trade and until recently the exeeu- a little help from the province, the north. We need resources for 
tire director of the Aizheimer's A possible solution was offered prevention. We need to find a way 
Society of B.C.; Robert Evans, a by Marguerite Ford, but on her to attract medical personnel to the 
health research scientist at UBC, own admission, its something that .north. David Sinclair agreed, 
Kenneth Fyke; a former deputy might be difficult to achieve. Medical expertise in the north is 
minister of health in Saskatchewan L/miring the number of liquor often as widespread as the com- 
and the current president of the outlets and their hours of operation mun/ties that are served, and he 
Greater Victoria Hospital Society; might help, she suggested, but it noted that the commission had 
SOMETIMES VVE DON'T APPRECIATE WHAT WE HAVE IN TERRACE 
UNTIL WE SEE IT THROUGH THE EYES OF OUR VISITORS. THE MA- 
JESTIC MOUNTAINS, THE BEAUTIFUL RIVERS... AND THE WARMTH 
OF THE CITIZENS. ,JEFF BECK IS AWELDER AT JOHNNY'S WELDING. 
FIE CAME HERE ON HOLIDAYS FROM CASTELGAR A YEAR AGO... 
AND STAYED! JEFF AND HIS FAMILY ENJOY THE F_.ASY ACCESS TO 
FISHING, HUNTING AND CAMPING SPOTS - AND HE KNOWS 
HOW MUCH A WARM WELCOME MEANS! 
Terrace nurse SonJe Willit8 is this year's recipient of the Nora Langley bursary, giving her $300 
to help finish her Bachelor of Science in nursing studies. The bursary, presented by.Ten~.ce 
Registered Nurses of B.C. chapter president Ellen Bentham, honours the memory of Nora Langley, 
a Terrace public health nurse who was kl!led in a car accident in 1977. w,tH ASS,StANC~ FROM THE C,tV OF TE,~ACE 
i I I ; I I i I i i i  | , .  
t¢ t 
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Shames progress + contin ues 
with lifts, towers and road 
install it. 
The new main cable for the T- 
bar has arrived. The cable for the 
chairlift will arrive next week. 
The Ministry of Highways' sub- 
contractors began the road surface 
sub-topping on the bottom nine 
kilometres of the Shames Moun- 
The last of four concrete pours 
for footings and piers was com- 
pleted by Canadian Helicopters an d 
Mizar Construction for the T-bar 
and chairlift at Shames Mountain 
ski resort Sept. 13. Karl Ernst of 
Mueller Lifts, overseeing the lift 
re-construction and re-erection 
project said he is impressed with 
the quality of the forms and con- 
crete and the alignment of the 
anchor bolts to which the towers 
will be attached. 
Ernst reports that they have com- 
pleted attaching the tower heads 
and sheave assemblies to the 
towers. Sunday, the towers were 
positioned on the piers by Cana- 
dian Helicopters and a Mueller 
crew and then bolted down. 
On the same day the crews 
finished the concrete pour, the new 
chairs for the chairlift and the 
bottom drive casing arrived at 
Shames Mountain. Borvig Lifts of 
New York trucked the equipment 
across the continent on a semi- 
trailer highboy, via Seattle to Ter- 
race. When the driver got here, he 
asked for directions to Shames and 
headed up. His highway truck 
made it through all the construc- 
tion on the new road and Mueller 
employees helped him unload at 
the top with a hydraulic lift and a 
front end loader. When the remain- 
der of the drive arrives next week, 
Shames project manager Mark 
Grabowski plans to have it stored 
in town until they are ready to 
parent 
conference 
fain a~ road two weeks ago. 
Last week, they began sub-surface 
topping from the bottom of the last 
four kilometers. At the top end, 
they are working on the road into 
the base area and have begun 
blasting at the only switchback on 
the road. 
Pet of the Week 
This week's pet is Trashcan, a three-year-old spayed calico 
female cat. Terrace Animal Shelter staff say she is very 
affectionate, will use a scratching post instead of your 
fumiture, and has up-to-date shots. To get acquainted, visit the 
animal shelter. 
Health Care - -  Continued from page A5 
of staff, user-pay daycare services 
Achoa  oR s ~ for staff, and ,the completion of 
health care services integration. 
Other projects on their agenda to nosz g'---'ln- actively pursued include the 
development of the ' Alice 
Chen-Wing Resource Centre, edu- 
cational support, the estab!ishment 
of a detox centre and reg~onaiiza- 
Uon of acute and continuing care. 
Parents of children in School 
District 88 who arc puzzled over 
changes being made in the educa- 
tion system or  have questions 
about hose changes will be able to 
attend conferences organized by 
the district on Oct. 26 and 27. 
Jan Iverson, a local teacher who 
has taken charge of the primary 
and intermediate preparation for 
the Year 2000 curriculum changes, 
told the board of trustees ScpL 11 
that he conference agenda is being 
based on the concerns outlined in 
an informal survey of parents. The 
Oct. 26 session will be an evening 
forum chaired by a representative 
from the Ministry of Education. 
A six-hour conference is planned 
for the following day with local 
district staff and teachers acting as 
resource people. Topics on the 
agenda to date include an outline 
of the first year primary school 
structure, special needs children, 
cooperative learning, assessment 
and evaluation of students, the 
transition from primary to inter, 
mediate levels, the roles of parents 
and learning assistants, the role of 
play in the primary classroom, and 
the effect of the new curriculum 
on classroom organization.' 
Further information on the con- 
terence will .become available as  
the date approaches. " 
For Mills.Memodai Hospital the 
list lnclu~s psychiatric .daycare, a 
C.T .  scanner, the hiring of a 
gerontologist and psychiatrist and 
additional medical specialists in 
the fiel~ of orthopaedics, ophthal- 
mology and anaesthetics. And for 
Terraceview Lodge there's adult 
daycare, supportive housing, pri- 
mary care and a new van. 
And the winners are... 
~¢se are the winning lottery numbers as provided by the B.C. 
Lottery Corporation. In the event of a discrepancy be~4,een these 
numbers and those held by the corporation, the corporation's 
numbers shall be held as correct. 
LOTTO 6149 Sept. 16,1990 
Sept. 12,1990 
09-22-30.39 42-45 Bonus41 
14-23-29-35-39-47 Bonus44 
EXTRA Sept. 15,1990 09-43.70.81 
Sept. 12,1990 06-39-65-99 
LOTTO SO Sept. 15, 1990 02-09-23-20-32-37 
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"rilE SHAMES MOUNTAIN SKI CORPORATION recruited this 
Sikorsky chopper to move lift towers into place recently. The 





4610 Lazeile Avenue 
635-6600 
"All the supplies you need" 
Exterior and interior paints 












18 Greek letter 
20 Radical 
22 Initiate 







" 36 Sand 







46 Goddess. LaL 
48 Deceased recently 
Sunworthy wallpaper 
52 Dickens character 
53 Eel.shaped 
amphibian 
54 Incessantly . 
55 Statutes 




I Sinbad's bird 
2 Half brother 
of Wm. I 
3 Imoblllze 
4 Pep 
5 Inaddltlon to 
6 Outtlngtool . 
7 Desires 
8 Pamper 











27 Work regularly 
29 Observe 
33 S.A. anlmsls 





43 Ohlocollege town 
44 One Of the seven 
dwarfs 
45 Sklll 
47 Guldo's note 
49 HelII 
50 Soclal effalr 
51 Seaeagle 
!. 
The registration desk for the annual Terry Fox Run was busier than ever this year. The fund-raising 
event for cancer drew more participants and more in pledges than any previous year. 
Little hope for rezoning bid 
TERRACE - -  Following a pub- 
lic hearing on a rezonlng applica- 
tion by Norman Heighington, the 
chances o f  any commercial 
development on the northeast 
comer of Eby and Park appear to 
be slim. 
Helghington applied earlier this 
year for zoning change on this 
pareel of ~ to allow the con- 
struclton of a cement block build- 
ing of up to 4,500 square feet tbat 
would house a dry cleaning busi- 
ness, a laundromat, and some other 
as yet unidentified retail concern. 
Heigidngton's property iscurrently 
• zoned residential. 
_! Monday night's public headng 
didn't:attract a large ' • . crowd, there.  
were only five people present, and 
Hcighington wasn't among them. 
Hearing chairman Ruth Hallock 
explained to the sparse gatheflng 
the procedure that would be fol- 
|owed and city planner, Marvin 
Kamenz, explained that while 
Heighington's property was cur- 
rently zoned R2 itwas designated 
on the Official Community Plan as 
Cenlral Commercial. 
This fact made little difference to 
the gallery, however. On behalf of 
4800 block Davis Ave. residents, 
Tony Jones filed a petition object- 
ing to the development. According 
to these residents, they weren't 
opposed to Heighington developing 
his property for some form of 
business endeavour but the 
selected zoning, Central Commer- 
cial, would allow the development 
of businesses that might be objec- 
tionable. And it was the desire of 
the petitioners that a buffer of 
some type be maintained between 
strictly commercial and rcsidential 
zones. 
Helmut Gebbrecht filed his 
objections for the same reason, 
pointing out that it had always 
been the city's intention to retain a 
buffer zone and that when the 
Official Community Plan was 
oflginally designed it was offered 
to the public as a guideline for 
future development only. In other 
words, the lines drawn on the 
Official Community Plan were 
only suggested boundaries, not 
official changes in the actual zon- 
ing then or at any. time in the 
future. 
Three letters were also submitted: 
- Eby St. resident Mike Zyflcz also 
opted for a buffer and offered 
:~ concerns over Increasing traffic on 
Bby; Paula -King of Walsh Ave. 
noted the need for a buffer zone; 
and Walsh Ave. resident Nancy 
On" asked for the same consider- 
ation in a way that was difficult to 
ignore. 
,Quality of family life is the 
most precious and fragile element 
in the labileof a small town and 
"--7 
With this, Hallock asked for the  
wishes of  the city aldermen present 
and Dave Hull and Darryl Lanrcnt 
agreed; they ~o Were in favour of 
preserving a buffer around the 
• downtown core. Hallock concurred 
with this view and therefore the 
panel made no recommendations. 
They will simply file a report with 
every effort must be.expended to city coundl and let them make a 
safeguard and preserve its charac- " decision at their next meeting on 
tc:," she wrote in  a letter addressed 
to mayor, and council. "The pro- 
posed encroachment ofcommercial 
zoning into a stable residential area 
is to be resisted vigorously." 
Oct. 1. 
It would appear, however, ~cm 
are already three thumbs down to 
any zoning change on Heighing- 
ton's property at this time. 
AUTOMOTWE 
Active Auto Brokers, dbpceal 
agent for Active Baliff Sewk:es. 
Repossessions, estate, legale, 
cars, trucks, motorl~mes, boats. 
Cell Mr. Price (only), (604)4,34- 
1819. 135476. 
BUSlNEa~ OPPORTUHmE8 
START YOUR OWN IMPORT/ 
EXPORT business, even q~ure 
time. No money or experience. 
Since 1946. Free brochure: 
Wade World Trade, rJo Cdn. 
Small Business Inst., Dept. W1, 
1140 Bailemy Rd. N. #1, Soatxx- 
ough, Ontado. MIH 1H4. 
EARN BIG$$$. Exciting Predud. 
Easy sell. Edmonton Lady earned 
$17,000 first month. Phone 
She,103)464-4373. Write: Box 3178, 
~wood Park, AB, TSA 2A6. 
Provide phone numbers. 
Do you ~ke to deal wah the peopb 
that make your community move? 
Then this P/T or F/T commission 
oppodunily will definitely appeal 
to you, and put money in your 
poeketal" You deal directly wilh 
businesses, cfubs and other or- 
~oanizationa. For fudher informa- 
n, write: Box 812, ¢/o THE 
NEWS, 1405 Broadway, Port 
Coquitlam, B.C. V3C 5W9. 
Madna Dealers - Intereste(i In 
bsttedss. Nlsntlc Caneda s bad- 
Ing medne battery for 40/yeara. 
Wdte: Surmtte Battery, 301 Al- 
pine Street, Comox, B.C. VgN 
5H0. Fax: 339-7083. 
RAISE CHINCHILLAS for extra 
Income. We offer graded breed- 
Ing stock, cages, feed, delivery, 
Inatn.~llon. FulHlme Income po~ 
tentlai. Guarenleed malkst, guar- 
anteed production. Canadian 
Chlnehlla, BOx 1684, St. Mary's, 
Ontmio. H0M 2V0. (510)229- 
6117. Fax: (519)229-6622. 
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PUBLIC NOTICE : - 
AMENDMENT TO ZONING BY'LAW • 
NO 401-1966 AS ITRELATES TO THE 
C1 CENTRAL COMMERCIAL ZONE 
TAKENOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
the City of Terrace ZONING BY-LAW NO. 401-1966 (and 
amendments thereto). 
TAKE NOTICE ALSO THAT this amendment affects the areas 
with in the City of Terrace zoned C1, Central  Commerc ia l ,  and 
shown as the shaded area on the accompany ing  map. 
I N T E N T: The Intent of th is  zoning amendment  app l icat ion  is 
the add NE IGHBOURHOOD PUBS as a permit ted use in the 
C1, Central  Commerc ia l  zone. 
The proposed amendment  By-law may be inspected between 
the hours of 8:30 a.rn. to  4:30 p.m., Monday  to Friday, ex- 
c luding hol idays from September  10, 1990 to October  1, 1990, 
both inclusive, in the recept ion area at the City o f 'Ter race  
Public Works  Bui ld ing at 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace,  B.C. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this 
Application may dose, in writing, to Mayor and Council, and/ 
or in person MONDAY, OCTOBER 1, 1990 at 7:30 p,m. in the 
Municipal Council Chambers, 3215 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE MUNIC- 
IPAL ACT, R.S.B.C. 1979 (AND AMENDMENTS THERETO). 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. HALLSOR, CLERK.ADMINISTRATOR 
I 
, I::3 ~-  . "  / 
~L.~UU / . ' , 
. . . .  (~'1 • 'i ,., 
BLANKET CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
These Ads appear in the more than 100 Nawpapem of the B.C. and Yukon Community Newspapers Assodatlen 
and reach more than 1,500,000 polenflal readsm. 
$195. for 25 words ($3.70 per each additional word), 
635-.7840 
BUWNESS OPPORTUNmF.S 
BRONZE BABY SHOES: Pad 
time or lul tklno, wo~k at home, 
take over established dealers. 
Call: 1-800-663-6037 and ask for 
Family Treasures. 
How to earn money with your 
home computer. Discever over 
100 waye to financial freedom 
using your homa cemputer. Free 
details Send SASE to HOME 
BASED BUSINESS EDUCA- 
TION CENTRE. 246-8155, Pad~ 
Road, Dept N, l:Ik~mond, B.C. 
V6Y3Cgor phone: 1-279-9264. 
BUSINESS PEFISONAI.S 
ORDER YOUR '1.eVE STUFF" 
BY MAIL FROM OUR NEW 
LOVER"& LANE CATALOGUE! 
You're assured pdvacy end 
cudly from our establbl~_ ~_orp.. I 
Check us out in the BBB IN 
HOME SHOPPING! BEST SE- 
LECTION GREAT SERVICEI 
$5/calalogue: LOVER'S LANE 
BOUTIQUE, 1074 SHOPPERS 
ROW, CAMPBELL RIVER, B.C., 
V9W 2C6. PHONE (604)286- 
1010. Wanted 85 peoplel Get 
more enar0y, feel great, eat the 
foods that you love and lose 
EDUCATION 
FREE ceraer OUlds to home-study 
~ Diploma courses. 
ng , /Umon~,  Book- 
keeping, Business, Cosmetology, 
Eledronice, Legal/Medical Seem- 
troy, ~ ,  Travel Gramo., 
(SA)-263 Adelaide West, Toronto. 
1-800-950-1972. 
EQUIPMENT & MACHINERY 
1989 Woodmizer, LT30 potable 
sawmill, 24 HP, 200 hm. In- 
dudes; blades, shaq0enar, set- 
ter. debarker. $17,000 replace- 
ment value. Can deliver/leach. 
Located in B.C. $13,900. 
(403)451-1584. 
Fastest produclk~ wood eplitter 
everbullt Winches logs in bucks, 
splits, and loads with 30 ft. con- 
veyor, 3 to 5 cords per hour. One 
hand operation. Uke new. 1-265- 
3283. 
"Wh~" 4x12 $4S Planer, mtx~ 
wilh new motors, (30 h.p. 440 
3.0), bleed, outfeed tables. Dud 
wod~ Sharpener, spare heads 
andaccessodes. $18,000. 547- 
6378. Lumby. 
FOR SALE MISC 
weight. DletDlsc, celltoll-free24 Lighting fixtures. Western Carp 
hours 1.078.3063. I ada'e ~ dlsplay. Wholesale 
D~VORCE? No cem m0~an~. I a.d ~.  Free cetabW~ avenue. 
or consent ol qmouse necessary~ I Nomum U~C~m,  45oo East 
Just 5-15 weeks $69.95 plus I Hmdinge St., Bumaby, B.C., VSC 
costs. You or we type. Lawyer 12K5. Phone: (604)299-0666. 
endorsed. Send $5 for copy ol I SAVE HEATIqG $$$$$. Famous 
Canada's new Divorce act and lit- I Valley Comfort add-on or cembi- 
ersture. Same syslem eince , nation wood-eleddc furnaces 
1970. Divorcendce, 201-1252 and healers. Contact your local 
Btmwd, Vanoouver, 1-687-2900. dealer, or Valey Comfad Sys- 
tems Inc., BOx 777, Panliclon, eoUCATmN 
HOW TO PLAY POPULAR PI- 
ANO. New home study course. 
Fast, eaey method, Guaranteedl 
FREE informaUon. Wdte: Popubr 
Studio (00), a~4 Boucmae 
Rind, Kefuwne, B.C. VIZ2H2. 
B.C. V2A 6Y7. 
Mesquite Repeler. TIny, eonio, 
mace age. takes unsuppiled 9/ 
vol bsttmy, excellent gilt, guaran- 
teed. Send $16.0fdU.S. toGairs 
Sale~ Box 1600, Surrme, Wash- 
Ington. m.  
I I I 
FOR SALE MBO 
NORITAKE SALEI Terdlic dis- 
carols on ou~ l~tternsl 
Ivemd wsll-p~¢l~md, Insured. For 
pdm llst on your Norllake pattern, 
Alexander's "The N ~  
Expeds," Toronto, toll-free, 1- 
800-263.5896. 
GARDENING 
THE ULTIMATE GARDENER'S 
STORE, 1,000's ¢4 products, 
M ol money ~ng coupons. 
Western Water Farms, #103, 
20120-641h Ave., Langley, B.C., 
V3A4P7. 
HELP WANTED 
Train to manage an Apadmenl/ 
Condominium complex The 
government Iicenssd homastudy 
certification includes free place- 
menl asalstance. Frse brochure: 
(604)681-5456. Or:. RMTI, 1120- 
780W. Pander, Vancouver, B.C., 
VSC 1H2. 
Overmas Poallion¢ Hundreds el 
datds: Overseas Employment 
Services, Depl. CA, Box 460, 
Mount Royal, Quebec, H3P3C7. 
Wmled fur expending newspeper 
pdnling fadllly. Qualilied pra 
pmsscemerapereon. Must ha.re 
experience with process corer 
wark and pfute maldng. Ream 
send resume 10: A.Fradslte, e/o 
Cariboo Press, 4407 25th Ave., 
Vernon, B.C. V1T 1RS. 
SUNSHINE VILLAGE requlree 
,Send resume: Box 
1510, Banlf, AB, TOt. 0CO. 
(4os)7~-s54e, fax (4oa)7e~. 
6513. 
HELP W£NTF.D 
PARTTIME ART SALES. Local 
raps 1o call on gelfudss, fmmera, 
etc. with catalogues of 6,000 art 
reproducllens. Mlnclaur, 1420 
DUPonl Street, Toronto. MSH 
3Z4. (416)530-1454. 
Photographer/Darkroom person 
required. $24,000/year. D.O.E. 
Mail resume to: Yukon News, 211 
Wood Street, Whltehorse, Yukon. 
YIA 2E4 or Fax: (408)668-3755. 
RF.M. ESTATE 
RELAX, COUNTRY LIVING. 1, 
5, 10, acre lots. Water, Hydro, 
Telephone, dyer view and river 
front. 30 mlleewest el Kamloops. 
CaN coiled: (6O4)373-2282. 
BrollerlRcesterlRaspbemj farm 
by retidng owner. On 13 pk:lur- 
eeque acres, dose to Chllllwack. 
Large quola. "Three fully a~o- 
ma~ betas, all in excellent oon~. 




Oal the South Padflo Specidst, 
ANZA Travel. Vancotwer/Auck- 
land, rstum from $8~to $1,289. 
Vancouver/Sydney return from 
$1,149 to $1,579. Toll4ree 1- 
800-972-6628. 
""VICTORIA, B.C. "'" The AD- 
MIRAL MOTEL- Rna accommo- 
dation overlooldng the beautiful 
HadxxJr. Housekeeping units, 
reasonable miss, friendly, per- 
sonel attention from family own- 
era. C/~ recommended. 257 
Deleville St., Victoria, B.C. VSV 
lXl. Tel: (604)388-6267. 
WAHIT~ 
HIGH PRICES paid fur quality 
Hockey and Baseball cards. 
Sels, elngles, unopened boxu. 
Payment by ovemlgM coud~r. 
km Zack, Box 278, New Denver. 
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CLASSIF IED AD RATES 
4535 Gre ig  Avenue,  
Ter race ,  B .C .  V8G IM7~ 
• • Phone  635-7840 
All classified and classified display 
ads must be prepaid by either cash, 
Visa or Mastercard, except for es- 
tab,shed business accounts. When 
phoning inads,  please have your 
card number a,d expiry date ready. 
DEADLINE FOR 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
• 10 a.m. Tuesday 
DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED 
DISPLAY ADS 
5 p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4.50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
tional word per week. All CAPITAL 
or boldface words are $1.00 extra 
per insertion. $2.00 extra for box 
service (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. Four regular classified 
word ads for the price of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prepayment 
only. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$5.75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00 per week. Non-commercial 
' use only. 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
NOTICES 
$7.00 per column inch per insertion. 
Minimum one inch. 
Terms and Conditions: Advertise- 
ments should be read on the first 
publication day. We are not respon- 
sible for errors appearing beyond the 
first insertion. 
Agreement: It is agreed by any 
display or classified advertiser re- 
questing space that the liability of 
the paper in the event hat errors oc- 
cur in the publishing of any adver- 
tisement shall be limited to the 
amount paid by the advertiser for 
the portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect item only, 
and there will be no liability in any 
event beyond the amount paid for 
such advertisement. 
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH WORKER 
(FULL AND/OR PART-TIME) 
A community based mental health service in Hazelton 
invites applicants for the position of Counsellor/Com- 
munity Psychiatric Nurse/Psychologist. 
The successful candidate will be responsible for: (1) 
providing evaluation, treatment, prevention and 
counselling programs for individuals and families; (2) 
providing community development services, 
establishihg and supporting self-help opportunities, 
and providing on-site support to other community ser- 
vices and agencies. 
Requirements: (1) Training andlor experience in the 
clinical and social service field. Preference will be 
given to those with knowledge and expertise in 
counselling, as well as a systems approach to interven- 
tion focussed on youth and/or chronic populations as 
well as family dynamics; (2) Knowledge of the Native 
culture would be an asset; (3) Own transportation is re- 
quired; (4) A criminal record check willbe required as a 
condition of employment. 
If interested, please forward resumes to address 
below. Dealine for application is October 5, 1990. 
Diane Halkett 
Community Mental Health Services 
Wrinch Memorial Hospital 
Hazelton, B.C. V0J 1Y0 
Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 13 Terrace 
requires a 
BARTENDER• 
This i s  a permanent position of 
hours/week. Send resumes to: 
President, 
The Royal Canadian Legion Branch 13, 
4425 Legion Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 1N7. 
/ ,  
30 
Growing Janitorial business In Ter- 
race for sale. Owner moving. En- 
quiries to File 53, clo Terrace 
Review, 4535 Grelg Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 1M7 9/19p 




UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY -- 
Catering to singles of the 
90's. Join our national net- 





Required for progressive prevention oriented 
practice. Excellent remuneration and benefitS 
with opportunity for personal and profession- 
al growth and development hrough continu- 
ing education. 
Apply with resume to: 
Dr. J.D. ZucchiatWs office 
4623 Lakelse Avenue. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone: 635-2552 
Part.time employee for sales and 
clerk duties. Nirvana -- Modern 
Metaphysics. Phone Laurel at 
635-7776. 9119c 
* TRUSS MANUFACTURING PLANT * 
Land, Buildings and Equipment, are immediately 
available with attractive terms, located in Terrace, 
B.C. This is an excellent opportunity to become 
the only local manufacturer of Wood Trusses and 
Building Components for Residential, Com- 
• merical and Farm Construction. For more infor- 
mation and •details, please call: 
• Tom Evans 
Gang-Nail* Canada, Inc. 
(403) 273-4300 
Last chance for 
summer $$$$ 
Update your TerracelKItlmat city 
directory at residences In your area. 
No selling. No experience, neces- 
sary. Paid weekly. Flexible hours. 
Start Immediately for about two 
weeks work, Minimum 25 hours per 
week required. Apply to: 
B.C. Directories, 




Someone required to babysit from 
11:30 a.m. to 4:'30 p.m. Monday to 
Friday. Some light housekeeping 
duties. Uplands ochool area. Phone 
835-7683. 9126p 
Caterers required'for May '91 con- 
ference in Terrace -- nutrition 
breaks, lunches and banquets for 
300 Plus.' For more Information, call 
Elaine at 638-1174, 9/26o 
ACCOUNTANT 
An Accountant is required by okanagan Skeena Group 
Limited for their head office located in Terrace, B.C. 
Okanagan Skeena Group Limited is a progressive com- 
pany involved in the broadcast, cablevision and real 
estate industries. 
The ideal candidate will have experience with com- 
puters and • computer applications. Previous ex- 
perlence will include 4 to 6 years of accounting in- 
cluding preparation of financial statements. 
The individual will look after accounting for associated 
companies and assist with the divisional accounting. 
and the operation of an AS400 computer system. 
Okanagan Skeena Group offers a pleasant, modern 
working environment, a salary based on experience 
and qualifications and an excellent benefit package. 
Applications complete with resumes and references 
will be accepted until October 5, 1990 and should be 
addressed to: Mr. R.F. Cox, Chief Accountant, 
Okanagan Skeena Group Limited, 4625 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., VSG lS4. (604) 635-6316 or Fax (604) 
638-6316. 
Ksan House Society is seeking 
qualified applicants 
for the position of 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Qualifications: Excellent interpersonal skills; Ability to 
establish and monitor budgetary policies; Good written 
and verbal communication skills; Initiative and sound 
judgement; Administrative background, including com- 
puter opeations; Knowledge of grant and proposal 
writing; Must submit to a criminal search. 
Duties: Provide overall administration/supervision of
current programs including administration office and 
office support staff; Responsible for co-ordinating 
fund raising activities and public relations; Liaison bet- 
ween board of directors and various government agen- 
cies; Evaluation and upgrading of policies and pro- 
cedure; Handle all correspondence of Society. 
Salary negotiable based on experience and qualifica- 
tions. Excellent benefit package. 
Submit resumes to #6 - 3238 Kalum Street, Terrace, 
B.C., VSG 2N4. Attention: Chalrpereon or Fax 638.0603. 
For more Information call 635-2373. 
CLOSING DATE: SEPTEMBER 28, 1990 at 4:30 p.m. 
FORESTRY PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR 
This is a new, part-time, temporary position (approx- 
imately 300 hours) to work with outside agencies to 
plan and initiate viable training programs which meet 
the needs of the-local forest Industry labour market 
and to administer these programs within the College. 
Our successful candidate will possess both technical 
and administrative xpertise as well as a diploma in 
resource technology or business administration and at 
least three years of technical or managerial experience 
in the industry. 
This position is covered by the terms and conditions of 
the Collective Agreement between the College and the 
B.C.G.E.U. The rate of pay is $18.88 per hour. The start 
date will be October i ,  1990. 
Resumes should be submitted in confidence not later 
than September 24, 1990 to: 
Manager, Human Resources 
Northwest Community College, 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C., VSG 4C2 
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Manager trainee ' -  Grow with the 
fastest growing furniture chain In 
North America: United Buy & Sel l  
Furniture. From high school gradua- 
tion to manager In three years, to 
supervisor In four years, to •.area 
manager In six years, etc. We are  
opening 30 locations during the next 
12 months and have openings for 
two Individuals who are determined 
to become leaders in this exciting 
industry. No experience necessary, 
but you must be willing to start a t  
the bottom and work hard. No 
smokers. Apply at 4550 Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 9119p 
HELP WANTED • 
Nordenta Dental Techniques 
Inc. have an immediate open- 
ing for a DENTAL LABORA-  
TORY ASSISTANT; Model- 
Plastor Department. All train- 
ing will be provided by the 
employer. Initial wage $5.50 
~er hour, 30-35 hours weekly 
during training period. Appli- 
cant should have good eye- 
hand coordination, show a 
high degree of personal in- 
itiative,' a Willingness to 
learn; and dependability for 
long- term employment .  
Please forward resume in 
confidence to: Suite 208 
• 4650 Lazelle Avenue, Ter. 
race,  B.C., VSG 1S6. Atten.  
tion: Erik Ba lms.  
EXCEPTIONAL SALES 
OPPORTUNITY ' 
I want a person who Is personal- 
ly successful in a Job where op- 
portunity to grow In earnings or 
reeponslbility i s  •limited, par -  
ticiJlarly wants toearn $50,000 or 
more a year in the near future. 
Ambitious and willing to work 
hard. Enthusiastic With good, 
character, respected bY friends • 
and nelghbours. A capable man- 
ager of personal and finanlcal 
affairs. 
I would like to talk to you about a 
future with my company, con- 
• cREATIVE OPTIONS 
Residential Program for peo- 
ple with a mental handicap is 
zccepting resumes for per- 
manent positions. Require- 
ments: basic f i rst  aid cer- 
tificate or willing to obtain; 
T.B. and tetanus; criminal 
record check. On the job 
training is available. Re- 
sumes accepted by: Llnde 
Pelletler, Program Director, 
4722 Lakelse Avenue, Ter- 
race, B.C. Phone 635.7884. 
LAW LIBRARY " 
ASSISTANT 
The B.C. Courthouse Library 
Society is seeking a part-time (6 
hours per week) Library Assis- 
tant for the Terrace Courthouse 
Library. General library and 
clerical duties. High school 
diploma and library experience 
required. Formal library training 
an asset. Forward resume • and 
letter of application by Septem- 
ber 24, 1990 to Colleen Harper, 
B.C. Courthouse Library Society, 
800 Smithe Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6Z 2E1. 
DELIVERY DRIVERS 
WANTED 
With their own small car. 
Phone 638.1500 ~ and ask 
for Ger ry . .  
• Energetic, Motivated 
• Hairdresser• Wanted 
to work full time in 
a progressive modern 
• salon. Must have 
B.C. license. 
Apply at: " 
NEW L0G HOME FOR SALE 
by Lussier Log Homes Ltd. 
in Spring Creek Drive Subdivision 
by Northwest Community College 
o ,  . 
• 1200 sq. ft.,3.bedroom • double carport 
on % acres with trees • natural gas and water 
• covered porch and sundeck 
Buy directly from Contractor and 
SAVE THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS! 
Come and see our high standard of workmanship. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PHONE 635-7400 
WOODGREEN 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
LUXU RY CON DOM IN U MS 
4832 Lazelle Avenue 
• Natural Gas Fire Places 
Dishwashers, Fridge, Stove, • Drapes 
Plush Carpeting, Balconies 
or Personal Patios 
Ceramic Tiled Main Bathrooms & Ensuites 
1/2 Block from Skeena Mall & McDonalds • 
Large Kitchens, beautifully appointed 
• * , ,  , , ,  , * .  * . .  
Resident Manager and Security Entrance 
" Undercover Parking 
Price Range 
f nt oooU, c  vw.ox ,100o;,,, 00 
4535 Craig Avenue, PHON E: 635-9317 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1M7 I I II . . . .  
4624 Greig Ave. 
I Terrace, B.C. I 
SALES POSIT ION | Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9.5 I • - REUM MOTORS LTD. 
1. Honest. 2. Willing to 
work hard. 3. Have a back- 
bone. 4. Want high earn- 
ings. Guaranteed income 
to start. 5. Aggressive. 6. 
Have integrity. Do you 
qualify? $20,000-$30,000 
income potential first 
year. Please send resume 
to:• File 32, clo Terrace 
Review, 4535 Greig Ave- 
nue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
1M7. Equal Opportunity 
Employer.. 
HELP WANTED 
Panagopou los  2 For  1 Pizza 
Place is now hiring drivers 
w i th  their own vehicle. 
Wages plus gas allowance. 
Apply within 4720B Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. 
Employment Opp0rtunity 
with growing Delivery 
Business. Must have de-• 
pendable vehicle. Will 
train and supply C.B. 
Driver must be very de- 
Newspaper roll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone' 635-7840. 
tfnp 
Gas conversion sale: Rheem 40 
gallon electric hot water tank, $150; 
Beach 66,000 BTU oil furnace, ap- 
proved for mobile home, 125 gallon 
fuel tank with about• 30 gallons of 
fuel o11, offers. Call 635-4810. tfnp 
'Gas conversion sale: oll furnace and 
oll tank In'working condition. Phone 
635-2655. tfnc 
One IBM Selectdc typewriter for 
sale. Excellent condition. Phone 
635-7840 between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
, tfnp 
"One building lot on Labelle Ave., 
close to schools In Horseshoe area. 
We will build to suit. Phone 
635-7411. 1013p 
For sale by owner -- Buy direct; 
save the commission. Undeveloped, 
treed lot with character in Thorn- 
heights subdivision. Call 635-6244 to 
view. tfnp 
1987 T.Blrd, u~)rlght piano, video 
camera with VCR and 19.ft. 
aluminum Jet boat. Phone 635-7411. 
9119p 
Family home on 66 acres, 1,250 
sq.ft, per floor, large kitchen, brick 
fireplace, 4 bedrooms, 2 full baths, 
woodleleotrlc furnace with Hydro 
Plus ,  spring.fed ponds, 34'x70' 
storage shed. Options Include 
• pendable and any.• age •satellite dish, J.D. cat, sawmill. 
I!  over 19. Phone 638-8398. II Three miles from Lakelse Lake. 
*" ' , ! "1  . . . . . . . . .  I " " I . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,$99.800. Phone~6736. 911gp 
4521 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Telephone: 635.2655 
CARS - -  
1988 Olds Calais, 2-door hard top 
1980 American Eagle 4x4, 4-door station wagon 
1980 Chev Caprice, 4.door 
1979 Chrysler Lebaron, 4-door 
1977 Ford T-bird, 2-door hard top 
1975 Mercury station wagon 
1974 MGB convertible, 2.door 
1974 MG Midget convertible 
TRUCKS - -  
1981 GMC Y=-ton diesel pickup 
1980 GMC Y=-ton, 6-cylinder, 4-speed 
1980 GMC Y=-ton V8, 4-speed, heavy duty 
RECREATIONAL VEHICLES -- 
1979 Vanguard 5th wheel, awning and air 
1975 Bendix mot0rhome, 22-ft. 
8V,-ft. camper -- $T98 
Close out sale --  everything on the lot must be sold! 
4521 Lakelse Ave., Terrace. Phone 635-2655 
TURF 
Instant Lawn. Call Cypress 
Landscaping Turf 635-2652 or 
Uplands Nursery 635-2603. 
Aleskan Malamute puppies. CKC 
reglstratlon, shots; excellent wlth 
chlldren end great work dog. Power- 
ful 85 - 110 Ibs. Black wolf and wolf 
gray. Phone Sunday to Frlday, 
849-5811. ' , . ,9119p 
| 
BAKKER'S  MODULAR 
STRUCTURES-  Pre.fabbed, 
wood constructed ut i l i ty  
sheds for sale. 8' and 10' feet 
wide, from 6' to 20' long. De- 
livered and assembled. Call 
638.1768 evenings or view at 
Convoy Supply Ltd . . . .  
1985 one.owner Subaru station 
wagon in good condition. Asking 
$3,500. Phone Leonce at 638-1012. 
9119p 
1968 Mustang, 289 motor, 3-speed, 
excellent condition. $8,000, Phone 
798-2401. 9119p 
Better than• average 14'x70' 
moduline, wall to wal!, four ap- 
pliances, vendor will carry balance 
at $570 per month. Call Mary at: 
638-0800 or Bill at 638-1182. tfnc 
Valor radiant gas logs, 40,500 BTU's, 
$300 OBO. Contact 638-4021 days,- 
635-2626 evenings. 9126p 
1,000 sq.ft, house on two lots 
120x180, natural gas, 24x22 garage 
with grease pit, quiet deadend street 
in town. Asking $55,000 firm or will 
consider trade up. To view, phone 
638-8388. 1013p 
Two-yeer-old male basset hound, 
neutered. Has shots. Must go to 
goodhome, preferably with acreage. 
$200 OBO. Phone 635-4679. 10/3p 
Canon NP 112 photocopier. $1,500 
or take over lease payments. Phone 
635-6146. 1013c 
4'x8' pool table with all accessories 
and ping-pong table. Excellent con- 
dition. $300. Large wood and oll fur- 
nace, dual fans, complete with 
plenum and filters. Excellent condl- 
tlon. $300. Frame mount camper tie -• 
down set for $30. Phone 635-2062 
after 6 p.m. 9119p 
Electronic organ, top of line VOX 
8030 - 12 major.minor-seventh glide, 
four drum rhythms, four accompani- 
ment, five solo and vibrato. Ex, 
cellent condition. $450. Phone 
635-2062 after 6 p.m. 9119p 
Complete 8x7 Pantex medium for- 
mat camera system. 6x7 camera 
body; 55, 135, 200 and 400 mm 
lenses; two .vlewflnders; two lens 
hOods; five filters;: support handle; 
flash unit; 6x7 to 35 mm adapter. 
$3,000. For appointment o view, or 
more Information, call 635-5905. • 
• • " 9/191) 
New on the market--  12,year-old 
ranch-style house w i thno  base- 
ment .  Has 1,650' sq.ft, and 
economical natural gas heat and 
hot water. It also has three bed- 
rooms, one full and two .half bath- 
rooms. The frontroom has a 
heatalator fireplace.. All Is located 
on a nicely landscaped yard wth 
paved driveway. Asking $75,000. To 
view, call 635-7576. 9119p 
Drastically reduced - -baby grand 
Wurlltzer piano, 25 plus years. Fair 
condition. $3,500 OBO. Phone 
635-7576. • 9119p 
HAY FOR SALE - -  Alfalfa and 
alfalfa mix, round •(700 Ibs.) or 
square bales. Phone W. Tofsrud in 
Telkwa at 846.5550. 10/10p 
1978 Mercury 4-door, running condi- 
tion. Phone 638-8412, 9/19p 
1989 snowmobile Yamaha Ovation,' 
only 173 km, like-new condition. 
$4,000. Phone 635-3303 after 6 p.m. 
10/10p 
Kenmore microwave oven, large 
solid state, digital display, touch 
pad, 10 power levels, temp. control. 
Excellent working condition: $350 
OBO. Gensave freezer, only one year 
old, like new, 4x2x3 ft. deep. Ex- 
cellent working condition: $500 
OBO. For viewing phone 638-0597 or 
635-9801,635-9800. 9119p 
FREE TO GOOD HOME - -  five- 
month-old SheltylHusky cross, 
licensed, vaccinated and house 
broken. Too high strung for children. 
Phone 638-8217. 9126p 
1984 Honda Accord hatchback. 
42,825 kms. $5,500 firm. Contact LIn- 
da at 635-4064. 10110p 
FOR RENT OR LEASE - -  Body shop 
with spray booth, air compressor, 
rings in floor for frame repair, fire 
(~roof paint storage. Located at 4526 
relg Ave., Terrace, Phone 635-2655. 
tfnc 
FOR RENT OR LF.ASE - -  Ware- 
house suitable for store or shop, 
14-ft. door, 2,500 sq.ft. Located at 
4523 Craig Ave., Terrace. Phone 
635-2655, tfno 
800 sq. ft. bested stOmlle space 
available Sept. 15. Phone 638.1t17. 
, , . . .• ,9/26p 
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DOWNTOWN BUILDING 
FOR LEASE 
• Main Floor: 1400 sq: ft. - retail or offices 
• Second Floor:1400 sq. ft. - offices 
• Warehouse: 1500 sq. ft.- lane access 
• Parking on adjoining lot 
• owner will renovate to suit 
• For more information phone: 
Property Manager at 
/ mpact 
- construction ltd. 635-3626 
• AGENT FOR NASS HOLDINGS LTD. 
FOR RENT 
Vacant 1 acre lot between 
Kalum Tire & Kondolas Furniture 
ALSO --  CENTRALLY LOCATED 
8,100 square foot wprehouse 
7,257 square foot warehouse- 3 phase power 
4,800 square foot heated building 
- 3 phase power 
DAVE McKEOWN 635.7459 
I I I I  I I 
MOUNTAINVIEW 
APARTMENTS 
Centrally located, clean, 
quiet, security intercom, on- 
site manager. Spaciousone 
bedroom units, laundry 
facilJtles and .parking. 
638-8398 ,,.o 
FOR LEASE 
1000 sq. ft. of PRIME OFFICE 
SPACE on Ground Floor of 
Credit Union Building. Call: 
Dennis Brewer at 635-7282 
Terrace & District Credit 
Union 4650 Lazelle Avenue. 
LOST -- Male apricot toy poodle at 
McDonald's parking, lot. For deaf 
chlld for communlcatlon. Reward of- 
fered. Phone 638-0626 or 638-8703. 
9119nc 
LOST -- ID folder, dark brown. 
Please turn In to RCMP (Terrace). 
Substantial reward. Urgently require 
ID. 10124p 
TIARA'S 
FINEST ESCORT SERVICE 
We Pamper & Tease 






Fort St. John 
785-2629 
Kalum Family Day Care has open- 
Ings. 'Fenced yard, pets and toys. 
Ages newborn to 12 years. Full-time, 
'part-time or drop-In available. Phone 
638-8429 or 638-8398. tfnc 
RED CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The 
hours for the Terrace Loan Cup- 
board are as follows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 s.m, 
Thursdays from 10 a.m. to 12 noon. 
The Cupboard Is located In the 
Skeena Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 
Street. Emergency inquiries caQ be 
made In between service hoursat 
the following numbers: 635.2122 or 
635-7941. tfn 
Nirvana - -  Moaem Metapnys,c Cen- 
tre. Courses, open channel reader, 
books, tapes, crystals and more. 
• Opening October 1, 3611 Cotton- 
wood Cree. Phone 635-7776., 9/260 
FREE INFORMATION about the 
Watchtower Society. Has it been 
honest with you? For 24-hour re- 
corded message, phone 847-4354. 
New topic everyweek. 9/19p 
~':" DON'T BELIEVE THE RUMORS! 
Gitwangak Community Hall is open for communitY 
events this season, Including bingo which isbeing 
sponsored by the Gitwangak Band Council and 
Gltwangak organizations. 
, NEXT BINGO IS SEPTEMBER 23, 1990 , 
1:00 p.m. $3,000.00 Elders Fund 
.~i~ /6:45 p.m. $5,000.00 Special Projects 
(First :1;00: players --; free 3 up andbonus: 
~/'/ : *'~, Winner take all) - " ':.: :~ 
r 
L 
SUNBERG Alice Yvonne, age 62 
years, in Terrace, B.C. on Sept. 7, 
1990. Memorial service from 
MacKay's Funeral Chapel on Mon- 
day, Sept. 10 at 2 p.m. Cremation 
took place from/the Terrace 
Crematorium. 
DRIOL - -  Antonio (Tony), age 63 
years, in Vancouver, B.C. on Sept. 3, 
1990. Funeral service from" the 
• Sacred Heart .Catholic Church on 
Friday, Sept. 7 at .1 p.m. Interment 
followed In the Terrace Municipal 
Cemetery. 
HENNIGAR-  Joseph Edward 
Clayton, age 29 years, In Casslar, 
B.C. on Aug. 31, 1990. Remains were 
shipped to Grande Prairie, Alberta 
for cremation.Services were held in 
Fort Saint John, B.C. 
ABRAMS-- Joseph~ age 81 years, 
in Prince Rupert, B.C. on Aug. 18, 
1990. Cremation took place from the 
Terrace Crematorium. 
NYCE --  Edna Elizabeth, age 81 
years, in Kltimat, B.C. on Aug. 30, 
1990. Funeral services were held 
from the Kltamaat Village United 
Church on Monday, Sept. 3at 1 p.m. 
Interment followed In the Kltamaat 
Village Cemetery. 
SANDE - -  Erny Cortland, Senior, 
age 90 years, in Terrace, B.C. on 
Aug. 23, 1990. Funeral services from 
the Knox United Church on Tuesday, 
Aug. 28 at I p.m. Interment followed 
In the Old Kitsumkalum Cemetery. 
ROTHWELL -- Winnlfred, age 89 
years, In Kltimat, B.C. on Aug. 24; 
1990. No services were held. 
MacKay's. Funeral Services Ltd. 
were in charge of the arrangements 
for all the above. 
MEMORIAL NOTES I 
In loving memory of Roger Bsnvllle 
who passed away a year ago. 
We think of you in silence, 
We often mention your name. 
We would give anything to see your 
happy face again. 
To hear your voice and see your 
smile 
That meant so much to us. 
AU we have are memories, 
Our hearts still ache in silence, 
Silent tears still flow. 
For what it meant to lose you 
No one will ever know. 
Your loving wife Galtane, 
Suzanne and Daniel. 
CAN'T GET CREDIT? 
National Credit Cards • 
$3,000 credit limit. No turn 
downs - -  No gimmicks - -  
fast service. Phone 9 a.m. 
to 9 p.m. - Open Saturday. 
832.8226 
NIRVANA - -  MODERN • 
METAPHYSICS 
Courses -- Introduction to Meta- 
physics, Progressive Metaphys- 
Ics, Advanced Meditation 1 and 
2, Stress and Relaxation Medita- 
tion, Progressive Meditation, 
Young Adults Courses, Healing 
Group. 8 week courses start Oc- 
tober 1 registration by Septem- 
"ber• 24. Pre-registration for each 
set. Space limited. For calendar 
and information call Laurel at 
635-7776. 
0 )an channel readings. For appoint- 
ment, phone Laurel at 635-7776. 
1013p 
Stable professional couple would 
liketo adopt Infant child. Please call 
collect for Nell, 9 a.m. to 12 noon, 
Monday to Friday, 545-5344. 1013p 
I 
DELIVERY DRIVER 
• deadheading to Prince 
Rupert • is required to de- 
liver at least one ton of 
material every Saturday 
morning. Please phone 
635-7840. 
Journeyman carpenter will do" 
finishing work, renovations, cabinet 
installation, patios, etc. Phone 
635-6277 after 6 p.m. 1013p 
Wanted to rent by mature couple, 
two-bedroom house or apartment in 
downtown area. Phone 638-8447. 
9126p 
Wanted to rent -- two-bedroom 
house or basement suite in town for 
mother  and daughter. Phone 
635-9088 or 84,9-5578. 9126p 
Wanted to rent - -  small house for 
new Shames Mountain manager. 
Call 635-3773 If you have any leads. 
tfnp 
In 1969 Marll~ was doing fine. 
Now that she's 40, she's not sO sporty 
We'll party -- have a dot/  
Doyouthlnk she'll Survive it? 
( ~  PROVINCE OF 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 





NOTICE OF INTENTION TO 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION 
OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that Continental Ex- 
plosives Ltd of Terrace, B.C., in- 
tends to make application to the 
Ministry of Crown Lands region- 
al office in Smithers, B.C. for a 
License of Occupation of land 
generally situated South West of 
Bob. Quinn• Lake and more spe- 
cifically described in (a) or(b) 
below: • 
(b) Commencing at a post plant- 
ed. 948 metres West South West 
of Junction of Forest "Service 
Road and Highway 37 North. 
The purpose for which the land 
is required is explosives storage. 
Comments concerning this ap- 
plication may be made to the 
Senior Land Officer, Ministry of 
Crown Lands, Bag 5000, 
Smithers, B.C., V0J 2N0. Tele- 
phone 847-7334. File//6404773. 
FOR SALE 
WAREHOUSE LEIN ACT 
One only 1975 GMC TWO 
WHEEL DRIVEPICK-UP serial 
number TCV1451505173 GVW 
2800 kg. Vehicle owner Is Leslie 
W. Hutton formerly of Houston, 
B.C. 
Outstanding charges against 
vehicle are $1,250.00. Vehicle 
may been seen at North Star Ser. 
vice, P.O. Box 38, Stewart, B.C. 
(504) 636-2643. 
I~OR SALE 
WAREHOUSE LEIN ACT 
One only 1978 DATSUN TWO 
WHEEL DRIVE • PICK-UP serial 
number HL8201515707 GVW 
1814 kg. V;shlcle ow'neris Laura 
A. Prentice formerly of White- 
horse, Yukon Territory. 
Outstanding charges against 
vehicle are $1,825.00 Vehicle 
may been seen at North Star Ser- 
vice, P.O. Box 38, Stewart, B.C. 
(604) 836-2643. 
TENDERS INVITED 
Snow Removal Contracts , 
B.C.B.C. Complex, Geotechnlcal 
and Materials Testing/Paving 
Lab and Ambulance Station, 
Courthouse and Health Unit, 
TERRACE. 
Tender documents may be ob. 
talned from 4825 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1K7 from Sep- 
tember 18th, 1990. 
Sealed Tenders will be received 
at the above address until 3:00 
p.m. October 15th, 1990 and will 
be opened in public at that time. 
For further Information call 
Kelth Maher or Angels Mills at 
638-3221. 9/26c 
If you don't know 
what's going on, 












Everyone who attended the Muks-Kum-OI housing project grand opening on Pear St. Saturday 
was urged to touch the four totem poles raised at the entrance to the com.p_!e...x. After the ceremony. 
the guests were treated to a feast held on the site. 
Tribal fanf.are opens 
new hous ing  complex  " 
TERRACE - -  The ceremonial children need green space to run city,n°w contronmgthe largest 8~anhd~Or~n~n2; 
raising of four totem poles capped and trees to climb." 
nearly the latest triumph of the Muks. It is a family-oriented complex, that accommodate 400 
Kum-Ol Housing Society Saturday. 
Their new 26-unit homing com- 
plex on Pear St. was officially 
opened with traditional singing. 
dancing, drumming, celebrating 
and feasting before more than 500 
people. 
Chiefs, elders and representatives 
from tribes throughout the North- 
west and officials from the city of 
Terrace, the l)rovince and the 
federal government attended the 
celebration. The totem poles, 
carved by Ken McHeill and Stan- 
ley Bevan and symbolizing the 
• .. four major clans of the region - -  
Wolf, raven, eagle and killer whale . . . -  
- - ,now stand inside the entrance 
. to the comPlex. 
The housing itself is 13 duplexes 
in three-, four- and five-bedroom 
floor plans. The society expects 
that fully occupied it will house 
:about 120 people, a l l  of  them 
native families from the area. The 
:duplexes were built on a well-treed 
3.24-acre site, with the entire 
! .  
complex enclosed by a six-foot 
.~hodzontal-planked f nce. A Muks. 
Kum.Ol representative noted that 
:the Site is zoned for up to 260 
• people, but .said the society 
-dccided..on a low-density' design: 
::",... there will be a large number of 
~:cMldren residing in the project and , 
'~i.:i'?:,,,~i~i '.  i~, : :~ '.::: i : : :ii,~,i,i i li• ~,::. i ,, ,, 
and Muks-Kum-Ol intends to set 
up a society-run on-site daycatre 
for the people living there. If that 
intention is fulfilled, it will be the 
first native-owned and -operated 
dayeare in B.C. Space for the 
daycare was allocated in the ofl- 
ginal layout of the project. 
people. Its biggest previous project 
was Ohet Muks-Kum-Ol, a reno- 
vated 22-unit apartment complex 
on Tetrault St. During the past five 
years they have purchased end 
renovated 40 single family houses 
in Terrace. 
Financing for all projects was 
Muks-Kum-Ol was founded in ~ secured through the Camada Mort- 
1985 to provide decent and gage and Housing Social Housing 
affordable housing for people of Program. The society is the 
native ancestry living in the Tar- governing and: controlling cor- 
race area. With the completion of poration that administers the pro- 
the Pear St. complex the society is gram portfolio in the Terrace aca. 
~ ~School District #88 (Terrace) 
NOTICE  
Beginning in May and ending 
in October, 1990, grass fe r -  
til izer will: be applied to a l l  
playing fields in the Terrace 
and Thornhill area ' scho01s 
during the first week of each 
month, ............. , ,,~ , ~ 
, ' ~. / . ' :  ~ .' ,, ,. . 
i, 
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Inquest begins Monday 
A coroner's inquest into the dty coundlthefollowingMonday, 
March 24 drowning death of Joey North Sparks resident Ben Webber 
Parsons (Siebens) begins in Tar- described the pond, which, is 
race on Monday. located on property owned by 
Parsons, his eight-year-old Samson's Poultry Farm, as a 
brother and a few friends were man-made hazanL According to 
playing in brush south of Orde 
Road where it intersects with 
Johns Road at about 3 p.m, on 
March 24 when they ventured out 
onto the ice of a large pond in the 
area. The one-inch ice broke and 
Jocy and his brother fell into the 
water. The older brother was res- 
cued but it was 40 minutes before 
rescuers found the body of Jocy 
Parsons. He was rushed to Mills 
Memorial Hospital by ambulance 
but was pronounced sad_2~ hours 
later. 
In a letter addressed to Terrace 
Webber the pond had been created 
several years earlier when Sam- 
son's owner, SUm Kinkead, 
dammed Hcek Creek He Said the 
hazard should have been eli- 
minated in 1986~ 
Kinkead, however, met with the 
Planning and Public Works Com- 
mittee a few weeks later and sug- 
gested the delay in filling the pond 
was Webber's fault bw~use Web- 
bar had failed to provide Kinkead 
with written permission to enter 
his property, access to which was 
necessary to complete the work 
NOTICE TO SOCIAL CREDIT MEMBERSHIP OF 
SKEENA SOCIAL CREDIT CONSTITUENCY ASSOCIATION 
NOMINATION MEETING 
Dear Member: 
TAKE NOTICE that a nomination meeting will be 
held at 8:30 p.m. on Friday, the 28th day of September, 
1990 at the following address: ELKS HALL, 2822 Tet- 
rault Street, Terrace, B.C. for the purpose of electing a 
candidate to represent the British Columbia Social 
Credit Party for the Constituency of Skeena in the up- 
coming Provincial election. 
Only members in good standing of the British Col- 
umbia Social Credit Party and registered as such on 
the membership list maintained by Head Office and 
resident in the constituency can vote at a nomination 
meeting. If you have any inquiries concerning your 
membership status, newmembership, renewals or 
nominations please contact: Mr. Allan McGowan at 
635-2577:' 
• | 
available in the maternity ward at 3iillf 34emor[al 
Hospital We i¢ill pick up )'our forms, every week. 
PITZOFF - -  Tony and Renee are proud to an- 
nounce the birth of  their daughter Kirstin Lise on 
September 11, 1990, weighing 7 lbs. 10 oz. 
V ICK/MOWATT - -  Roy Vick and Isabell Mowatt 
are pleased to announce the •birth of  their 
daughter Amanda .Jean Vick on September 12, 
1990 at 9:19 p.m. 
SKEENA MALL 
~,"EXPECT THE EXTRAOROiHARY" 
O i e3- o., i .8o i 
• ~" • ; . . . . .  ' 12  -4T41 i~KELf~,  TERRACE 
After Store Hours 658-19S4 1 Telex 04785S40 
f TERRACE lq .O~ A LA CARTE LTD. 
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Burned local youth 
flown to Calgary 
Roger Beaudette, 17, is in the five-gallon container of paint 
Calgary burn unit and his thinner someone had left there. 
younger brother Leonard, 14, According to Hovlng, one of 
was discharged from MHls the youths was smoking a 
Memorial Hospital with less cigarette while they were pour- 
serious burns last Sunday after a Ing the paint thinner Into smaller 
mishap at the "I'nornhiH dump. containers for disposal and the 
TbornhiHflre ckiefArt Hoving cigarette ignited fumes from the 
says the two youths were work- Hquid. Hovlng says the boys had 
ing with their father Dennis apparently spflledsomethepaint 
Beaudette, who has the malnte- thinner on their clothing in the 
nance contract at the Tbornhill transfer process and the 
dump, when they came across a explosion Ignited their clothing. 
Jennings out of hospitai. 
Terrace resident Chris Jcnnings 
was listed in critieai condition in 
Vancouver General Hospital fol' 
lowing a motor vehicle accident 
west of Terrace on Sept. 11 but 
has since been released, according 
to a Vancouver General spokes- 
1118n. 
Prince Rupert RCMP said Jew 
nings was eastbound on Hwy. 16 
on the morning of Sept. 11 when 
he attempted to pass a tractor- 
trailer unit near Telegraph Point. 
• When Jennings pulled into the 
• opposing lane of traffic, however, 
an oncoming vehicle caused Jcn- 
nings to take evasive action and he 
lost control of his vehicle, plung- 
ing into the Skccna River. 
RCMP said Jennings was rescued 
by other motorists and later flown 
to Vancouver from Prince Rupert. 
His passenger, Angela Scuylcr, 
was uninjured in the incident. 
Quick action by Kitsumkalum and Thornhill fireflghters saved at least two homes on the 
Kitsumkalum Reserve Monday aftemoon. A brush fire of unknown origin was burning out of control 
on a slope overlooking the reserve~threatening homes in a subdivision located at::the top of the 
slope when firefighters arrived~but it ook little time for them to gain upper-hand and extinguish the 
blaze. i 
*Jointhe Premier for Lunch * 
A CHAMBER OF COMMERCE SPONSORED LUNCHEON 
will be held at the 
Terrace Inn 4551 Greig Avenue 
on 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25 
. at 11:45 a.m. .. 
Premiere Bill Vander Zalm and 12 Cabinet Ministers 
;~/" .will be guests, as .well as Jim Gove, " 
Economic Development Officer for Wrangell, Alaska. 
$15.00 per person . '~  'i " ' '  " , :  . 
I I I I 




Fine Dining , 
in quiet surroundings. 
5 p ,m. .  10 p.m. 
4620 Lakelse Avenue 
638-8141 
Polly's care. 
~ Chmese & Western Cmsine 
' " "~ Mon. - -Thurs .  10 :30  a .m,  - -  midn ight  
• F r l .  & Sat .  10 :30  a .m.  - -  1 a .m.  
=Sunday ,  12 :00  a .m.  - -  10  p ,m.  
4913 Keith Avenue, 
638-1848 or 638"8034 
G y IMS ~ RESTAURANT ~ 
~.'¢'~'P" Chinese & Canadian Food ~'~.'~,~ 
/./'ii~" OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ~.~, 
[ i !~  Mon.  Wed ll:3O a.m. - -  IO:OO p.,n. ~i~l 
~ Thursday 11:30 a.m. - -  !!:00 . ,n . . .~  - 
Fri - Sat 11:30 a.m. - -  !;00 'afro. ~"  
Sundaj, 12:00 a.m. IO:OO p.m. 
4643 Park A venue 635.611 ! 
This Week "In Augie's Lounge" 
Daily Luncheon Buffet 
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 
Monday to Friday 
Soup/Salads/& Hot Entree 
-- $6.25 
Piano Stylings by 
Glenn Fossum 
4551 Grelg Avenue, Terrace, B.C. Phone: 635-6630 
TOLL.FREE: 1-800.663.8156 FAX: 635-2788. 
Speclahzing m Chinese 
Cuisine and Canadian 
Dishes 
- - -~]  4606 Grelg Ave;, for Take.Out 
Teuace, B.C. Ph. 635-6184 
/ 
0 
Your" hometown locally owned 
and operated newspaper 
The way 
I it see . . .  
by Stephanle Wlebe 
Section Sports Features 
Communtty News . . . .  
Arts & Entertainment 
"We've got to start saying 
'NO'", my friend told me. I 
nodded in agreement, Life was 
getting pretty hectic again, with 
the kids' activities, part-time 
-work, and those volunteer 
organizations. Kids' activities 
mean driving, fund raising, phone 
Calls; fund raising, meetings, and 
selling chocolate-covered almonds 
for fund raising. Volunteer 
.organizatiOns, mean hours of 
.m~tlngs, with me odd fund 
~sing thrown in for excitement. 
Yep, it was time to start saying 
NO, 
We psyched ourselves up for 
the. annual omlaught of autumn 
phone calls. "Would you be 
willing to serve on a committee?" 
Could you possible spare an hour 
to canvass door-to-door?, We 
were determined tObe tough, 
(.There comes a time when 
~:~rloflties.neod t  be put in~ 
ii:orde~, and every person ~ the 
:-fight o say NO. We were ready. 
Then the phone began ringing. 
. .  Well, one meeting a month 
wouldn't hurt. Sure, I could make 
a few phone calls to organize 
some volunteers, And how could 
anybody not join in-the support 
of at least one cause? This nation 
would crumble without he work 
of volunteers to can 7 it along, 
of volunteers throughout the 
world might assert hemselves 
Hke I had, and refuse to help 
• others in need; I thought of the 
selfless: missionaries overseas, 
giving up their comfortable ives 
to help those less fortunate. I 
thought of Mother Teresa, 
epidemics, poverty, earthquakes 
and tornadoes. I thought of 
malnourished babies, street 
people, barren rainforests, cruel 
animal testing, and the thinning 
of the ozone layer. Oh, what had 
I done? 
I phoned my friend for support. 
"Did they call you?" 
"yes .. 
"And did you do it? Did you 
say 'NO'7" 
"Well..." 
Not only did I ruin the world, 
but I did it alone. 
When the volunteer came to my 
,..~h~o~ tO..¢ol[~.t .for t~t~awf~ 
d~ei  I handl~ it well. She 
refused to accept my wedding 
rings and the keys to the station 
wagon, but I understood where 
she was coming from. Sometimes 
a person just has to say no. 
A DEJECTED OTTO GRUNDMANN looks over the damage done to two fruit trees 
in the back yard of his Hanson St. home by a marauding and apparently health 
food oriented bear recently. Grundmann believes the bear was attempting to climb 
the plum trees to clean off the goodies in the upper growth and broke the trunks 
and limbs in the process. Local conservation officers expect more incidents of this 
kind as berries and salmon become scarce and bears start trying to put on fat for 
hibernation. 
School board recognizes 
and each person has a duty to 
contdbutetbeirshare. Suddenly, last year's-academic 
the calendar was filling up. I 
building into a mountain, the cat 
. suffered..negiect an.d my library 
books were overdue. It was 
happening a ain. 
And then I said NO. A woman 
could hear the desperation i  my 
voieewbenovorlanswere(Ithe aces from Caledonia 
phone. The laundry pile started 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School students who racked up 
outstanding achievements in the 
1989-90 academic year were 
given certificates of recognition 
phoned, someone I knew, end ~ by the trustees of School District 
.... asked-,mc to canvass door-to-door. 88 at the first board meeting of 
for aworthy cause, to ra. Ise . .., the school year Sept. I I. 
money: to fight a horrible disease .... . Framed certificates were made 
that I hope I never get. But I said out for the following students: • . , • . . . .  . 
. l l l~]~)e l l l  ; '. . , . , 
. , She sotmded isappointed, and I 
-knew she had a few more phone • Provincial S~holarshlp 
calls to make that night, checking . ~ Winne~ ~ $1,000 
• Carofle Michaud - -  SMS total off her list of hopeful volunteers. 
I held my ground and apologized, of 1976, attending University of 
but said that my plate was getting Alberta in Edmonton in Science, 
fairly full and I just couldn't ake planning to go into optometry. 
on another task. I felt asse~ve Theresa Newhouse --  SMS 
Provincial Scholarship 
Winners - -  $2,000 
Nathan Wilkerson --  SMS 
total of 2257 and ranked among 
the top 20 provincial scholarship 
winners in B.C., attending Brig- 
ham Young University in Utah 
in Engineering, won $30,000 per 
• year entrance scholarship. 
Grade 11 students who wrote 
Grade 12 exams in June 
Presently in Grade 12 at Cale- 
donia - -  Chad Edmonds, Bio- 
logy 12, 93%0; Jason Krause, 
Biology 12, 95%e; Kannin Osei- 
Tutu, Biology 12, 90%o; David 
Shepherd, Biology 12, 96%0; 
David Wolfe, Algebra 12, 96%. 
Graduates 
Brian Anderson, Chemistry 
12, 93e,  attending UBC --  En- 
gineering. 
Kirsten Mackenzie, Biology 
12, 90%, attending NWCC, 
First Year Arts, going into lin- 
guistics. 
Carolle Michaud, Algebra 12, 
95% and Chemistry 12, 98% 
total of 1986, attending Univer, 
sity of Victoria, planning to ma- 
jor in Political Science, also 
awarded a scholarship for UBC 
for next year. 
Jason Parviainen --  SMS 
total of 1912, attending NWCC 
in Science. • 
Ryan Stevenson - -  SMS total 
of  1959, I attending UBC in Pre- 
to optometry, winner of provin- 
cial scholarship. 
Jason Parviainen, Biology 12, 
94% and Chemistry 12, 91%e, at- 
tending NWCC in Science, win- 
ner of provincial scholarship. 
Ryan Stevenson, Biology 12, 
94%, attending UBC in Pre- 
Medicine, winner of 1990 
Governor Generals Medal, Nor- 
man MacKenzie Scholarship, 
winner of provincial scholar- 
ship. 
Callie Swan, Physics 12, 90%, 
attending University of Victoria 
in Science, planning to go into 
Veterinary Medicine, winner of 
Nancy Greene Scholarship. 
Heidi Weibe, English 12, 
92%, presently working at the 
Toronto Dominion Bank, plan- 
ning to go to university in Ra- 
Hab Medicine. 
Nathan Wilkerson, Algebra 
12, 98%0, and  Geography 12, 
96%0, attending Brigham Young 
University in Utah in Engineer- 
ing, won $30,000 per year en- 
trance scholarship, lus a $2,000 
government scholarship award- 
ed to the top 20 students in the 
province. 
and proud.. 
• And guilty. The moment I hung 
Up the phone, I knew that God 
could strike me down with the 
very disease I had refused to 
support. I thought of all the sweet 
suffering children in hospitals 
around the country, counting on 
vo!unteem to give up one lousy ' 
, evening to raise money toward Medicine, winner of 1990 and French12,95%e, attending 
Governor Generals Medal, Nor- University of Alberta inEdmon- 
man MacKenzie Scholarship.: t0nin Science, planning to go in .... 
flndlng,a cure for this horrid 
flhioss, For all I knew, millions 
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TERRACE --. Local conservation 
officers were forced to destroy a 
black bear that was disturbing 
rcsiden~ in the North Kalum 
U'ailer court over the Labour Day 
weekend. 
Conservation fficer Peter Kalina 
said last week that intrusion of 
beam into the downtown core is 
not unusual. ,It's not a daily event, 
but it 's not tmcommon."  
Bear sightings and complaints in  
Terrace are running at their usual 
high level, Kalina said. He expects 
reports to run in excess of 200 by 
the end of Summer. And the prob- 
lem will probably worsen as the 
fall pmgresses. 
During the early summer, Kaliua 
said, beam are normally happy to 
stay out in the bush dudn 8 yearn 
llke this when berries are plentiful 
and the salmon are nmnin 8, With 
the end of the salmon run and the 
bushes picked clean, however, they 
start looking for other sources of 
food, often finding the refuse left 
out around human habitations. The 
beam' appetite pmblenm are afara- 
rated at this lime of the year by 
the fact that they're trying to put 
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Terrace's All Seasons Expose became home-grown softball champions at the end of summer by winning the provincial 
Intermediate 'C' title at the mixed slo-pitch championship in Surrey. 
• 41," 
New manager, new board 
new season begins for 
Terrace Curling Club 
Under new manager Bruce 
Carruthers - -  the Terrace Curl- 
ing Club's third new boss in the 
past two years - -  curlers can ex- 
pect another active season of 
regular leagues plus numerous 
bonspiels. 
Veteran curler Norah Jacques 
takes over the president!s chair 
for the 1990-9t season. Ken 
B!anes is past president, while 
• Gordon Oates is vice prexy and 
Heimke ~Haldane is treasurer. 
Curl ing is set to start Oct. 9. 
The ice should be in by Oct. I. 
• Carruthers admits he has no 
background n curling rink 
operation, but points out that 
his-18 years of varied manage- 
'ment Skills plus splendid support 
,from iceman Scott Easton and 
canteen,manager Marie Beekly 
and a l l  :the concerned ~ directors 
should make his job relatively 
told us. 
Right now the clubneeds 
some volunteers in order to com- 
plete a number of projects this 
season. 
These include redecorating the 
downstairs •lounge, revamping 
andpalnting the kitchen, and ice 
installation. 
Junior curling• after school 
will again be in place this year. 
The Curl Canada program al- 
ready has 25 signed up. Curlers 
and newcomers are invited to 
sign up at the club from 7 to 9 
p.m. on the 27th and 28th. 
easy ,  , . 
"It's a matier o f  c0-ordlna- .The Friday mixed league is full. 
tingl the ~fferent: leagues and 
~rso.nnel  to create ~ a goal of 
Worlung. harmony,'.'~ Car. ruthcrs, 
"We had registration at the 
Skeena Mall one Saturday and 
signed up numerous players," 
he told u s . .  
There's still opeping ~ for the 
Monday mixed league, the Tues- 
day morning open session, plus 
men's  and women's night 
leagues up til Thursday night,i 
ping include... 
• A ladies potluck supper on 
Oct. 3 at 6:30 p.m. 
• A men's pizza and games 
night on Oct. 4. 
• A Level One instructors 
course on Oct. 13. 
• Beginning of Curl Canada in- 
struction on the 20th. 
• The opening mixed bonspiel 
on either Oct. 27 or November 3 
weekend. 
• ' A 7-to-9 night mixed drawon.  ~ 
.saturdays is a ssibility. Some For information on  signing 
O • • 
lt¢~ns coming up at the begin-~ up,  phone thennk at 635-5583., 
Car rally this weekend 
The Thornhm Pub is hml/ng Its first annual car ~ on 
September 22 weekend. It costs $1S pet; person, adults o~ly. Each 
entrant gets a hat, a hamburger and some refreshment. Sntbells 
are a must for all cempetitors. Entries must sign up at the 
Thorahill Pub before race day. 
The rally runs in Thomhlll ud  Terrace, and it Indudas some 
• photography and a scavenger hunt. Full details are available fl'om 
the 'rborahlH Pub. 
• The popular cash bonspiel 
comes up on November 11 week- 
end. • 
• The cquailypopular 'sponsor I WANTED4"  [ 
appreciation' spiel follows this 'l Curlers for the following leagues:, ] 
later that month.. . [ Monday Mixed, Tuesday Mane, I 
.Other major bonsplel dates'l Wednesda-  Ladles . . . . .  " . . . .  "' • o • , y , weonesoay  Juniors, wdl .be ~nouncm muowmg I - . . . . .  . [ 
m~,~hno.q thug month n2 zone [ /nursaay Mane, ~aturday Commercia l ,  ......... o . . . . . . . . . .  .am..o.. _ I 
raps. Assured dat.es will hkeiy be  I Saturday Nits Mixed, and Sunday  Fami ly I 
the annual ladles' Valentine | FINAL REGIsTRATIoNDAYS WILL I 
Bonspiel in February and. the | • BE HELD AT THE CURLING CLUB. | 
men's Loggers spiel on'Easter | SPETEMBER 27th end 28th from 7 p.m, to 9p.m. I 
weekend. - ,, , : ': ...... ! ~: ' i GetSwept.up~in the Fun i [. 





Terrace Youth Soccer wound 
up its season on the weekend 
with four divisions playing 
championship matches. 
The under-10 title went to 
Skeena Cellulose. They won 
four straight games, clinching 
the crown on a 5-1 win over 
Surveyors in the deciding ame. 
Eight teams competed in this 
double-knockout playoff. Over 
the season, Surveyors placed 
first. 
The six-team under-12 series 
went to Cedarland on a 3-1 
triumph over Northwest Sports- 
man in the final. The season 
schedule saw Bandstra finish 
first. 
The four-team under-14 divi- 
sion went to Sanberry. They 
came back from losing game one 
to down Rotary 5-3 on penalty 
kicks in the final. Rotary was 
first place team on the season. 
In the girls' division, Richards 
Cleaners wept both the league 
and playoff titles. In their four- 
team playoff they blanked 
Kinettes 3-0 in the championship 
game. 
Youth Soccer's annual general 
meeting is Oct. 12 at the library. 
President Norah Phillips warned 
parents at the playoff presenta- 
tion that the five- and six-year- 
old league would be dropped 
next year unless more parental 
help is offered. 
i." '~".~, ;." ' . . . . . . . . .  r , ,  . , ; "  " "  .i" / .  
CollibOn' l 
" . / ,  
cans year's 
first ace 
The Skeena Valley golf 
club recorded its first 
hole-in-one of the season 
Sept. 9 when Rudon 
Enterprises president Don 
Collison aced the fourth 
hole. 
Collison used a seven •
• wood to score his gem 
and had golf partners 
Gerry Martin, Sandy " 
Farkvam and Brian Miller 
to witness the 185-yard 
shot. Collison has been 
playing regularly for the 
past seven years. He has a 
handicap of 19 and scored 
a 51 for his overall nine- 
hole effort that included 
the ace. 
J 
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Top local golfers 
emerge in playoffs 
The Skeena Valley golf club's 
championship tournaments for 
men and women finished play- 
offs on Sept. 8 weekend. On the 
women's ide Bibbi Dozzi won 
overall low gross honours, while 
Brenda DeJong took honours 
for overall ow net. 
Gross winners in all flights 
were Debbie Carruthers in the 
championship flight, Helen 
Williams in 'A', Joy Stevenson 
in 'B' and Ruth Hidber in 'C'. 
John Yasinchuk won overall 
low gross for men, with Bruce 
Easton taking overall low net. 
Jim Rigler won championship 
gross, with Jack Phelan winning 
'A', Hans Fedderson taking 'B' 
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Season Pass application forms available at Kalen Sports Centre or 
Far West Sporting Goods In Prince Rupert; 8chooloy'e 8po~s or 
Shames Mountain ski area 1990/91 Season Pass rates 
Adult 
Youth (13 to 17 yrs.) $2~0 82~.  
Jun io r  (8 to12 yrs.) ~200 
Chi ld  (7 and under) Free Free 
Sen ior  (6s and over) $200 
EARLY  ~ EARLY 
BIRD REG. BIRD REG. 
• •$425 $465• First member $425 $46S 
Second member ~ 
Thi rd  member  
Plus 7% Plus 7% 
G.S.T. G.S.T. 
$220 
Fourth or more ¢aO S eo 
Plus 7% Plus 7% 
G.S.T. G.S.T, 
Better value,that is! BuyyourShamesMountain Season 
Pass now at special Earlybird prices and save all winter 
on your skiing fun! But 
hurry - -  discounts are in 
effect only 'til September 
30. Mastercard ® and Visa ® 
welcome. 
For cOmplete details, 
contact the sporting goods 
stores shown below. 
SltNVr5 
IdOUN N 
City Centre Hardware in Kitlmat; All IklaNne Sporting (k)ode or 
8undance Ski & 8po~e in Terrace. 
. . , , ,  
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Teacher Wendy Sofiak pitches world-class softball 
Wendy Soflak: My major interest is to get my classroom going 
and to be the best teacher I can possibly be. 
Maj'or. B.C. sports 
fest in works' 
Planning is underway for the . goods will also be included. 
Good Sports Festival to be held • Admission is free. Spectators 
at.B.C. Place Stadium Dec. 7-9. 
The non-stop sports extravagan- 
za will attract about 2,500 
players to compete in co-ed slo- 
pitch, volleyball, 3-on-3 basket- 
ball, arm Wrestling and billiards. 
Some of the highlights are: 
• The softball tournament will 
likely be a new entry in Guinness 
Book of Records, as this will be 
the longest running, continuous 
softball tournament in a domed 
stadium. 
• Sixty teams of softball 
players from all parts of B.C. 
and Alberta will compete. 
• -Two softball diamonds will 
run non-stop for 60 hours, so in 
all likelihood a team will have at 
least one game in the "wee" 
hours of the morning. 
• Three hundred fifty yards of 
sand will be trucked in for the 
construction of "beach" volley- 
ball courts. Teams in Doubles 
and Co-ed triples will play. 
There will be five other volley- 
ball courts on artificial turf. 
• High school teams play 
volleyball and 3-on-3 basektball. 
• A trade show of sports equip- 
ment, sports wear and related 
will have an opportunity of win- 
ning prizes while watching all 
the action. 
• A kick,0ff dance will be held 
at the Commodore Ballroom, 
Granville St., Vancouver. Band 
"Wall Street" will provide the 
music and approximately $2,500 
in prizes will be given away. 
• Special rate of $55 per room, 
per night (double occupancy) is
available at the Sandman Inn, 
Georgia St., Vancouver --  right 
across the street, from the 
Stadium. 
• The Good Sports Festival is 
presented and'~organized by 
Sports Travel Canada, a travel 
specialist that •stages oftball, 
volleyball, tennis and soccer 
tournaments in  Mexico, the 
Caribbean, and Australia. 
• Theme: "Sports under the 
Dome -- almost as much fun as 
sports under the Sun. And, 
Good Sports are always 
winners." 
Any individual or team want- 
ing further information can call 
Sports Travel Canada at 
535-2286. 
Coming events in 
regional sports 
Terrace Bluebacks swim club has 
registration for new and old mem- 
bers on Thursday from 5 to 6 p.m. 
at the club office, upstairs at the 
swimming pool. 
The Thornhlll Pub's first annual 
car rally is coming up Saturday 
staffing at 11 a.m. It costs $15 per 
person to enter. Route~ are in 
ThomMll and Terrace. Picture- 
taldng and a scavenger, htmt are 
included. Sign up by Friday at 
ThomMli Pub. 
The high school zone sports 
season for volleyball opens this 
Saturday. Senior boys are at 
Nisga'a, senior girls at Smithers, 
plus junior boys and girls at 
Nisga'a. Cross-country takes place 
at Smithers. 
Terrace Minor Hockey's annual 
shop-and-swap for youngsters' 
used equipment takes place at the 
Terrace Arena lobby this Saturday 
from 12 noon to' 3 p.m. 
by Harriett Fjnagesund 
Wendy Sofiak, a new Grade 5 
teacher at Clarence Michiel, and 
professional softball team 
member for the West Vancouver 
Angels, finally achieved her 
dream goal --  she made it to the 
Canadian National Softball 
Team this year. Forty people 
across Canada tried out for the 
team, but only 17 were chosen. 
Playing in Normal, Illinois, 
Canada came in sixth in the In- 
ternational Softball Federation 
World Games. The West Van- 
couver Angels also won two 
silver and one bronze medal in 
the provincial-wide playoffs. 
Born and raised in Saskatch- 
ewan, Wendy has been playing 
softball for about 20 years, the 
last three in Vancouver. She 
came to B,C. after the Saskatch- 
ewan Harmony Centres team 
she played for folded. She says 
she just has a knack for it, but 
admits he comes by it naturally. 
Her father has played in the Na- 
tional Hockey League, and her 
two brothers are into hockey 
and slo-pitch. Of the three girls 
in the family, she is the only one 
interested in sports. 
She has such things to her 
credit as a two-year softball 
scholarship at the University of 
Texas. She completed one year, 
then returned to Saskatchewan 
to attend university to become a
teacher. She graduated this year. 
She explains that kids have al- 
ways been important to her, that 
she enjoys being with them. 
Wendy says she has no regrets 
about the time spent a t  the 
University of Texas, that in fact 
she went on the condition that 
she.would learn something to 
make her a better pitcher (she 
als0 plays outfield and lst-base). 
As for the future, she hasn't 
made any definite plans, but is 
considering retiring from profes- 
sional softball. "It takes alot of 
hard work and dedication. It's a 
very stressful andtense occupa- 
tion. Right now my major in- 
terest is to get my classroom go- 
ing and to be the best teacher I 
can possibly be." 
The Scores Are... 
TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER 
DOUBLE-KNOCKOUT F INALS  
GIRLS' DIVISION 
Richards 2, Klnettes 1 
Tike Lakers 2, Pizza Hut 1 
Richards 2, Tide Lakers 0 
Kinettes 4, Pizza Hut 0 
Kinettes 2, Tide Lakers 0 
Richards 3, KInettes 0 -- championship game 
UNDER-10 DIVISION 
Surveyors 4, Skeena Sawmills 3 
A-G-K 5, Shoppers 1 
Skeena Cellulose 3, Co-op 0 
Centennial Lions 5, Carlyle Shepherd 3 
Surveyors 3,A-G-K 2 
Skeena Cellulose 4, Centennial Lions 2 
Skeena Sawmills 5, Shoppers 4 
Co-op 5, Carlyle Shepherd 1 
Skeena Sawmills 5, Centennial Lions 4 
A-G-K 5, Co-op 4 
Skeena Cellulose 6,,Surveyors2 . ..• 
Skeena Sawmills 4, A-G-K 3 
Surveyors 3, Skeena Sawmills 1 
Skeena Cellulose 5, Surveyors I -- 
championship game 
UNDER.12 DIVISION 
Cedarland 3, Finning 2 
Brady F.C. 1, Bandstra 0 
Cedarland 3, Northwest Sportsman 2 
Brady F.C. 3, Sight & Sound 1 
Bandstra 4, Finning 3 
Northwest Sportsman 6, Sight & Sound 4 
Cedarland4, Brady F.C. 0 
Northwest Sportsman 2, Bandstra 1 
Northwest Sportsman 6, Brady F.C. 1 
Cedarland 3, Northwest Sportsman 1 - -  
championship game 
UNDER-14 DIVISION 
Northern Drugs 2, Bavarian Inn 0 
Rotary 2, Sanberry 1 
Rotary 3, Northern Drugs 1 
Sanberry 4, Bavarian Inn 2 
Sanberry 5, Northern Drugs 3 
Rlchitds3, Klnettes 0 -~, championship game 
TERRACE SPEEDWAY RACE RESULTS 
SEPTEMBER 9TH 
Heat: Dave Reinhardt 
Main: Clayton Kerr 
"B" Street 
Trophy Dash: Dave Bruce 
-Heat: Dave Bruce 
Main: Major Craig 
"C" Street 
Heat: Rockzann Taylor 
Demolition Races 
Bag Race 
1st Dave Reinhardt 
2nd Russ Gutknecht 
3rd Major Craig 
4th Ron Diotte 
S~mmn 
Trophy Dash: Ed Johnson 
Heat: Joe Borouec 
Main: Danny O'Brien 
"A" Hobby 
Trophy Dash: Brent McCarron 
Heat: Brent McCarron 
Main: Brent McCarron 
"B" Hobby 
Trophy Dash: Blain Kluss 
Heat: Blain Kluss 
Main: Blain Kluss 
"A" Street 




Ist Gerry Normandeau 
2nd Marcel Kristoff 
3rd Jamie Kluss 
Demolition 
1st Dave Reinhardt 
2nd Kerry Ross 
3rd Gerry Normandeau 
SMITHERS LADIES GOLF CLUB ," 
CHAMPIONSHIPS --SEPTEMBER 8TH WEEKEND • 
Overall Low Gross First Low Gross First Low •Net 
sue Morgan, 172 Flight A --  Heather Gallagher Flight A --  Toni Perreault 
Overall Low Net Flight B -- Edith Jones Flight B --  Ingrid Palmer 
Linda Gibson, 133 Flight C --  Noreen Arnett Flight C --  Geraldine Moore 
SENIORS SUMMER GAMES IN COMOX 
The Seniors Summer Games are over in Comox, and participants from the 
Bulkley Nechako Zone came home with eight medals as follows: 
Walking: Olga Walker of Hazelton agold in the 5K and in the 10K for two; 
Rex Sheep of Hazelton asilver in the 5K and in the 10K for two; Alice Dahl 
of Kitwanga  bronze in the 5K. 
• Badminton: Fran Bonneville and her partner from Hazelton a silver. 
Bowling: Slim Passwel of Fraser Lake a gold for most points over average. 
Bridge: Ed Animowski and Mike Patsiluk of Fraser Lake a silver in bridge. 
! 
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I ~  for this special weekend I A major fund raising telethon for race will be treated tO singers and fund raising committee, 
Time Saturday (Sept. 22) Sunday (Sept. 23) the Northern B.C. Winter Games is 
7:30. 8:30 a.m. Midgets & Juveniles Midgets & Juveniles 
8:45. 9:45 a.m. Bantams Bantams 
10:00-11:00 a.m. Pee Wees Pee Wees 
11:15-12:15 p.m. Pre Novices Pre Novices 
12:30-. 1:30 p.m. Novices Novices 
1:45- 2:45 p.m. Atoms Atoms 
3:00- 4:00 p.m. Pes Wees Pee Wees 
4:15- 5:15 p.m. Pre Novices Pre Novices 
5:30- 6:30 p.m. Novices Novices 
6:45- 7:45 p.m. Atoms Atoms 
8:00. 9:00 p.m. Bantams Bantams 
9:15-10:15 p.m. Midgets & Juveniles Midgets & Juveniles 
All players will be notified of 
their team and times at a later date. 
An EQUIPMENT SWAP will be going on at the arena 
dudng the weekend of September 22.23, 1990, 
Terrace Minor Hockey Parent Meeting is scheduled for 
September 27, 1990 at 7:30 p.m. 
at the Happy Gang Centre. 
coming up at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre and on community cable 
Channel 10 Sept. 30. The day-long 
promises to be entertaining as well 
as being a boost to the Games 
effort. 
Telethon chairman Gayle 
Appleton says, "There's a lot of 
enthusiasm on the entertainment 
side of things, and the other com- 
mittees arc working hard, too." 
The Telethon has a varied schedule 
of events which will entertain beth 
the audience at the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre and Channel I0 TV  
• viewers from 11 a.m. until 9 p.m. 
Along with local talent ranging 
fJom the famous Rube Band and 
Gillian Campbell with her puppets 
to vocalist Tina Hovenkamp, Tar- 
Pack your bags and run 
. w i th  Rockpor t !  
Sept.24 to Oct. 6 
. "7 : '  ' " , 
~ , , , , ,  ~ . ~  ::." . . . .  ~. .#~r~. '~ '  ~ '~ . . . .  
@ 
, " : R~.kports make you feel like walking ~" 
• With any purchase of Rockport shoes, receive FREE 
either a Rockport umbrella or a Rockport fanny packl 
Get your name In a draw for e set of, Rockport 
luggage from All Seasons Sporting Goods AND a 
chance to win an all.expense paid t aR *" 
Camelbaok Spa In Scettsdale, Adz( 
, Luggage draw Oct.16, 1910. 
" :- ' ' ":• "L :  ,".:' i , : )  " 
4662 LAKELSE AVENUE 
TERRACE, B.C. 
M8G 1 R4 
PHONE (604) 635-2982 
song writers Valdy and Laurie local businessman Campbell 
Thain and the Chinese Dancers Stewart, determined that a telethon 
from Prince Rupert." 
Emcees will include hosts Laurie 
Thain and Doug Smith, Kitsum- 
kalum Band chief councillor Cliff 
Bolton, Marylin Davies of the 
Northwest Academy of Performing 
Arts, and Valdy, who will emcee 
and "chatter with Doug (Smith)" 
for a couple hours in the afternoon. 
In order to emure the success of 
the 1991 Northern B.C. Winter 
Games, fund raising is a major 
push right now, explains Gayle. A 
telethon was successfully held as a 
fund raiser when Terrace hosted 
the last Winter Games. This year's 
would be a good way to bring the 
Northern B.C. Winter Games to 
the forefront for area residents and 
also provide an entertaining end 
very visible "kick off" to the 
Games fund raising. 
Fund raising for this event is 
expected through challenges and 
pledges by individuals and groups. 
Gayle Appleton clarifies with some 
examples: The Figure Skating Club 
is making a donation to be pie. 
scnted on Sept.30. The Royal 
Canadian Legion, Branch 13, is 
donating money from their recent 
Steak Nigh~ 
- -  Continued on page B6 
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by MaryAnn Burdett 
Any time anyone suggests that the people of Terrace are not 
terrific, advise them to check out the structure of the Northern 
B.C. Winter Games Committee and the number of voiunteers 
who are giving hours, days even weeks of their time toward the 
• smooth running and successful climax of this happening. 
To start with, there are I0 volunteer executive committee 
members under the able direction of co nmli.'ttee president Glenn 
Thomson. From there we go on to the chatrpeopl.e of the actual i 
events, of which there are 28. Each of these chalrpeople have a 1 co-chairman and committee members. Obviously, committee alone require a great number of people, and that does not touch 
on the volunteers that will be required prior to and during the 
games for many and varied tasks. 
Have you offered your services as yet? A call to Marge at the 
Winter Games Office - -  635-1991 - -  will soon have you involved 
in whatever capacity ou can manage. ' 
Speaking of Marge, anyone that thinks she isn't doing a lot of 
extra-curricular on her own time for the Winter Games should 
just try catching up to her these days and evenings. 
One of the people who has taken on a big responsibility and a 
lot of work is Bob Dahl. Bob is the events chairman and, along 
with his co-chairman Francis Stanley, and the 29 individual 
events chairmen, will be responsible for co-ordinating the actual 
sports. Already there are numerous meetings to attend and plans 
to be made - -  all of which is really interfering with Bob's fishing 
time, but that is a sacrifice that he is willing to make and Terrace 
appreciates it. Besides, Bob, just look how much money you will 
save on fishing gear that would otherwise be on the bottom of 
the Skeena. 
• The meeting being planned for by all the board members at 
this time is the meeting of the regional directors to be held in 
Terrace on Sept. 29. It is at that meeting that all the sports 
packages will be approved and finalized, and subsequently for- 
warded to all regions. That weekend is going to be a busy one for 
our winter Games people, as well as a pleasurable one for them 
and for all the people in the area. That is, of course, because, 
also on the 29th, we look forward to our "Evening with Laurie 
Thain" at the Terrace Inn and on the 30th the fund-raising 
Telethon. As noted in previous columns the line up of talent is 
really very special and there is no doubt that we will enjoy it. 
How are the challenges coming? Apparently Branch 13 of the 
Royal Canadian Legion set aside a certain percentage of each 
dinner sold on their last steak night to be donated to the 
telethon. Perhaps they will be challenging other service clubs to 
equal or better their donations. 
I'm still considering my challenge --  perhaps to anyone who 
would rather be fishing than what they are doing at the moment 
- -  what do you say Bob? 
Till next week --  remember -- Terrace is terrific and so will be 
the Winter Games, and we still need your  help. 
li I 
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Laurie Theln: Evening buffet, all-day television to raise money for 
games. 
Hiking club plans fall " expeditions 
Contributed Sept. 30 - -  Sleeping Beauty Hbrary at 10 a.m., Vicki leader. 
There were 15 people in. atten- 
dance at the most recent meeting 
of the Terrace Hiking Club. The 
first item discussed was Where to 
hold future meetings, in homes or 
otherwise. 
It will be decided at future meet- 
ings, but during summer months 
we hope to hold barbecue picnic 
meetings at the lake. 
Hikes planned for the next few 
weeks: 
Sept. 9 -  Qngue Mountain, 
Kitimat Meet at Terrace Hbrary at 
8".30 a.m. for car pool, and at 
Kitimat C of C info sign at 9".30 
a.m. Jim Thome leader, 632-6055. 
Three hoizrs up, fai'rly steep. Great 
views. 
Sept. 16 - -  McLean Mtn., 50 
miles west of Ten'ace on highway. 
If you are interested in an over- 
night, call Shannon who is leader 
of this hike, at 635-4486. Meeting 
at present scheduled for 8 a.m. at 
library. 
Sept. 2,3 - -  Vanarsdol Mt., six 
miles northeast of Terrace. This is 
a new area to the hiking club. 
Jorma will lead, no phone. Meet at 
library at .9 a.m. Will be fairly 
steep and take all day. Wear boots 
and bring lunch. Water quite likely 
available along mute, bring a little. 
Local country music star to 
perform at.Games telethon 
begin recoi~ling on her third 
album. 
On Saturday, Set't. 29, Laurie 
Thain will entertain at a buffet 
dinner concert in the Terrace Inn. 
Anyone who enjoyed the concert 
with Laurie this spring will attest 
to the fact that it was an entertain- 
ins, funny, and inspirational even- 
ing, with great food to top it all 
off. 
Those who would like to join 
Laurie at the Terrace Inn on Sept. 
29 can purchase tickets at Terrace 
Realty or Kelly's Stereo Mart. The 
price of $25 per person includes a
buffet dinner and an evening with 
Laurie Thain, her voice, her guitar, 
by Betty Barton 
i ' i 
Singer and songwriter Laufle 
Thain is "doing her own thing" 
again, in the form of a benefit 
dinner concert in Terrace and co- 
hosting of a telethon in support of 
the Northern B.C. Winter Games 
to take place here Feb 1, 2, and 3 
of next year. 
Laurie, who grew up in Terrace, 
is now a national recording and 
performing artist specializing in 
light country and modern romantic 
songs. She writes her own songs 
and has her own recording com- 
pany, Pure Pacific Music. Laurie 
was in Nashville this spring to 
and her songs. ' ~:'~- 
The Northern B.C. Winter Games 
Telethon will be held at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Sunday, Sept. 
30, from 11 a.m. until 9 p.m. 
Laurie Thain will perform, with a 
host of other entertainers, local and 
from out of town• Valdy will be 
there. Doug Smith will co-emcee 
the event with Laurie. Other local 
hosts will also "do their thing". 
Watch the Telethon on Channel 10 
or see it in-person at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. Make your pledge or 
challenge by calling 635-1991 
anytime or 638,1616 on Sept. 30 
to support Terrace's Northern B.C. 
Winter Games. 
Mtn., seven miles northwest of 
town. Shannon leader, 635-4486. 
Meet at library at 10 a.m. This is a 
moderate hike to the first lake, 
then open mountain if you wish to 
continue ither up some hills or to 
the peak. About one and a half 
hours to the lake. 
Oct. 7 - -  Thanksgiving week-  
end. Insect Lookout at Cedarvale. 
Drive to Kitwanga, then back 
along gravel road (12 miles) to " 
Cedarvale, then walk 4.2 miles, 
gradual uphill, the last haft mile 
steep, to lookout. Great views of 
the Skeena nd the Seven Sisters. 
Meet at the library, at 10 a.m. 
Vicki leader, 635-2935. 
Oct. 14 --- Black Sister. This 
hike starts about 40 miles cast on 
Highway 16, about three ian hike, 
moderate uphill. Sometimes ee 
goals on the Black Sister Mtn. A 
fairly easy hike to good views of 
mountain and glacier. Meet at  
Oct .  21 - -  Kleanza  : ,  
Lake~ure  Mta. a~a (s~ 
Trails to Timberline, E.Blix). Jim 
Thorne leader, 632-6055. Meet at 
weigh scales at junction of  High- 
ways 16 and 25 just east of the 
Skeena bridges at 9:15 a.m., or at 
C of C sign at Kltimat at 8:30 a.m. 
Will be an all-day and fairly steep. 
In late October or early Novem- 
ber, Shannon will lead a hike on 
Digby Island in Prince Rupert 
Harbour. Call Shannon on this one, 
and we will put on Date Line on 
TV and on radio. 
Next meeting will be at Kelly 
Kllne's at Lakelse Lake, phone 
796-2535 for how to get there. 
Water Lily Bay road, turn left just 
before the resort, and watch for 
sign Chrysler/Kline on the fight. 
Date: Octobe~ 16 at 7 p.m. Item 
for discussion: what to bring in 
your packsack. 
The Pastor and Parishioners of 
Sacred Head Parish, Terrace, B.C. 
invite you to join us 
as we celebrate the .. 
75th Anniversary 
of our parish on 
October 6th 
and 7th, 1990. 
October 6th - -  8 p .m. -  Wine  & Cheese Social 
October 7th -- 1 p.m.- Outdoor Mass ' 
October 7th - -  3 p.m. - Afternoon Tea 
TERRACE 
Nora Phillips is back-stage mana- 
ger, Yvonne Moen is hostess 
coordinator,• Per Halvorsen is in 
command of security, and Dave 
Comfort is designing the sets and 
other decorations for the event. 
CFFK is generously supplying all 
radio and TV~-advertising of the 
Northern B.C. Winter Games and 
are assisting the Games in their 
production of the Telethon. Chris 
Holtom of/CFFK television is 
coordinating the 'IV production of 
the Telethon. 
Sharon Taylor and Doug Smith 
have served as able consultants on 
this whole project. "Without hem, 
we couldn't have done it." says 
Gayle Appleton. " , o 
On Sunday, Sept. 30, everyone in 
Terrace is encouraged to come out 
and support the Northern B.C. 
Winter Games with a pledge or a 
• challenge.. ' 
Telethon - -  Continued from page B5 
30. Both challenges and pledges 
can be set up ahead of time. Any 
group want to hold a Telethon 
carwash or some other activity? 
Call Merge Skead at the Northern 
B.C. Winter Games office at 635- 
1991 or on Sept. 30, call 638-1616 
to make a pledge or challenge. 
Gayle explains, "Having the 
Telethon so early in the season has 
put a lot of extra pressure on 
people to do things in a hurry, but 
it will make our fund raising job 
easier as we get closer to the 
Games." 
Organization of the Telethon 
started a long time ago with Karin 
L,jungh in charge of organizing the 
entertainment. Gayle Appleton 
commends her on "a fantastic job". 
Lael McKeown and Carol Desjar- 
dins are in charge of accounting, 
Sharon Taylor is stage manager, 
Mags Gingies is organizing tele- 
phone operators to accept pledges, 
The Terrace Bowling Alley is 
participating in a bowling fund 
~. raising event on Sept. 30 from 10 
: a.m. until noon. Coaches will be 
on hand for anyone who would 
, like lessons or just po~ters. The 
cost will be $5 per person. All 
proceeds will go to the Northern 
Winter Games Telethon. 
All the venue sites and other 
groups or individuals who will 
~nefit directly fJom the Games 
have been approached to make 
'pledges. Principals of all the 
schools have been encouraged to 
include their students in making 
pledges through bottle drives or 
i penny drives or any other creative 
i fund raising event they can think 
~ of. To date, they have had no 
i Challenges presented. But the Tele- 
thon committee ncourages any 
group to challenge another, eithet 
before; the Telethon or on the 
actual date of the Telethon, Sept. 
- % 
' l .. 
WITHOUT HOSPITALITY, TERRACE WOULD HAVE' BEAUTIFUL 
SCENERY, GOOD FISHING AND A BUNCH OF PLACES TO EAT 
AND SLEEP! BUT THE PEOPLE MAKE THE DIFFERENCEI PEOPLE LIKE 
DEBBIE CALLIHOO. DEBBIE HAS LIVED IN TERRACE FOR ELEVEN 
YEARS. SHE MOVED HERE FROM ALBERTA, AND SHE AND HER 
SON ESPECIALLY ENJOY THE OUTDOORS, THE HOTSPRINGS AND 
THE CABIN AT LAKELSE LAKE, AS A SALESPERSON AT NORTHERN 
LIGHTS STUDIO, DEBBIE HAS A CHEERFUL GREETING FOR MANY 
VISITORS. 
WITH ASSISTANCE FROM THE CITY OF IEI~RACE 
# ,• ,• ? 
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Scouting is aSian-oriented, as Terrace scouts demonstrated last year by building a bddge the 
old-fashioned way last May at Williams Creek. For those who :like the idea of getting out and doing 
things, scout registration is on all day at the Skeena Mall Sept. 22. The fee is $30 per boy up to 
a maximum of $60 per family. For information call Cad Johanson at 635-4963 (days) or 635-0063 
(evenings). 
Te s ph e ia talks rrace host schizo r n 
C4mtdbuted by at/on of these patients even more clmng~, beconm suspicious of their 
~ Ell'/KmdsmyleMe difficult, families and friends, suffer deep 
~- . - "  The wide-spx~d opinion that depressions, withdmw.f~om usand 
. On the weekend of October 1.2- schlzophrenics have been born' sometimes from society as a 
13,~.Frlenda:and Famllles of ScNz- retarded or mentally handicapped whole. 
opluenics from the Northwest will is totally false. We, .the families In one word, schizopl~nia 
meet at the Terracelnn for their 
third annual conference, which is 
• ~Spomozcd this year by our Terrace 
,~r t  group. Registration Writ 
~:-...~'/. place Friday evening from 7 
to 10. 
This will be a time of setting 
acquainted with new friends from 
out of town while refreshments are 
being sewed. One of the Invited 
speakers from the lower mainland 
is going to present a video and 
share her own expedence with 
schizoph.renia in her family. 
and friends of these patients, know 
that they were once bflght young- 
stem, talented and full of life as 
you or I at that age. But at some 
time ,in their young lives, a bio- 
chemical imbalance occurred in the 
make-up of their healthy brains 
that now robs them of the ability 
to concentrate properly, it scatters 
their thinking, distorts it, plays 
tricks on their minds, creates 
delusions, hallucinations and para- 
noia. As a result of these trouble- 
some symptoms, they often go 
• The Sattuday conference from 9 through a complete personality 
a.m. to 4 p.m. will include an 
• uixlalc on the provincial and inter- 
national sch/zophrenia scene by 
one BCFOS executive dkector. 
Anoflcr topic on the agenda is 
Value of Support" end 
"Tak/~ Cam of Oumelv~". 
Repom on the recent Interns. 
!ionat Confemce in Vancouver, 
l~obed for I)b~very", are going to 
be hes,-d. 
• Them wil l  abe be a contribution 
. to the program, by the preMdant of 
~tbe Bulldey VMIoy Friends of 
• SrJdmpla,~lm. Time• Is sd~ulcd 
for gzoup discussions, toffee 
breaks * , lunch, and some relaxation 
and entertainment. Invitations are, 
being mailed to Mends in Kitimat~ 
Prince Rupert, Hazelton, Telkwa, 
Houston and Smithcm. The Terrace 
mcmbem want to encourage all 
interested local people to attend 
this Important and Informative 
event. 
T im B.C. Faced8 of Sch/zo- 
pteenics have become a powerful 
force in furtlcflng public aware. 
heSS and understanding of the 
imglc lllness of schlzopinenla and 
have posltlvely Influenced govern- 
sent dec~lons resardlng the cam 
and support of schizopluenia suf- 
feren. Yet, there Is still a lot of 
work to be done. The stigma 
atlachcd to rids Illness Is hard to 
overcome and makes the Md sltu. 
destroys the lives of our youth and 
creates heartbreaking problems and 
often unbearable stress on the 
• families. 
Unfortunately, .many. families 
hide their pain and stay in their 
closets. But in recent years, many 
support groups have. sprung up all 
over the world. In B.C. their num- 
ber has grown from 13 to over 30 
in the past three years. 
For further information on .the 
conference or on Friends and Fam- 
flies of Schizophrenics, call Elly 
Kardamylakis at635-3654. 
SEPTEMBER is 
"LATE SUMMER SPECIAL MONTH"  
at the BAVARIAN INN 
YOUNG RABBIT 
"DIJONNAISE" 
rabbit braised in a mustard 





with a light creamy 
cranberry sauce served 
with potato croquettes and 
fresh vegetables of the day 
$19.95 
SIRLOIN STEAK 
• AND CRABLEGS 
:served with 
vegetables, mushrooms 
and baked potato 
$18.95 
Ask about our Banquet Facilitlesl We cater in our downstairs location from 
60 - 160 people. MUSIC AND LARGE DANCE FLOOR A SPECIAL FEATUREt 
For more Information and D I N E I N  
reservations call: 
635-9161 
t ~ l ~ ~  Make our place Your Place to enjoy an 
~q l rm~m111J  evening of int imatedln ing and reasonable prices! 
J 
Tm'ae~Rm,/me - - Wednesday, September 19 B7 
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CttU Ctt DII ECT0 Y 
-/:~Sacred~Heart Catholic Church 
Mass Times: Pastor: " 
Saturday:•7:30 p.m~ Fr. Allan F; Noonan 
Sundays: 9:00' a.rn. O.M.I. 
11:30a.m. 
"4830 Straume Avenue 635-2313 
St. Matthew's Anglican , ChUrch~.~: 
Holy Eucharist: 10 a.m. Priest inCharge: 
Sunday School: 10 a.m. Rev. EugeneMiller 
4506 Lakeise Avenue 635-9019 
Christ Lutheran Church 
Morning Womhlp - -  9:00 a.m. 
Sunday School - -  10:15 a.m. 
Pastor:. Donald P. flolstad t 
3229 Sparks Street 635-5520 
Terrace Seventh-Day • AdventiSt Church - 
Sabbath School: Pastor: 
Saturday 9:30 a.m. ale Unruh ~ 8,15.7213- 
Divine Service: Prayer Mooting: , 
Saturday 1 li00a.m. Wednesday 7:00 p.m. ' 
3306 Griff,ths " 635-3232 
Evangelical, Free Church • 
Sunday School: Pastor : 
(for all ages) W.E. Glasspell 
9:45 o.m. . 
Sunday Services: 
11:00 a.m. 6:30 p.m. 
3302 Sparks Street 
• Prayer •Meeting: 
Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
635.511' 
Terrace Full Gospel Christian Fellowship 
NEW LOCATION: 3222 Munroe Street 
Sunday Service: 10 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. 
Wednesdays: Mid.Week Service Pastor:. Slade Compton 
and Bible Study: 7:30 p.m. 
Church: 638-8384 Res.: 638-0829 
Knox United Church 
Sunday Worship: Evening Worship: Minister:. 
10:30 a.m. Every 2nd Sunday: • Stan Bailey 
Sunday School: hymns only Youth Group: 
10:30 a.m. 7:00 p.m. 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 635-6014 
Terrace Pentecostal •Assembly 
Su I Id Iy  8oh(el: 9.'30 a.m. 
Morning fmrvloe: 10:30 a.m. 
Evening Service: 6:30 p.m. 
3511 Eby Street 
u i 
Pastor:. John C, aplin " 
Auoelate Pastor:. Cliff Siebert 
• 635.2434 
i 
The Alliance Church 
Family Bible Hour:. 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Service: 11:00 a.m. Pastor:. Rick Wiebe 
Evening Fellowship: 6:30 p.m. As s't pastor:. Douglas Ginn 
All are cordially invited 
Youth Ministries . Home Bible Studies/r Visitation 
.4923 Agar Avenue 635-7727 
The Salvation Army 
Sunday  Serv ices :  
9:30 a .m.  Christian Education (all ages) 
11:00 a.m. Holiness Meet ing  • 7:00 p.m, Salvation Meet ing  
For Fur ther  In fo rmat ion  cal l  
4643 Walsh Avenue 635-6481 
i 
Christian .Reformed Church 
Sunday Services: Paaton 
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m. Peter Slays- 635-2621 
Coffee Break, Ladles Bible Study 
September.May 9:30 a.m. & 11:0Oa.m. 
3602 Sparks 835.720? 
i 
B8 
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  Ter race  Tree Trimming Wdl cut down any tree! 
"SAFELY" 
=1,000,000 liability for YOUR protect iony  
635-7400 J L  
4711-A Kelth Ave. 
Auto Glass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
638.1166 
HI.QUALITY BELTING & 
CONTRACTING SERVICES 
Inflatable Boat Repairs 
Durable- High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We speciolize in conveyor belt 
instollotions, splicing, end repoirs 
vulconizing end pulley logging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638-0663 
k 
Guide 
~:  2803KenneyStre~etB.C. - 
Terrace, I ~' 
CHANGES ~,WolfeTannlngSystem Ii ~' 
"~,,o,,o,or n,,op,.o,.,,~,,' I ~ '  




VOICE PAGERS. ,  PHOTOCOPYING 
,24 -HOUR ANSWERING SERVICE 
l~#1-3238 Kolum St.,. Terrace, B.C,., V8G 2N4 ,'=: 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION. 
Carpentry --Renovations 
"'No Job too Small" 
Seniors Rates 





: /=L4~ • 
COOSEMANS PIANOS 
IMPORTS - SALES 
PIANO TUNING,  
~EGUI .AT ION & REBUILDING 
Jos~ Coosemans 
4703 Straume Ave. 
Terrace, B.C .  
- CANADA V8G 2C4 : 
" (604)  635-9275 
B&G " 
GROCERY 
'MERC CRUISERS ~' MARINER OUTBOARDS ~- 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARO MARINER lETS 
HOMELIGHT LAWNMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PRODUCTS 
SHINDAIWA CHAIN SAWS 
DL No. 7550 & POWER PRODUCTS 
i 1 [ '635~~4746 Gre,g-- Ave., Terrace 
(604) 635-2881 
TWIN RIVIF~ ELECTRIC 
& 14EAlrlN~ LTD. 
3992 C OLD LAKELSE LAKE RD., 
TERRACE, B.C. VSG 3V1 
• leO4) 635,s0s4 
Fax (604) 635-3279 
• 24Hour Alarm Monitoring 
• Bonded Fully Licenced & Uniformed Security Personnel 
• Department Store Surveillance . " L 
• Burglar & Rre Alarm Systems 
• • Closed C!rcult T.V. Systems, R esidentlal Intercoms 
- ~ : CARLINE MUFFLER[ ~ 
SwiftyCarlineMufflerCent__rel COLLISION REPAIR West Coast 
MAINTENANCE R Jon Blak_ 
"If you're.., ifsatisfied'not . . . telltellus.°thers" COMMERCIAL - . seminAL  6 3 5"2 5 7 2 
RaN or AL 4918 Greig Ave' • LAWN REJUVENATION 3923 Sknp~ 0~.  1 ~ - PRUNING e SPRING CLEAN UP T In ,  B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1N4 • IRRIGATION SYSTEMS . . 
Phone 638-1991 
SATELLITE TV TIARA S ERRACEPRECUT 
CancomNaluevlslon authorlzed ealer F INEST  E SCOFIT :51~HVlUI= ~ ~ . 
PRO-TECH i ~ a  we Pamper & Tease 
ELECTRONIC ~ 'Cause We Aim to Please * Hemlock & Cedar Fencing* 
ENGINEERING ~ 0 ,  635-5323 BUY DIRECT FROM MILL 
Residential, Commercial and Industrial' 
Electronic Equipment 
635-5134 4519 Lakelse, Terrace 





5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
4626 Davis Avenue 
r Terrace, B.C. V8G 1X7 i 
Phone: 604.635-2444 " 
ii Serving Northwester 
• : > 
Main Office Terrace 
Fort St. John Dawson Creek 
785-2629 782-1132 
- :  :-.;BalJo0- s . , ,e .~,chuok,es  • :, ~ . .  at.~.-~.. .  ~ . ~ :  
~.'YO,'I." ~" .~,~.  "' ~¢  = Guaranteed 
• ¢ ,  ~_.t3. ~_¢  .~ .  
635-6312 
• Novelty Balloon O Grams Heather Graydon 
• Birthday Clown Fun Pack Cathy Donehue 
(Minimum 24hr. notice) #1 3237 Kalum Avenue Terrace, B.C., VeG 2H3 • Promotional Window Displays 
• Party Costume Rentals BOOK' NOWI BEAT THE RUSHI 
2903 Braun Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-5981 
Jon's Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Roders Custom Framing 
Portraits ~ Mat Cutting 
Family Sittings ~"k~," Posters 
5 Minute Passposts Limited Editions 
Dry Mounting Laminating 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. Bus. 635-5288 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IP9 Res. 635-5544 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles • Chslneawe 
Snowmobiles • Medne Supplies 
TERRACE A EQUIPMENT 
SALES ~ LTD.  
• ' ' "  ' ' ' ~ '  . '  ' " ' 4441 Lake lN  Ave., Terrace Ph. 635.6384 
• SKIDO0 ~ . . . .  
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I .... Tech  and enterpr i se  
• b,.C nt're officially open 
Terrace's Dr. Norms Kerby took Bruce Strachan, Minister of 
Advanced Education and Job Training, on a tour of some of 
Northwest Community College's Information hardware at the 
opening of the Technical and Enterpdse Centre!ast week. 
• t - ,  
Planeload of 
Wrangellites to direction, Strachan believes • Pat Roy, manager of the local 
Ministv/of Advanced Education land here Monday offic¢, commended a number of 
• orsanizatlons and individuals for 
their foresight and dedication in 
A trade delegation from Wrangell, Alaska is scheduled to arrive in 
Terrace Monday for a look around and talks with local officials, 
merchants and industrialists. 
About 25 representatives from the Panhandle community are expected 
to fly into the Terrace-Kilimat irport Sept. 24. The Wrangellltes will 
host a reception for members of Terrace city council and the local 
business community that afternoon, and the city will host a dinner for 
the" Alaskans in the evening. The following day they are scheduled to 
attend a Chamber of Commerce luncheon and depart in the afternoon 
for the Southeast Alaska conference in Prince Rupert. 
A group of Terrace business people and municipal officials toured 
southeast Alaska in the spring of this year. The two communities have 
some common commercial interests, including forestry and mining. 
Wrangell is particularly interested inthe implications of the mining road 
planned for the lskut River valley, a project hat could open up nearby 
areas of B.C. and possibly clear the way for a hydroelectric corridor to 
Ten'ace's Technical and Enter- 
prise Centre got its grand opening 
"Sept. 11 with Advanced Education 
and Job Training minister Bruce 
Strachan doing the ribbewcutting 
honours. 
There are already quite a number 
of these c entree throughout the 
province. The Terrace centre Is the..- 
second one opened (the first was 
in Nanalmo) since Stmchan 
~ e  minister in 1989. He 
explained that these centres "have 
been really successful in commu- 
nities like Terrace where there 
aren't a lot of big city resources." 
Strachan went on to say that such 
centres bring everyone together 
and make for convenient, one-stop 
shopping in training and education 
for business and technology. 
The Terrace Centre houses the 
Northwest Community College 
downtown centre, the Skeena 
Labour Market office, Terrace and 
District Chamber of Commerce, 
16-37 Community Futures, and the 
Minlstly of Advanced Education 
and Technology (and apprentice- 
ship office). 
Strachan says there is an 
increased expectation from com- 
munities to have more resources, 
. greater technology and economic 
development. Every industry needs 
to hecp abreast of the latest ech- 
nique sand teclm01ogies.iWith the
resources now available in the new 
Technology and Enterprise Centre, 
Terrace is moving in the fight 
seeing the Centre through to fmi- 
lion. 
After the low-teeh and high-tech 
opening of the centre (Strachan 
first cut the ribbon with a pair of 
scissors and then walked over to a 
computer terminal with the picture 
of a pair of scissors and a ribbon 
on it. With just a touch of his 
finger to the screen, the scissors 
cut the ribbon), Strachan toured 
the building and interviewed the 
employees in the different depart- 
ments. 
Norma Kerby from Northwest 
Community College demonstrated 
science prosram on a computer in 
the college section of the btdlding. 
NWCC's Norbert Hartig pointed, 
out a satellite dish outside the 
office which can pick up any satel- 
lite program in North America 
with a high-tech downlink. 
Local students can, through this 
medium, register in courses at 
other university and colleges. 
NWCC Bursar Geoff Harris stated 
that 16 students had registered for 
this medium from Smithers and 
Houston in the previous week 
alone. In the next six months, he 
expects they will see great expan- 
sion in this area. 
Rag Stowell of 16-37 Commun- 
ity Futures feels his agency is 
better able to serve clients by 
being in the new Business and 
Technology Centre. Other esource 
people are close at hand to provide 
the additional information or assis- 
tance the clients might need. He 
says they don't do it all for the 
client, but people go away better 
able to put together their feasibility 
studies and business plans with a 
comprehensive package of infor- 
marion provided through the 
Centre. 
Bobbie Phillips, mam ger of 
Terrace & District Chamber of 
Commerce, is pleased with their 
new downtown location. The 
Clmnber already has a member- 
ship of245 out of a total of 650 
businesses in Terrace. Bobbie is 
confident that they will reach the 
300 member mark by Christmas. 
Rod Arnold, a registered pro- 
fessional forester and a member o f  
the Skecna Labour Market 
Deve lopment  Commit tee ,  
explained to Strachan the focus of 
the committee - -  to increase the 
quality of life by addressing 
fulfilment of the economic and 
social needs of the region. 
When asked how a pmv!ndat 
election would affect the Ministry 
of Advanced Education, Strachan 
responded that he tries to "keep 
polities out of a department like 
this." The next election will be his 
fourth in politics and he is "feeling 
very confident." 
Strachun's ministry, while still 
under the leadership of previous 
minister Stan I-JaSon,: allocated 
funds to add 15,000 scats to post 
secondary education by 1995. 
Slrachan says there is an tncmasad 
awareness of British Columbians 
of the importance of post secon- 
dary ~ucation. From the days 
where B.C. had one of the lowest 
participation rates in post secon- 
dary education (20 percent) 
because jobs were plentiful without 
a high level of education, B.C. is 
cbB~jng i ts thinking. Strachan 
said, "We'll have~ one of tic 
highest levels of participation. Tic 
highest level of participation has 
always been the Maritlmes, where 
unemployment is the highest and 
people reaiize the importance of 
higher education." 
The first priorities will be 5,000 
new seals in the Fraser Valley area 
and the University of Northern 
B.C. in Prince George. The funds 
are commltted for those under- 
• graduate seats. 
Direct flush draws 
fines for loggers 
Wedeene River Contracting and 
Douglas Channel Resources pied 
guilty Sept. 11 in Ten'ace pmvin- 
del court to one count each of 
violating the terms of a Waste 
Management permit. Wedeene was 
fined $5,000 and Douglas Channel 
was fined $3,000. 
A spokesman for tic Waste 
Management Branch in Smithers 
said the two companies failed to 
install retaining tanks for wash- 
rooms on a camp barge moored 
near a logging operation on the 
Douglas Channel. Effluent from 
the Washrooms was being flushed 
directly into the channel. The 
charges date back to 1989. 
their part of Alaska. a self-directed first-year university 
I I  In Ten'ace and D1strkt- Nelson has 
, 
homes to sutt your needs and Are you dnterested in 
how our  reg ion deve!ops?  
GREAT WF.STEBN • Contact .  Russ  8hauer  624  5334 The 16-37 Community Futures Comm,ttee has a man- 
date, from the Federal Government, to assist in deter- 
C ~ ~ ' ~  mining the form development and job creation will take mail this coupon-orca l l :1 -800-661-6534 (to, ~=d in the Northwest region of British Columbia. or, 
Contact Nelson Great 
Western Homes today. 
We can help you bulId. 
Nelson have hundreds 
~zo f deslgns to choose 
m - or we can custom 
r i m m m m m I i n m BIB U l l  Iml i I l l l  I~ l  m q 
IIMAU£'TODAYIO: Name'• ............................................................ I |NelS°nWesternGreatH°mes Add ss .... , ....................................... i .... ' " ' " ' l  
,e.o.Boxe=o aty .... . ........ ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . : . : . : .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . :  . . . .  ' l 
IMoydmbwter, Provh'tce., . .... ........................ ................ ., .... "1 
IA , . ,~rm Phone.. .... , . . . , . . i  ............. P/C0de....._~.~§~...m 
pl,, . . . . . . . .  ,L- lU  . . . . _  _ . . . . . . . . . _ ,  1 / No surpr i ses - iWarrant ies  inc luded  m 
" " j  ; * * : *  " t ,  ~ " , , I  t . 
We are seeking Interested residents who will serve on 
• our Boards of Directors. 
If you would like to be Involved In the decisions which 
will effect our region please Join us. 
Directors are required form: 
Kltlmat 
The Hezeltone 
The Iskut, Deaee Lake, Telegraph Creek~mglon 
For further Information Call Reg St0well at 635-5449 or 
toll free 1-800-663-6396. 
"~, :  • :* ~ , , "  ' • "  / : /  " " :  " ' ¸ ¸ . '2  
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Traffic problems .. . ,  
predicted for 
iTwin River complex 
Terrace city council has sent a 
.request for a traffic light at the 
Lakelse Ave.-Apaley St. inter- 
section to the Planoing and Public 
Works Committee, but a solution 
may not be all that difficulL Dur- 
in 8 discussion on the topic at the 
Sept. 10 meeting of city council, 
alderman Danny Sheridan oted, 
".., there's a spare one at Kalum 
and Greig that just blinks." 
In a letter to mayor and council, 
Skcena Senior Citizens Housing 
Society secretary Frances Olsen 
writes: "At prment it is somewhat 
difficult at certain times to make a 
left. turn off Lakelse Avenue onto 
Bingo Palace. The congestion m 
Lakelse and Apsley will no doubl 
lead to many accidents or nero 
misses." 
Changes are taking place in this 
area but not too much more is 
going to happen before there arc 
some public hearings. A setback 
variance reducing the required 
frontage from 15 to five feet has 
been granted at the proposed site 
of the new Lucky Dollar Binge 
Palace north of Legion and School, 
but rezoning a vacant lot at Grei 8 
and School for overflow parkin~ 
for the same development will gc 
to public ImLdng in about two 
Apsley Street. In the near future weeks. 
there will be approximately 60 
vehicles at Twin River Estates 
add tO that the traffic from the 
bddgo, the i proposed Ne i~ur -  
"hood Pub at the Bavarian Inn, the 
There will also be a another 
public hearing around the same 
I/me to add Nelghbourhood Pub to 
the permitted uses of the Commer- 
. restaurants and.drive-in o  Lakclsc cial (C1) zone which would allow 
' plus. the:Uaffic coming from the ~ Bavarian Inn.to proceed with 
Legion, the curling flnk and now a their liquor licensing application. 
S II II 
by Harriett YJaasesund 
As we all know, the Goods and 
Services Tax, or (}ST, will come 
into effect Jan. 1, 1991, and will 
replace the existing federal sales 
tax (FST). Plowing through all the 
information and misinformation 
can be confusing at best, so the 
department of/~nance has released 
an eight-minute VHS video tape, 
Canada (}ST, providing clear, 
concise answers. The tape is avail- 
able on a free-loan basis. Viewers 
of.the tape are presented with the 
following information: 
, ,  : :~  ', :: 
NORTH CoAsT METAL RECYCUNQ is going on the road, next week - to Smithem, Houston, 
Burns Lake,. Stewart, Pdnce Rupert and Kitimat. With a freshly painted truck Harry S!wyyk's boys 
-are beading out this week on their 11rst run tO communities in the area to buy and pick up 
r~,yclable materials. Based In Terrace, North Coast recycles aluminum, bress, coppar (anynon- 
ferrous metal), glass, batteries, catalytic converters, and radhatom.' 
' I I  
• " • ., , . 
Confusln_g tax gets wdeo treatment The 
Movie o. its purchase of Iron 
ore, the steel maker emits the $14 
difference tOt he government. 
And so it continues on down the 
production line until the final sale 
to (he consumer. Net tax of $42 is 
collected throughout the process 
an amount identical to a seven 
percent sales tax on a $600 wash- 
ing machine. In other words, the 
cost to the consumer is equal to a 
one-time seven percent sales tax. 
There will be no hidden tax 
involved to drive the cost up. 
The structure of the (}ST will 
make it possible to eliminate all 
the sales tax on production; every 
business will know exactly how 
much tax has been charged on its 
$450,(}00. 
The rebate will be instant; on the 
day of closing the vendor will 
deduct he amount of rebate from 
the amount of GST owls .  The 
effective tax rate will then be 4.5 
percent, which is appr0x~ately 
the amount of hidden tax now in 
place on all new homes. 
There will also be a credit for 
lower and modest-income families. 
Th/s will apply even to individuals 
who do not pay income tax - -  
$190 for adults, $100 for children. 
Payments will be made by cheque 
every three months to families and 
individuals earning less than 
$30,000 a year. A family with 
three children and earning $24,000 
will receive an annual credit of 
~380. 
sales of manufactured goods, a 
significant amount of tax is paid 
on thin~ used in the production of 
all other goods and services, such 
as vehicles, major home appli- 
ances, computers, office equipment 
and furniture, stationery, and build- 
ing materials. 
Not only do we Canadians pay 
this hidden tax, often without 
realizing it, but the overall impact 
on the economy is very damaging. 
Canada must compete in world 
markets, but the goods we export 
are taxed one.third higher, on 
avemgo, than foreign imports. And purchases, and will allow them to 
the difference of just a few per- recover this completely without he 
for small businesses. 
The frequency of tax collection 
will be reduced. For example, 
businesses not exceeding $500,000 
annually will have the option to 
file one\annuai (}ST return and 
pay quadedy on the estimated 
sales tax for the year. For busl- 
neases with sales up to $6 million, 
returns can be submitted and taxes 
remitted quarterly.. 
For small businesses with annual 
sales under $2 milflon, there will 
be a one-time credit of Up to 
$1,000 to help them get ready for 
the (}ST. And to assist farmers and 
fishermen who must make large 
investments in heavy equipment 
such as haCtOrs, combines and 
fishing boats, the government will 
establish a list of major items that 
they.will be able .to purchase with- 
.Canada's social programs and 
services are the envy of many centsgo points can make or break use of special exemptions or 
rations. But it takes lax dolisrs to a deal. invoice systems. The benefit here Small businesses with annual 
keep those progrmm running So how will the GST work7 It is that a multi.stage tax is less revenues of $30,000 or less will 
smoothly, Tbe government can no will completely ellminate the exist- vulnerable to avoidance and eva- not be required to charge tax on 
longer count on the federai sales lagfederal sales tax (as hish as alan. their ~,ales. This willcomplete 
tax (in effect since 1924) as a 13.5 percent on many manufac- Some goods and servtces wlll not eliminate the needformany part- 
reliable source of income. The turod items) and replace it with a be taxed under the GST system, time businesses to file GST 
sheer volume ofexceptions to the broader seven percent tax. For Basicgrocedes, such as flour, eggs returns. As well, simplified ac- 
rule makes the exbting tax system consumers the GST tax will be and milk; preacdptiondmss; medi- counting metlzxls will be available 
unfair. : ..... very similar to the retail sales cai devices such as wheelchairs; - - - - - -~t"~. -  . . 
of Catch the over the years, at least 22000 From the perspective of busi- existing homes; martgaSes; hous- / ~ deals lave been woiked out with nesses, the major difference lag loans; most health and dental / 'J employers. With some bizarre between the (}ST and the retail serviceS; hospital and nursing results: sales tax is that the (}ST will be services; daycare services; munici, t i ~ a l • 
considered spore colle~ed at each stago in the pro- Pal tmmport and ferry sen, t . ;  k Actzon __at" ~ W ~ 8 ~  
equipment, arc taxable. But head- ductionanddislributtonchaln, with legal aid; and most educational \ 
bands, considered clothing, are businesses claiming full input of services. _ lk  l Y "  
exempt. Colouring books are taxed tax credits for all tax paid on thclr If you don't operate a bnsiness ~ 
sS toys, but comic books, con- business p.rchases. . but sell.something privately, such George's Pub 
sldered literature, are non-taxable. Take for example the production as through a r c]~L~|ficd ad or a 4~ ~ 
A church organ is considered a of a washing machine. Production garage sale, you won't have to pay 
. taxable item, but attach a plaque bnginswith the mining of iron ore. the GST. Sales by charities and ~, ~ 3086 Hwy. 16 East I 
The mine sells the ore to a steel non-profit ow, anizations arc also 635-6375 aim it becomes a monument, a 
non.~xable item. taker for $100, plus $7 of sales exempt,  P'nort -/he 
Forly.¢ight oountries around the tax which • remitted to the .v"  Tbere will also be a h°uslng ' ~ motor 
world, including Japan, West Oar- eminent, rebate :of 2.5 percent on newly rN  
nlany ,nd the United Kingdom , . . :  tt~m, The steel maksr transforms the constructed or substantiallY reno" ' ~E , . _  ~ N ~  
'' ~ L~ ~ ~VO (}ST. Canada Is the only ore Into steel, adding $200 to its vated reaidentiai dwellings up to q 
~i~unW/whosetaxsystemd/serimi value, then sells the steel to the $350,000.Ahova $350,000 It will 
~ ~tCsi:qpdnst its own manufac- manufacturerforS300andclmrges be gradually reduced unti l  the~ . i 
$21 of tax on Its sale. But because rebate is completely eliminated for & ~ RESIAUI~- LOUNGE 
• Became the FST Is applied rathe it can claim a rebatefor the $7 of houses that cost more than PUB.CO4.D ~Er 5TORE 
out paying OST. 
For more information .call toll 
1-800-267-~. For further 
information.on the (}ST tapc,,cail 
" Shawn Bmuwer+at LM Media 
(604) 588.2214. Or write: '.LM 
Media, 15161 Fraser Highway, 
Surrey, B.C. V3R 3P2. 
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 Yout.h alc oh .  ' ot t O:boei:.an'  d 
of being able to view it over and Since Stephanie Wiebe began 
bY mtt,j ~rtoe 
,n ,  
Project Squeeze is not over yet. 
What is Project Squeeze? 
Coordinator Stephanie Wiebe 
alcohol abuse and advertising. At 
the second workshop, three weeks 
later, parfi'clpants discussed and 
dramatized their own experiences 
Over again, as a learning tool. 
Under Brian's direcdon, the stu- 
dents developed the workshop skits 
into two productions imul- 
taneously. Juice is a two-hour play 
dea¢flbes it as a community.based 
project o lm, olve teens in looking abuse. The students were involved 
a t  alcohol use and make them in group therapy, expedmentai 
think a~u t what they're doing drama and peer counselling 
with their lives..Brian Koven, 
director of the Theatre Am pro- 
gram at Sk~na Junior Secondmy 
School, and Dr. David Boweflng, 
•; chief medical health officer for the 
Slu~m Health.Unit, came up with 
related to alcohol and alcohol for general audiences based on a 
~¢dptcd play, but with refinements. 
Squce= is a series of short skits 
aimed= Grades 5'7. The plays 
throughout the process. This focus on p~r, family and media 
expefienee was well received and pressures and the conformity pat- 
concluded in some dramatic skits, 
written by the students themselves, 
under the..guidance of Brian 
Koven. 
the inspiration for a play dave- Koven explains, "I believein 
loped by youth for youth, emotions on stage. It promoted 
Bowering submitted a letter of eonfldence in the students them- 
s¢lves.To change attitudes, you 
have to do it at a personal,, emo. 
tionai level." Brian also felt the 
intent to the Skeena Union Board 
Of Health in July 1988. 
The result-- l~roject Squeeze - -  
was sponsored by the Skeena topic and the process by which 
Union Board of Health, with fund Project Squeeze came about were 
raising and administration under a powerful vehicles for theatre dave- 
terns that may leadto alCehol 
abuse. They were produced in the 
spring of 1989. 
Not content o perform Squeeze 
and Juice only for local audiences, 
the group took to the road for a 
week, .visiting Kitimat, Prince 
Rupert and Smithors. Question and 
answer pefinds between the cast 
and the audience following the 
presentatiom demonstrated the 
plays' success in dramatizing 
expeflenees common to many 
Steeflng Committee (uniquely lopment. "It's pan of a process of young people. 
made up of health unit and school opening doors, of exploring new CFTK made three videos of the 
board people) and overseen by  ideas within the security of a role project, one of each of theplays 
coordinator Gaff Murray. Gall's in a play. It gave them a reason and a documentary of the pmeess, an 
successor, Stcphanie Wiebe, was not to hold back. Kids need to 
hired in May to complete the final learn to give as well as to get." 
phase of Project Squeeze. CFrK television's John Dando 
Initially, 40 Grade 9 and 10 recorded the process on videote4.',~e 
theatre arts students and peer court- from beginning to end. Brian 
sailors from the high school Koven realized the importance of 
attended two weekend workshops, the project and knew that without 
Koven explains that the documen- 
tary was the 'seed' for future 
productions and ideas, either 
locally or elsewhere. Those 
involved were pleased to share 
their"expedences, hoping the pro- 
ject may touch the lives of people 
working on Project Squeeze in 
May, she has worked closely with 
Bowering and a local advertising 
consultant to develop a brochure to 
promote and distflbute the videos 
to school boards and health units 
throughout the province. ~qucm 
are still coming in from throughout 
B.C., eastern Canada and the 
United States. 
Tonight on TV7 at 6 p.m., for 
of skits called "Squeeze". This 
Saturday evening at 5 p.m. (also 
on TVT) Juice, the drama, will be 
aired from 5 to 7 p.m. 
As a grand finale to Project 
Squeeze, and to re-iterate the rues. 
sage it imparts, a local advertising 
agency is now creating acommer- 
cial to be aired On TVT, and pos- 
sibly other stations around the 
province at a later date. 
Registration starts for 
art marketing workshop 
Contributed by Fdeda Dams 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege and Emily Carr College of 
Ar t  and Design (ECCAD) Out- 
reach Program will present a 
special art marketing workshop 
in Terrace Oct. 13-14, instructed 
by noted educator and consul- 
tant Deborah Shakleton of Van- 
couver. Shakleton will teach 
both beginners and those with 
established interest in art 
marketing. 
Registration and workshop 
location are being arranged by 
Frieda Dams of Northwest 
Community College, who can be 
reached at 635-6511 for infor- 
mation. Up to 20 participants 
munity College to bring Deb- 
orah Shakleton in from Van- 
couver for the benefit of anyone 
in Terrace who would like to 
further their interest in art 
marketing." 
ECCAD arranges some 70 
visual arts workshops around 
B.C. each year, at the request of 
local sponsors. Any community 
group or individual may apply 
to host a workshop, taught by 
one of some 90 professional 
artist-teachers available through 
the College. 
Several other services are also 
available as part of ECCAD's 
mandate to provide access to 
The first provided information on the video many people would not throughout the northwest of the 
Northwest Arts and 
Entertainment Calendar 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre 
• Sept. 28, 8 p .m. -  "Inside Tracks", B.C. Music Project Tour, with Valdy, Karin 
Ljungh, MarkPerry and Doug Phair. 
• Sept.30 - Northern B.C. Winter Games telethon, hosted by Laurie Thain and 
Doug Smith. Call 635-1991 for more information. 
Terrace Public Art Gallery 
• Until Sept.30 - Queen Charlotte Islands Masketeers - an exhibit of creative 
masks, costumes and adornments by 12 Queen Charlotte Islands creators. 
School tours welcome. Call ahead. 
TIl.e. Ter race  nnn r 
• G,g,ls ."Wanted .Alive" 
• P . Augne s Karun Ljungh and Glen Foesum 
• Sept.29 - Benefit buffet dinner/concert with Laurie Thain. Tickets at Terrace 
Realty and Kelly's Stereo Mart. Support the Northern B.C. Winter Gamesl 
Northern Motor Inn 
• George's Pub - Harvest Moon, until Sept. 22nd 
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13 
• sept.21 - Northern Pride 
,Sept.22 - Grafitti Night, with finger food and fifties rnusicl 
CFTK 1"V7 
• Sept.19, 6 p.m. - Project Squeeze, behind the scenes 
• .Sept.22, 5 p.m. - Juice,. the drama 
Prince Rupert Performing Arts centre 
• Sept.19th, 8 p.m.-  RCMP Concert Band 
• Sept.24, 8 p.m. - Long John Baldry 
• Sept. 29th, 8 p.m. - Alberta Ballet 
Kitimat Centennial Museum 
• Until Oct.12 - Kitamaat: "Old Town" and "New Town", historical photos & 
artifacts 
• Untul Oct.13 - Our Native Languages, circulated by the Royal B.C. Museum 
K'san Exhibition Centre, _ Old Hazelton . 
• For the month of September - -  etchings and engravings by I.ida Watson of 
Brazil ~ 
I a 
will be accommodated, provided 
a minimum of 12 participants 
are enroled by Oct. 3. 
"This October 13-14 work- 
shop in Terrace ~ispa n of our 
continuing commitment to pro- 
vide a varied program of high 
caliber visual art and design in- 
struction throughout he pro- 
vince," said Judith O'Keeffe, 
ECCAD Outreach Program Dir- 
ector. "We are delighted to be 
working with Northwest Corn- 
professional visual art and 
design instruction to all British 
Columbians. An Artist-in- 
Residence program will bring 
professional instruction to the 
community for a one week 
period or longer. Pre-Art- 
College programs are available 
by special arrangement. And 
visual arts telecourses are of- 
fered across the province 





CFTK 7 presents 
PROJECT SQUEEZE, 
behind the scenes, o 
Wednesday, Sept,19 
from 6- 7 p.m. 
and JUICE, the dram 
on Saturday, Sept.~ 
from 5 - 7 p.m. 
Both productions are 
commercial-free 
The project was designed to examine the pressures 
surrounding the use of alcohol by today's youth and tells an 
Inspidng story of young Theatre Arts students and their 
success in taking on this project. , , 
• WIIOI1 
~el~ s .= b , - - . .~  e,v~m~ ~om. ellO~I. ~ 
d b ske, m un~ eo,~ d Hu~ b~p~  ~h?  L'~'~'W~ 
by SkRna 11mire Are. I)lre~ted by Brian Koven. 
, /  
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Jean Froese Erich Burr 
A wedding of local interest took I 
place on August 30 when two 
former oldtime residents of the 
Terrace area exchanged wedding 
vows in the Oak Avenue United 
Church in Surrey. 
Rev. Murray Henderson, a Iong- 
time ~end of the bride, ~'~ii~:~: :i~ii 
• Per fo rmed the double-ring ~ ~ + ~  ~ 
ceremony between Jesn Froese of ~ ! : ! ~  
Clearbrook, and formerly of ~ j  : / 
Terrace, and Erich Burr , of i.: S!?i+~+~ .:+... ~ .. 
Duncan and. formerly of Kitimat . ,, . . . . . . . . . .  , 'i, ~ ~.. ::: 
and Terrace. ili'+,': " ~ * : .:.ii ~i~ 
The bride was presented at the ~: ~ /," 
altar by her son, Gerald Frcese of ~ ; • ~ * 
Princeton. The bride's attendant +i • / i ! ':,::/i"~ 
was Margaret Henderson, her ,..:. . ' " ' L ' i  ,i :i!i+~i+~i 
ch i ldhood.  Best  man for the " ", :" 
g room was  Wai ter  Baraniesk i  o f  ~ ' '~+~++~ • v ...... ~ . .~  
Clearbrook. .I " ~ ~ '~ 
' ' :+.:i ~++ During the reception Rev. " . 
i, 
Henderson gave a toast to the / "~~-:: • ~-.• ~' ; '  
couple. He remarked that he had ::... ~i 
known the bride for over 40 mE 7 ' - t . "  /~"+:,'~t,/.; '", "+:~ 
years, first in Prince Rupert and ~~!~,  ~ ' ./~.,' '~tF,~,',, , L ,  
then on many occasions over the ~ms+~!,),~ ~ • ,.: 
. .~ : t "  ~: ' .~  • 
years, and he had watched her 
family grow and develop. The groom responded and stated how happy he and Jean were to see all their 
family and friends with them on this special occasion. 
Following the reception the couple left for a trip to the Maritimes. 
The active Sk~na Sqiiares 
square dance club has begun week- 
ly sessions and is looking for some 
f~mh blood on the dance floor. 
The group gets together and 
struts lively to the caller's patter 
every Monday evening, starting at 
7-.30 p.m. in the C, aq~nters' Hall 
on Spaxks .SL New dancers can 
register at any of these session up 
toOcL 1. 
Skcena Squares member Bey 
for the seventh national Square and 
Round Dance Convention at the 
end of July. It was a large gather- 
ing, she said, using 17 different 
areas of the Vancouver Trade and 
Skeena Squares back in 
action, ready to teach 
.,,,~ ~... 
by I0 of the d~cers to Vancouver basic and advanced squares, 
rounds, dances for teens and 
wheelchair pups,  and clogging 
centre. 
Convention Centre, the most space 
In. the centre ever used by one 
group. 
The convention isheld every two 
years, and the 1990 event attracted 
dancers fi'om all over the world. Greening said they had an active 
summer, the highlight being a trip Categories of dancing Included 
Greening said all ages from 
junior secondary up arc welcome 
to join the group. "It's excellent 
for fun, fitness and friendship," she 
said. Greening also snggasted It's 
good for stress relief', the concen- 
tration rcquked to listen to the 
calls excludes everything else flora 
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SUNDAY: Terrace Athletics Association 
• MONDAY: Terrace Minor Hockey (First three Mondays of 
every month) 
Terrace Minor Baseball (Remaining Mondays of 
everymonth) 
TUESDAY: Kermode Friendship Society 
WEDNESDAY: Terrace Blue Back Swim Club 
Terrace Peaks Gymnastics 
THURSDAY: Sponsoring Comm. to 747 Cadets 
Order of the Royal Purple 
EARLY FRIDAY: Canadian Paraplegic Association 
LATE FRIDAY: Nisga'a Tribal Council (Terrace Local) • 
SATURDAY: Canadian Parents For French - -  Morning 
Terrace Soccer Association - (Alternate) 
.B.C. Paraplegic Foundation - -  Evening 
LATE NIGHT. Kinsmen Club of Terrace 
Terrace Figure Skating Club- (Alternate) 
. i 




• Our Coming Events column is a public service offered by the Ter- 
race Review. Deadline is Friday at 5 p.m. Coming Events must be 
mailed in or dropped off at our office, 4535 Gmig Avenue, typed or in 
legible writing. 
Information concerning the Twin River Estates project Is available 
from the Skeena Senior Citizens' Housing Society office, corner of 
Apsley Street and Lakelse Avenue, each Thursday from 2 to 4 p.m. 
Heritage Park Is open to the public until the end of September. Please 
call 635-4546 (or 635-2508) to confirm times or for more Information 
regarding park bookings or school or large group tours. 
Nobody's Perfect, a free five-week parenting program for low.income 
parents with children from birth to age five is now taking registration 
for October classes. Please call Candice at 635-2116 or Carol at 
635-3459 to register. 
Wednesday, Sept. 19 -- Coffeebreek, a women's community bible 
study, begins its new season. We meet Wednesdays, 9:30 to 11 a.m. 
We offer free child care, a story hour program for three, four and five- 
year-aids, an opportunity to meet new friends, small group discus- 
sions over a cup of coffee. There's a place for you with us --  Join usl 
Terrace Christian Reformed Church on the corner of Sparks and 
Straume. 
Wednesday, Sept. 19 -- Kathy MacDonald, a returned volunteer with 
CUSO in Papua, New Guinea, will show her slides and talk about her 
experiences living and working as a nursing Instructor In a remote 
area for two years at 7:30 p.m. at the Skeena Jr, Se¢. Sqhool library. 
Everyone welcome. Child care subsidy available. For m0re Informa- 
tion, call Frances at Northwest Development Education st 635.2436. 
Saturday, Sept. 22 -- Potluck Utrezali at St. Matthews Angllcen 
Church on Lakelee Ave. at 6:30 p.m. All welcomel 
Saturday, Sept 22 -- A free child car seat Safety check will be held 
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the ICBC claim centre at 4612 Kelth Ave. 
(Highway 16). Sponsored by the Skeena Health Unit. 
Sept. 22 and 23 -- The Queen Charlotte Island Maekateers will have an 
exhibition at the Terrace Art Gallery (open to all ages). A workshop will 
be held In the library activity room from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day for 
ages 12 toadult. Learn how to make wearable papler mache masks. 
Register with Parks & Recreation at the arena., 
Monday, Sept. 24 -- Terrace Water Polo Association annual general 
meeting in the Terrace Aquatic Centre meeting room st 8 p.m. All 
members and Interested players are encouraged to attend. 
Monday, Sept. 24 -- Lakelee Community Association general meeting 
at 7:30 p.m. st Oil's place. New members welcome. 
• Tuesday, Sept. 2S -- Home-based business group will meet at 7 p.m. 
at the Terrace Public Library. Topic of discussion: Business Fair. New 
members welcome. For further Information, call Laura at 635-7352. 
Tuesday, Sept 23 -"- Terrace Badminton Club resumes at 8 p.m. at 
Thornhill Jr. Sec. School. Regular times: Tuesday and Thursday, 8 to. 
10 p.m.; Sunday, 7 to 10 p.m./,For furth.er Ipformatlon, call Diane ,C, ey.at .... 
635.3564. 
Sept, 25; oct. 16 and 23; Nov. lS and 9,J _ Mills Memorial Hospital 
Diabetic Day Care Clinic. All patients attend both days. Diabetic pa- 
tients must have a doctor's referral; and then contact the dietitian at 
638-4050 during business hours to register. 
Wedcelday, Sept. 26 -- Living with Cancer Support Group special 
event with guest speaker Dr. David Bowering, Medical Health Officer, 
at the Health Unit auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Sponsored by Terrace Unit 
Canadian Cancer Soolety. For further information, call 635.2879 or 
635-2995. 
Wednesday, Sept. 26 -- Terrace Minor Softball Association public 
meeting In the library board room at 7:30 p.m. Election of officers will 
take place. We are In need of VOLUNTEER HELP. The more help and 
support.we can get; the greater the success. For further Information, 
call Gary Turner st 635.2943. 
Friday, Sept. 28 . -  A nomination meeting will be held at 8:30 p.m. at 
the Elks Hall, 2822 Tetrault Street in Terrace for the purpose of elect- 
Ing a candidate to represent the B.C. Soolal Credit Party for the Con. 
stltuency of Skeena In the upcoming pr0vlnclal election. Only 
members In good standing of the B.C. Social Credit Party and 
registered as such on the membership liar maintained by head office 
and resident In the constituency can vote at a nomination meeting. If 
you have any Inquiries ooncemlng your membership status, new 
membership, renewals or nominations, please contact Allan 
McGowan st 635-2577. 
Saturday, SepL 29 - -  Soc ia l i z ing  singles (lance at Oil's Place, Lakelse 
Lake, at 8 p.m. Come on out and Join the funll 
Sunday, Sept. 30 . -  Northern B.C. Winter Games Telethon at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Co-heated by Laurie Thaln 
and Doug Smith. Lots of local entertainers and sports groups. 
Challenges and pledges welcome. Phone 635-1991 for further Informs- 
tlon. 
Momlsy, OCt. 1 --- Annual general meeting of the Terrace Pipes & 
Drums at 7:30 p.m. at the Kinsmen Hut. All members are urged to at- 
tend. 
Tuelday, Oct. 2 --  Terrace Youth Soccer Asso(;latlon Is holding their 
annual general meeting at 7:30 p.m. Everyone should attend. 
Thursday, Oct. 4 --  Terrace and District Community Services will hold 
its annual general meeUng at 7:30 p.m. in the Terrace Public Library 
board room. 
October 6 and 7 -- The Sacred Heart Parish of the Roman Catholic 
Church will celebrate Its 75th anniversary, invitations have been sent 
to other parishes In B.C. hoping to attract old parishioners to return 
and celebrate the occasion. A wine and cheese social will be held at 8 
p.m. on Oct. 6; and an outdoor Mass will be held at 1 p.m. on Oct. 7, 
followed by an afternoon tea at 3 p.m. These events are being organ. 
Ized by the 75th Anniversary Committee at Sacred Heart Parish, 4830 
Straume Ave., Terrace. 
WedBelday, OCt. 11' - -  The Order of the Royal Purple present their 
fourth annual fail fashion show at 8 p.m., Elks Hall. Fashions by the 
Terrace Coop Family Fashions, Glass Slipper Bridal Shoppe and hair 
• styles by Rhonda's Hair Designs. Tickets ere available at the Terrace 
Coop, Glass Slipper Bridal Shoppe and Rhonda's Hair Designs. For 
more Information, phone 635-3160. 
/ 
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The efforts of Korean war veterans to have a campaign medal 
issued by the Canadian government •got a boost recently with a 
unanimous declaration of support by the B.C. Legislature. Royal 
Canadian Legion Branch 13 preside0t Peter Crompton displays 
the framed certificate ,of the proclamation the local branch 
received. Canada has not Issued a medal because the war was 
fought by a United Nations force, of Which Canadians were a part. 
Writers to read 
Terrace Library 
Contdbuted by Betty Kofo~J 
Writers Joanna lkyers' and Jean 
" F yutad  will be visiting Terrace 
soon-to give public ~ l inga  of 
their writings. The readings are 
spomored by Northwest Com- 
munity Coilege and the Canada 
• Counc i l .  
Joanna Ikyers will read at the 
Terrace Public Library on Thurs. 
day, Sept. 27 at 7:30 p.m. Beyers 
is a former resident of Terrace 
' wl~ studied geology and literature 
at NWCC. She went on to get her 
M.Sc. in geology at UBC and now 
• Hves in Vancouver with her son. 
Her first collection of poetry is 
Sandbar Islands (coitlin Press, 
Vancouver). Her poetry is strongly. 
influenced by her environmental 
and feminist concerns. 
Jean Rysstad will also be reading 
at the Terrace Public Library on 
Thursday, Oct. 25 *at 7:30 p.m. 
Rysstad lives in Prince Rupert with 
her husband and two children. Her 
stories have been aired as radio 
dramas on CBC "Morningaide". 
TravelHng, In, her first book Of 
stories, was recently published by 
Oolichan Books,in Lantzville, B.C. 
The tentative further schedule of 
1990-91 readings includes 
Vancouver short story writer 
Cynthia Flood in November, 
Vancouver poet bill bissett in 
Febi'uary, and Winnipeg novelist 
Jake MacDonald in March. 
Everyone is invited to attend 
these public readings, so make 
note of these dates on your calen- 
dRr. Admission is Cree. 
Branch 13 back in fuil  
swing as summer ends 
• Nov. 13 - -  General Meeting . Cmde. Kaulbeck a speedy  
Contributed by 
Peter Crompton 
Af ter  a very slow summer, 
things are starting to pick up at the 
Branch. 
Our heating system is now 
complete, as well as the insula- 
tion of the building which 
should make the lounge more 
comfortable both in the winter 
and in our hot summers. Cmde. 
Ron Gowe deserves a great 
thank you for his time and effort 
on this project. 
Many things are now on the 
go. Remembrance Day will be 
upon us in no time, and Comde. 
Bergh will be needing all the help 
possible. 
Live musical entertainment began 
on Sept. 7, Friday and Saturday of 
each week. Our now-famous 
steak dinners continue ach first 
Friday of the month 5 p.m. to 8 
p.m. The next one is on Oct. 5. 
On Sept. 22 we will be holding 
our scavenger hunt, followed by 
a dance with music of the 50's 
and 00's. , 
We need your support. The 
executive and the branch can 
only hope to continue if we get 
the members to participate. 
Here are some dates of coming 
events, and we hope to see you 
in the branch. 
• Sept. 22 --  Scavenger Hunt 
• Sept. 28, 29, 30 --  Terrace 
Legion Open Darts Tournament 
• Oct. 1 - -  Executive Meeting 
• Oct. 9 - -  General~Meeting 
13 - -  Zone Fall • Oct. 12, 
Meeting 
• Nov. 3 --  
• Nov. 5 - -  
• Nov. 11 
Day 
The Terrace Musicians' 
Association 
• is an ImpOrtant player for the 
future of musical events and . 
musicians In Terrace, Theywlll 
be holding their first meeting 
of the year on Thursday, Sept.. 20th 
at 7':30 p,m. r in the Terrace Inn 
banquet room Skeens 1. 
Poppy Campaign 
Executive Meeting 
- -  Remembrance 
New members • and old members are very welcome and 
uv;ed to attend,to continue to Integrate the artistic talents 
in Terrace for the betterment of the whole community. 
Each Wednesday evening we 
have fun darts in the lounge, 
staring at 8 p.m. 
Also, watch out for the date 
of our Grey Cup Smoker. 
And finally, we all wish our 
recovery; it's too quiet at the 
general meetings without you, 
Karl! 
Elections for your new execu- 
tive will be held on Dec. 11 at the 
general meeting. 
Year of Music to 
preview Rupert 
The B.C. government has desig- 
nated 1991 as a Year of Music in 
B.C., and after months of prelimi- 
nary organizing the group respon- 
sible for the project is bringing a 
preview road show to Prince 
Rupert. 
Entertainers and displays will be 
set up in the Rupert Square mail 
Sept. 26-29. The performers aren't 
household names, but they may get 
a chance to gain that status after a 
year of exposure to audiences 
during next year's schedule of 
province-wide shows. 
Acts slotted for the Rupert pre- 
view are: 
that's mastered the technique and 
sound of the Andrews Sisters. 
oRon Guitar and Kitty Saloon, 
described as "a camped-up country 
singer and her guitarist". 
• Candi Mallomar and Her Musical 
Memory Machine, "a lounge act in 
a jukebox, Candi has a long, long 
history in the smokier side of the 
industry", a promotional release 
says. 
°Miss Music, "who has been teach- 
ing the joys of music for close to 
a century". 
The package Is being promoted 
as StreetStuff and promises con- 
• AI Ouraliuk and his Champagne siderable improvisation. The per- 
Band, a 16-piece group that formers will be backed up by a 
specializes inbig band swing from 200-foot long display on the Year 
the 1930's and 40's. Sounds that of Music, staffed by Music '91 
will fill the shopping centze personnel there to answer ques- 
include compositions made famous tions and provide information on 
by Attic Shaw, Count Basis, the project. 
Benny Ooedman, Tommy Domey Organizers are expecen 8 some 
and Duke Bllington- local Rupert talent o get into the 
• A Capella Swing, a vocal group act as well. 
Terraceview Lodge 
presents its 
Annual Harvest Dinner 
Sunday, September 30th, 1990 
5 p.m. at the 
Terracev ew Lodge 
Graffiti Night at The Legion 
Saturday, Sept. 22nd 
\.  'RE/with Northern Pride and vocalist Wayne Miller 
finger food and fifties music! 
Prize for best fifties Costume. Members and guests welcome. Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 13 
Welcome to Attend" 
~flTED NUMBER OF 
~RE AVAILABLE" 
lults. $10.00 
,niors & Chi ldren 
;-12 years): $7.50 
Chi ldren (under 
6 years): $5.00 
j .  
! 
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Fibre 
options 




also described as 
roughage or bulk, 
is that part of f~uits 
vegetables or
graius that is not 
digested by the 
human body. Fibre, 
for the most part, 
is made up of the 
carbohydrate c l- 
lulose, which is 
indigestable. 
If it can't be digested, then what is its value? 
Fibre also contains ome B vitamins and incomplete protein, 
and a multitude of minerals. But its real value is in aiding diges- 
tion and elimination, regulating cholesterol levels, and maintain- 
ing an ideal weight. 
What are your fibre optlons? 
Fruits and vegetables: Cellulose is found in the skins of fruits 
and vegetables. It provides the bulk necessary for the regulation 
of intestinal action and aids in elimination. Apples and bananas 
are two good examples of fruits that provide valuable bulk fibre. 
Light green vegetables provide important vitamins and minerals, 
but also a large amount of bulk-producing cellulose. 
Legumes: Beans and peas are legumes. Studies uggest that 
legume-supplemented diets may help moderate cholesterol levels 
in some people. 
Cellulose fibre in dried beans and lentils needs to be softened 
by soaking in a liquid, then cooked before eatin=. 
Whole grains: The fibre in whole grain cereals (wheat, rice, oats, 
etc.) is contained in the outer covering of the grain - -  the husk, 
skin. or, as it is more popularly known, bran. 
Wheat bran: The coating of the wheat berry is essential for 
good digestive health. An ounce of prevention will help such pro- 
blems as colitis, diverticulitis, chronic diarrhea, constipation, and 
other disorders of the intestinal region. 
Introducing wheat bran into the diet can also help with weight 
loss. Because bran must be chewed (it's tough stuff), it slows 
down the intake of food. Chewing promotes ecretion of saliva 
and digestive juices, aiding digestion. Eating bran creates a feel- 
ing of being full, therefore less food is eaten. 
Rice bran: Not as popular as wheat bran, rice bran offers 
similar advantages when included in a balanced iet. 
Here's a nutritional comparison of the two. 























Oat bran: As with legumes, a diet supplemented with oat bran 
may be helpful in cholesterol management. " 
A one-ounce serving of oat bran cereal contains five grams of 
protein, 18 grams of carbohydrate, two gramsof at, only 10 
milligrams of sodium (provided no table salt has been added dur- 
ing cooking) and 85 milligrams of potassium, plus significant ' 
amounts of vitamin B1, phosphorus and iron. 
Choices • 
Indigestible, fibre passes out of the body almost unchanged. 
But it can, in some cases, change and improve our health. It is a 
digestive regulator, an aid in weight loss, and may help lower 
cholesterol. 
Medical studies indicate that adding fibre (from a variety of 
sources) to the daily diet may well do more to keep the doctor 
away than eating just the proverbial apple (unpeeled). , : 
, ~ ;  
1990 TAX SALE 
Pursuant to Section 457 of the Municipal Act, on the 1st day of October 
1990, in the Council Chambers of the City of Terrace, at the hour of ten 
o'clock in the forenoon, there shall be offered for sale by public auction 
each and every parcel of the real property including improvements, upon 
which any of the taxes are delinquent. 
The following properties have delinquent axes as of August 31,1 990: 
TERRACE Folio # Address: 81.000 2809 Hall St. 
424.000 4504 Graham Ave 
617.000 2701 Hall St. 
1131.000 4720 4724 Lakelse Ave. 
1133.000 4711 Lazelle Ave. 
1310.000 4709 Park Ave. 
1311.000 4711 Park Ave. 
1329.000 4734 Park Ave. 
1444.000 3701 Kalum St. 
1489.000 4742 Straume Ave. 
1524.000 3503 Kalum St. 
1721.000 4708 Scott Ave. 
2542.000 4829 Lazelle Ave. 
2648.000 4844 Loon Ave. 
5481.000 4417 Greig Ave. 
5494.000 4505 Cedar Cres. 
6069.000 4915 Agar Ave. 
6110.000 5136 Agar Ave. 
6137,000 2704 Braun St. 
6292.000 4818 Warner Ave. 
6423.000 2801 Kenney St. 
6427.000 5013 Pohle Ave. 
6528.000 5120 Mills Ave. 
• 6529.000 5118 Mills Ave. 
1•0028.000 4510 Olson Ave. 
11014.000 4508 Eby St.. 
11015.000 44.18 Eby St. 
110,20:000 i 4411 SparksSt. 
11o20.ooo 44os st. 
11162,000 . 4421 Eby St, 
11169,000 4308 Thomaa St, 
14002,000 5021 Halllwell Ave, 
19002.020 3416-2B Kalum St. 
19063.001 3614-03 Kalum St. 
19006;002 8614-06 KMum 8L 
19105,000 8614-105 Kldum St, 
19241,000 ~-'H :~I L~_J_.m $i.: 
Legal Description: 
Lot 4 DL 360 Plan 3053 
Lot 8 DL 360 Plan 7626 
Lot A DL 360 Plan 10785 
Lot I DL 361 Plan 3100 
Lot B BIk 12 DL 361 Plan 3127 
Lot 5 DL 361 Plan 3329 
Lot 6 BIk 11 DL 361 Plan 3329 
Lot 2 BIk 9&10 DL 361 Plan 3374 
Lot I DL 361 Plan 3631 
Lot 21 BIk 4 DL 361 Plan 3674 
Lot 2 DL 361 Plan 4328 
Lot 17 DL 361 Plan 7534 
Lot 2 DL 362 Plan 3125. 
Lot I DL 362 Plan 3679 
Lot 2 BIk 3 DL 369 Plan 3094 
Lot 3 BIk A DL 369 Plan 3669 
Lot 8 BIk 4 DL 611 Plan 3029 
Lot 20 BIk 5 DL 611 Plan 3080 
Lot 21 BIk 6 DL 611 Plan 3080 
BIk 10 DL 611 Plan 3798 
Lot B DL 611 Plan 7940 
Lot 2 DL 611 Plan 8224 
Lot C DL 611 Plan 11620 
Lot D DL 611 Plan 11620 
Lot 11 BIk A DL 838 Plan 3460 
81/2 of WI12 of Blk 9 DL 977 Plan 1055 
Wl12 Lot 10 DL 977 Plan 1055 
Blk 11 DL 977 Plan 1055 
Blk 21 DL 977 Plan 1055 
Lot B-D DL 977 Plan 9025 
Lot B DL 977 Plan 10385 











































'% " i  ' agences 
get TRY 
grants 
Two Terrace agencies have been 
awarded B.C. government grants 
under the TRY (The Respomibfiity 
is Yours) program. 
"Building Healthier Babies", an 
outreach program for pregnant 
women started by the Child Deve-. 
lopment Centre is 1989, got 
$12,000. The program is designed 
to advise pregnan t women on 
nutrition and life styles that will 
give their babies the maximum ~ 
chance of being born healthy. It is 
directed especially at women 
• Whose children may be at risk due 
to ~¢io-economic factors llk~' 
'substance abuse and poverty. 
Northwest Drug and Alcohol 
Services was awarded two grants, 
$3,375 to'flmmce a drug .and al- 
cohol.education poster contest and 
$9,200 for a co.dependency aware- 
heSS project. Co-dependency is a 
public education service to make 
people aware of the effect sub- 
stance abusers have on their 
families and the people around 
them. 
TRY is a B.C. government pro- 
gram delivered through the Minis- 
try of Labour and Consumer Ser- 
vices, the same branch that ope- 
rotes B.C, liquor stores. The pro- 
gram is intended to support local 
programs that addr¢~ substance 
abuse problems. 
limbs, arch supports and 
23 
• ..to assess the needs of new patients and progress ofcurrent patients. The 
personal care, professional service and state-of-the-art technology 
provided by Ford Laboratories in Vancouver, is now available inyour 
community. No need to travel south. Please contaa your 
/ 
: c)i i)laboratories 
']]ddng the initiative in Prosthefics & Orthodcs ~'chnology 
i f i l l  i i  
106-11400 Bridgeport Road 







H, l 'nEducai tr 
; . . o , . 
First  shovel bites 
:$13 million school project 
by Nan. q, Orr 
Five .years. o f  pretiminary 
planning and Work culminated On 
Friday, Sept. 7, with the symbolic 
turning of the first sod for the new 
multi-million dollar, Hazelton 
P.xlucation Centre in Hazelton. 
Edna Cooper, chairman of Seheol 
District #88, Dave Parker, MLA 
for Skecna, Ardythe Wilson, from 
the office of the Gitksan Wet'su- 
wet'an Hereditary Chiefs and 
• Elders, and- Dr. Duncan Etches, 
Hezelton trustee, each turned a 
ritual, spadeful of soil at the con- 
struction site. 
Despite the rain, the ceremony 
was attended by an interested 
group of citizens, including Haz'- 
elton Village mayor Alice Maitland 
and councillor Eric Janze; Lynn 
Patrick, president and Gary Bar- 
dell, vice-president of Stuart Olson 
• " • ~. ' / ' ruce  ~fl[L.lVl~,~v - -  W CL i l lg~ l t ty ,  ~ptuuzu~s a • 
, , , , ,  , .  • 
. . . .  ~ ~ ": '~; , .": 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - 
I 
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Construction, the contractors; 
Royce Condie, architect; school 
district personnel Barry Piersdo¢ 
secretary-treasurer, Lothar Heller, 
maintenance supervisor, Frank 
Hamilton, superintendent, as well 
as many others who had worked 
diligently to bring the project o 
this heginning. 
"The long days of planning are 
over," said Cooper, "and we will 
see the school actually take shape. 
This is the most important day in 
the process towards the realization 
of the hard work of so many in- 
dividuals." She expressed the 
board's appreciation to those 
people, remarking especially upon 
Peter Newberry and the Hazelton 
Parents' Association who made the 
original presentation i 1985 for 
the need of this school, 




Reviews of books from the 
Terrace Public Ubrary 
by Harrlett 
FJaagesund 
....... Fiends by John Farris 
• Adult  f iction published by Dark Harvest 
It all began •when Arne Horsfail found the strange coffin-sized 
crate. The address on the lid was for Dr. Ayres, Department of 
Anthropology, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee. 
Enoch Horsfall, a poor but honest farmer, immediately sent a 
letter to Dr. Ayres. Arne wanted to open the box, he was sure it 
Contained something wonderful, but his father forbade him to go 
near it. So he waited until the day his father was away. And then 
he opened the box. 
Now almost a centuw has passed, and Arne Horsfail is an old 
man, nearly deaf and completely mute. He is a veteran resident 
of a mental institution. There are no records to tell when or why 
he was put in the institution. 
Soft-hearted Enid Waller takes Arne under her wing. She feels 
sorry for the old man. ButEnid's sister, Marjory, doesn't like 
Arne. Not one bit. She thinks he's creepy, especially his crude 
sketches of a hairless woman with eyes like pools of fire tham 
seem to burn fight into your soul. 
' Then Arne disappears from the Waller house one night. It was 
the same,night the luna moths appeared, by the thousands. But 
they weren't ordinary moths, there was something different about 
these creatures, omething sinister. The Clue is locked away inside 
Arne Horsfall's tortured mind. 
This book is more creepy than terrifying. It certainly gives you 
a new perspective on moths. 
: • • :Incredible Jumbo by Barbara Smucker 
: : : : . Juvenile fiction published by Viking 
• To¢i Toll iver dreamed of being a circus clown, just like his 
father. But now his father is dead and Tod and his mother are 
• barely.surviving. The future looks bleak. 
• But'things begin to lo0k a little brighter when Ted is hired by 
the London Zoo, It is his job tohelp Scotty, the zoo keeper, care 
.for Jumbo, the biggest elephant in the world. 
Ted and.Jumbo soon become fast friends. Each day Ted 
shares his hopes and disappointments with the gentle pachyderm. 
And even though he still dreams of one day becoming a circus 
clown, Ted decides that working With the giant elephant he has 
come to love is certainly second bestl 
Then two terrible and unbelievable events occuri his motller 
becomes desperately ill, 'and because they are unabletO afford a 
doctor, she is taken to• the workhouse. And then Jumbo is sold to 
P.T. Barnum's Circus in New York. ~ : ' 
Torn between worry for his mother and loyalty toJumbo, Tod 
finally decides to stow away aboard shipwith Jumbo. Praying 
that bewon't get caught, Tod wonders glumly what• awaitshim 
at, the other end Of.:his longvoyage. : .. " . 
: This well-~vritten stow is a blend of. fact.and f ic t ion. .  • .. 
Education Centre," she said, "be- 
cause we hope it will .be the centre 
for education for everyone in the 
community." 
Parker expressed his appreciation 
at being able to assist he project 
through governmental processes 
and to be presen t on this occasion. 
He recalled his days as school 
lrustcc in the 1980's and paid 
particular U'ibute to Haz¢lton 
school trustee Val Napoleon, 
absent in Vancouver, who had 
worked so persistently for the 
project. 
Ardythe Wilson, on behalf of the 
Hereditary Chiefs and Elders, 
spoke of their recognition of the 
importance of education and the 
need to be involved in the eduea- 
tion system. 
"This is not the first, but the 
second, most important day in 
education in I-Iazelton," she said. 
"The first most important day was 
in 1952 .with the opening of the 
Hazelton Amalgamated Secondary 
School. That day marked the open- 
ins of the first integrated high 
school in B.C. and the recognition 
of the need to become part of the 
education system. The methods of 
teaching are improving as we 
move into the year 2000 and we 
live together and know more of the 
Gitksan culture." 
Dr. E~hes added his congratula- 
tions to all who had worked so 
hard on the project and his hopes 
that the new school will be a step- 
ping stone to the future of educa- 
tion. 
As soon as the speeches were 
ended and the photographs taken, 
the machines hegnn to. clear the 
land and pile the brush as the 
group •moved across theroad to the 
Humming Bird Restaurant for the 
signing of the contracts. 
A group from the Terrace ear- 
penters' union handed out informa- 
tion sheets to everyone. 
The architects who designed the 
building were Royce Condic of 
.Terrace, and Carlberg, Jackson and 
Partners of Vancouver. General 
contractor is Stuart Olson Con- 
struction of Edmonton with site 
superintendent France Bardana nd 
project manager Tom Bourne 
supervising the constn~on. 
".. the second most Important day in education in Hazelton," 
is what Ardythe Wilson, representative of the Gitksan 
Wet'suwat'an hereditary chiefs and elders called the sod tuming 
occasion that began the new Hazelton Education Centre 
construction. Watching Wilson are School Distdct 88 chairman 
Edna Cooper and Skeena MLA Dave Parker. 
School designed with 
21 st Century in mind 
by Nancy On" 
A few strokes of a pen, a few 
moments in time, marked the end 
of five years o f  work and the 
beginning of another two years for 
a host of people in School District 
#88. 
The occasion was the actual 
signing in Hazelton on Sept. 7 of 
the contract document by board 
chairman Edna Cooper and presi- 
can be moved, and space uneer- 
ground for additions or chanses in 
services uch as electricity, plumb- 
ing, heating and similar improve- 
ments. 
"And over all i s  the view of 
Roche de Boule," said Condie. 
"The U-shaped entranceway for 
pedestrians and busses, the ndmin- 
istmtion area, the;library-- every- 
dent Lynn Patrick of Stuart Olson where it is possible - -  look toward 
Construction Company. that magnificent mountain which is 
The final contract for part of Hazelton." 
$13,296,459 for 8,000 ~uare 
melres of space, is designed "to 
take us into the 21st century", said 
Royce Condie, the project axchi- 
"The original bids were too 
high," said Ban7 Plersdorf, secre- 
tary-treasurer of District #88, "but 
we were able to make modifies- 
tect. tions in the grounds and landscap- 
"From the beginning in 1988 We ins, some of the paving, and re- 
had public meetings In Hazclton to using things like old bleachers and 
determine what the perceptions of such to reduce the costs by about 
o0mmunity were for space such as 
gyms, sc/ence rooms, home eco- 
nomies, music, drama and so on. 
Then we got to work to put that 
into detail. We thelz discussed 
Lynn Patrick, president of the layouts with staff at I4azelton 
compuny, explained that they were Secondary and developed each 
expecting to use as many local 
trades and personnel as poss~le in 
the community , and that negoti- 
ations were underway to use trades 
drawn from the Smithem and 
Pdnee Georgn areas. 
The. new school will be 8,000 
square metres, cost $13,300,000, 
and is targeted for complelton in 
early 1992. 
section in conjunction with the 
school's personnel. 
Whe cooperation was great all 
along," said Condie. 
Knowing that flexibility is an 
essential for the future of schools, 
the architects have incorporated 
designs and materials which can be 
altered for changing needs. There 
will be intedor steel beams which 
I 
$650,000?' 
"It is a: big contract," he mkL 
.Stuart Obon is hoping to use 
local Imdes and service~ like the 
nmchines clearing the land, in the 
construction of the school." 
Lynn Patrick, president of the 
company,' confirmed these views 
and said this was a medium-sized 
contract, for. his finn, which is 
currentlybuilding the new city lmdl 
in Edmonton, .a $40 million pro. 
j fA~.  , 
"But we are looking forward to 
working with the people of Hazel- 
ton, " he said. "It will be a school 
we will all be proud of." 
" , !  
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A year ago 
this week 
I 
t was a year ago this week waiting for the Vancouver forensic 
that he Nisgn'a Tribal Court- laboratory to identify the body of 
cil signed aframework agree- an adult female found near Tyee. 
ment with the federal government. 
It was: a notable occasion, with 
chm'ch bells ringing simultaneously 
throughout the Nass Valley. 
The agreement outlined pro- 
cedures to settle the Nisga'a com- 
prehensive land claim, including 
items that could be settled without 
provincial participation. But the 
province wasn't excluded. The 
agreement also contained provi- 
sions for the province to Join in at 
any point in the process. 
Officials present for the historic 
Little information was available, 
but police d id  say the body 
matched the : description of a 
woman reported missing in Prince 
Rupert. 
The Sande Overpass was in the 
news.., again. A 23-year-old Ter- 
race women was uninjured but her 
car sustained $1,200 in damage 
when she drove over the side of 
the southern approach to the over- 
pass. Police, of course, were on 
hand for traffic control and this 
resulted in a second, less serious 
event included NTC president accident. A patrol car parked in 
Chief Alvin McKay, NTC execu-the right turn l~e of the southeast 
live director Red Robinson, Minis- approach to the overpass was in 
ter of Indian and Northern Deve- the way of a logging truck. A 
lopment Pierre Cadieux, Minister 
of State for native affairs Kim 
Campbell, and federal land claims 
negotiator Fred Walchli. 
There was less cause for joy in 
the neighbourhood southeest of 
Northwest Community College, 
however. The word was that a 
32-acre parcel of land bordered by 
Soucie, Marshall, Mountainvista 
and Bailey was going to be the site 
of the new Terrace Reglonai Cor- 
reedonal Centre. Objections ranged 
from an anticipated invasion of 
smoke and noise to the possibility 
of a security risk and deflated 
property values. 
A meeting of area reMdents at 
NWCC called for support from the 
entire community in opposing the 
construction of a new correctional 
institution in any residential rea 
within city limits. But there was 
more than just complaints about 
the possible ffects of a bench area 
correctional centre. There was 
confusion over the status of the 
32-acre piece of land as well. 
An information package pub- 
iish~l by the city in October, 
1985, indicated it was an area to 
be developed with an "Identifiable 
Neighbourhood Concept". What 
this meant, according to the docu- 
ment, was that a variety of resi- 
dentiai lifestyles would be main- 
tained and there would be orderly 
residential .growth through phased 
expamion which included conveni- 
ence shopping, an elementary 
sehool and a park. But with this 
obscure promise seemingly forgot- 
ten, the debate raged on. 
I 
n other city news, council 
had asked the superintendent 
of parks and recreation to set 
some washroom priorities for the 
next round of budget talks. On the 
• agenda were permanent washroom 
facilities at Christy Park and Ferry 
Island. And Hank the Kermode 
bear was without a home. He had 
been displaced from council cham- 
bers by a nameless, but much 
healthier bear and the Chamber of 
Commerce declined Hank... even 
asa~.  
. . . .  ~ Around town, police news was 
the b!g item. The RCblP were 
looking to rm armm roo~r who 
.... held up SeamAuci/on and Supply 
in Thorn~n and escaped with an 
undisclosed amount, of W h.i, And 
Rupert,•RC  were .0U 
confident driver said no problem, 
however, there's "plenty of room". 
But he was wrong. The police car 
was damaged to the tune of $450 
A woman and her two passengers 
were taken to hospital after they 
were rear-ended on the old Skeena 
bridge. The driver of the offending 
pickup was charged with having 
inadequate brakes and fairing to 
stop for a red light. 
Alcohol was causing its share of 
problems, too. A Courtenay resi- 
dent was taken to hospital after he 
.,rolled his vehicle in the 5000 block 
Medeek Ave. The cause: speed and 
alcohol. Nine other drivers were a 
little more forhmate over the week- 
end. They were stopped by police 
before they wrecked their cars. 
Seven were charged with impaired 
driving and two were given 
24-hour suspensions. 
And finally, a teen party in the 
4800 block Straume Ave. attracted 
the attention of the police. There 
had been a number of complaints 
about noise and disturbances atthe 
same address in previous months, 
but this particular party was likely 
the lest. A number of fights broke 
out, inside the home and in the 
Verites School parking lot across 
the street, a number of liquor sei- 
zures were made by police, and at 
least one party-goer was charged 
under the Narcotics Act. If this 
• wasn't enough to dampen any 
future party spirit, a father's iron 
fist probably was. When the 
parents arrived, they found their 
home in a shambles. 
And a 13-year-old Terrace glri 
went to hospital with serious cuts 
to the right knee and abdomen 
Terrace had its share of traffic problems at this time last year While investigating one collision an 
RCMP officer unwittingly became Involved in another as a logging truck attempted unsuccessfully 
to cut things a bit fine while edging by the parked cruiser 
$180,000 in revenues. Cosmo 
Zavaglia didn't cancel his bookings 
but said one more season Hke 1989 
and it wouldn't matter anyway. 
And Oord Judzentis aid he shut 
down his steelhead excursions 
entirely and wouldn't be taking 
any steethead bookings in 1990. 
B.C. tourism maps weren't help- 
ing matters either. Local merchants 
were a little miffed that a couple 
of promotional brochures included 
Smithers and Prince Rupert, but 
not Terrace. 
The  Kitselas Band Council 
wasn't o be discouraged, though. 
They had plans for developing 500 
acres of Native-owned land in the 
area as a rational park. ~s  park, 
said a ~and: spokesman~' would 
offer day-long hiking excursions 
with museum displays along the 
way. And picnic areas where you 
could stop for lunch while viewing 
a site with a history dating back 
perhaps 5,000 years. With a deve- 
lopment like that, who needed 
steelhead.., or a map? 
On the industrial front, railway 
workers were joinlng the un- 
employment queues. In the name 
of progress, CN purchesed $40 
million worth of track maintenance 
machinery that would replace 
1,500 of their maintenance 
workers. Fifty of them had once 
maintained the section of track 
from McBride to Prince Rupert. 
turned out for the meeting. The 
resignation was accepted and a 
date of Oct. 28 set for the byelec- 
tion later, however, after 
secretary-treasurer Barry Piersdorff 
polled the board by phone. 
I 
n sports, the Terrace Curling 
Club had a new manager. 
Maurice Jones had been 
imported from Maple Ridge to run 
the club and he seemed to have the 
enthusiasm they were looking for. 
And the Peaks Gymnastics Club 
was demonstrating some enthnsi- 
asm of their own. It was a year 
ago this week they hosted their 
first annual home-business based 
trade show at the Inn of the West. 
Proceeds from the event would go 
towards funding the clubs own 
gym. 
A contingent of Terrace seniors 
was back in town. They had 
returned from the B.C. Seniors' 
Games with no medals but feeling 
like winners anyway. The compefl- 
lion was strong and just being 
there was reward enough, 
explained Bob Goodvin. It's being 
involved and keeping in shape that 
cotmts. 
after she mn into a glass door at 
the Tillicum Twin Theatres. Police 
said she was playing with a friend 
outside the theatre prlorto the 
accident. 
A 
ll the news in the com- 
munity wasn't bad news, 
however. It was Big 
Brothers and Big Sisters Month in 
Terrace and local organizers were 
working hard to raise their com- 
munity profile. But in the world 
of commerce, all was not well. 
The fish guiding industry was in 
trouble due to a disastrously ow 
return of steelhead. Martin Schmi- t ruswe Mu© ~wat ;  -,~, 
deter told the Tan'ace Review that resign at the first meeting of their 
he had told his Europmmcllents to..current ~clmol" fiscal, year but 
cancel thdr plans because there couldn't l~cause..tl~ydidn'thavc 
were no fish. He sald it cost him a quorum, Only four ' ImsteeS 
Andff the lack of fish, accurate 
maps and a CN midntenance rew 
didn't, totally ruin the economy, 
perhaps the OaT would finish us 
off. That, of c0tu~. ,. depended_ on 
who you tailed t0 But according 
tto Skcena MP Jim Fulton, the tax 
had the po~ntial for doing the job 
Even if  Changes were made to 
make it appear more attracti~,e, 
• In.Education, SChoo! District 88 
student enrolment figures were on 
track as usnal. Assistant superin- 
• tendent Skip Ikrgsma Was only s ix 
over with his 1989/90 estimate of 
5,215 students. Ending teachers 
fo r al! those students was getting 
more difficult with each new year, 
though. In the i r  Canada-wide 
search, said Bergsma, "We really 
covered the waterfront." 
School trustees were a rare bird 
a year ago ~ as well , i t  seems. 
TrmteeKat ie  'LudWig tried to 
TAURUS 
Apr. 20-May 20 
GEMINI 
May 21-,lume 20 
CANCER 
Jane 21-July 22 
LEO 
July 23-Aug. 22 
VIRGO 
AuR. 23-Sept, 22 
LIBRA 
Sept. 23-4~. 22 
SCORPIO 
Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
SAGITTARIU8 
Nov. 22-Dec. 21 
CAPRICORN 
Dee. 22-Jan. 19 
AQUARIUS 
Ju .  20-Feb. 18 
• ~ PISCES 
Feb. 19-Mm. 20 
J i l t  6 ~VaS I ,  I I LA~. r iS~I  U~t  ~ im| l J /a  v • 1 , ,~ .  
Emphasis is on job details. Guard against a 
tendency to take on the problems of co-work,s. 
Let them work it out. 
Welcome ne.vs comes from a family mem5~ who 
has left the old hommea& Read between the lines. 
Exercise care in making formal agreements or 
promises. The presentatiot~ may not be entirely 
• accurate and above board. 
Friends are helpful in your search for a more 
lucrative position. Further education may be 
called for. 
Your individualism Isat a hlBh peak, and yon 
draw the attention of the bls sun. Take care 
it doesn't backfire. 1 " 
• Concentrate an workins out ideas,wlth practical 
plans. Just for now, let the head rlde rather than 
theheatt. 
Conditions are not really predictable so do be 
". cautious when consulted, about the obligations 
of one dose to you. 
Partnerships and publlc relations tend to keep 
thinss tirred up. Sound Judgement on your 
will keep you out of trouble. 
Se~retlve developments onthe job are a threat o 
your reputation. Use your Intuitive facalfles. See 
through thedeception. 
Keep emotions in Check. Your natural shrewdness 
tells youto make adjustments in social ~.d bnsl- 
ness relationships. 
• Changes affecting the affairs of relatives is an 
indication of progress. Closer ties with one you 
loveareevident. 
/ 
